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Computers

'R' Us

Anyone bom before 1968 who has learned
to use a word processor probably underwent a minor metaphysical showdown in
which skepticism about mechanical intru-

sions into the human realm of writing,
compounded with fear of submitting to
machine domination, eventually yielded to
an exhilarating sense of individual accom-

version, but nonetheless feel the same

sciousness at an unstoppable rate, and thus

of power. The transition was almost

the political problem may not be neatly rel-

cult-like: over the course of a decade, millions of altar-like monitors appeared in

bodies by transferring their consciousness

to an "immortal" machine. This ultimate
displacement of the body represents the
new utopia: literally a no-place where

user and the tool can no longer be so
clearly drawn because the computer is a

feel quite the same sense of zealous con-

tool. Those born after 1968 and raised on
computer video games probably do not

will eventually be able to abandon their

cial palliative result from a slogan ofresistance such as "cyberproles of the world
unite; you have nothing to lose but your
software"? Unlike the first industrial revolution, the political distinction between the

machine that increases mental rather than
physical capacities. Like the machines of
the first industrial revolution, computers
improve the efficiency of production, but,
in addition, they penetrate human con-

plishment boosted by mastering a new

sense

will be inevitable because there are
no territorial issues, and where injustice
will be nonexistent because without the
body, there will be no pain. As always,
utopia obviates the need for politics.
Whether the ideology underlying computerization is about controlling bodies or
displacing them, it clearly cannot be ignored. One of the most conspicuous conpeace

egated to the user pulling the plug.

cerns ofcritics and philosophers during the

The official ideology of computeriza-

past two decades has, in fact, been the dis-

homes and offices, and provided a liberating feeling of both autonomy and connect-

edness

1993

in an increasingly

decentered

universe. The triumphant spread of the personal computer, which conquered the mass

market with its "user friendliness," has
triggered a second industrial revolution

course of the body. The means with which
society tries to control the body in the long

Cyberproles of the world

run may not be as problematic as the virtual
disappearance of the body. Among the as-

unite; you have nothing to

tute observations of philosopher Hubert

lose but your software

Dreyfus, who recently updated his critique
of artificial intelligence inWhat Computers
Still C an' t Do (MIT Press, 1992), is that although the machine may have already at-

based on information and technologies that

now seems as inevitable as the universal
adoption of electric lights.
The most significant effect of this new
revolution will be the rearticulation of class
structure: at the top, the infocrats, who con-

trol the production of electronic information; far below them, the cyberproletariats,
who depend on computers to carry out any
form of labor (which currently ranges from
office work to the agricultural and commercial sectors). Cyberproles will make up the
vast majority of income earners, who, despite the increased productivity of cybernetic technologies, seem to work longer

tion is clearly

h the positivist

On a crude level, displacement refers to the

lumpentrash, which will include entire nations. Lumpentrash are those who literally
do not, and probably will never, compute.
In proposing such a bleak analysis, I do

body using the computer rarely needs to be
in a specific place; space is thus no longer

not intend to agitate for a neo-Luddite

a limitation on being. Finally, carrying
such potentials to the prognostication of
cyberspace, it is imaginable that people

ing traditional middle-class goals. Finally, at
the bottom will be a growing underclass, the

movement that attacks the machine for social inequities. Would any momentous so-

in the

amount of

information it can store and process, it will
always be limited by the fact that "intelligence needs a body." This is because the
contextual issues surrounding one's own
body lead to an understanding of relevance
that is phenomenal and spatial. If information technology is proposed without commensurate attention to what happens to
one's own body and to the bodies affected
by information, can its users expect it to be
relevant, intelligent, or, more importantly,

vors the displacement of the human body.

layoffs that occurred first in newspaper
plants due to computer typesetting and
then in almost every other arena of employment, including architecture-the displacement of the bodies of workers.
Displacement of the body in a less conflictual sense refers to the atopic status of
computer users. Through the enhanced
flexibility of fiberoptic technologies, the

hours and make less progress toward realiz-

tained superiority

tradition that

knowledge is power. In that respect one
might locate the political issues as questions of controlling technologies in the
manner of Michel Foucault. There is a latent ideology, however, that has evolved
with the use of digital technology that fa-

responsible?

Richard Ingersoll
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Computers'R'Us

Dlalogue with
Alexander Tzonis:

AT: I strongly believe that no computational
theory or methodology or techniques of architecture can be developed without deeply
founded architectural knowledge. As to
whether the reverse is true, this is a most interesting question. Up until very recently

Artiflcia! lntelllgence
for Intelligent
Archltects

reached a second phase where more complex kinds of intelligence (such as spatial
and visual thinking, and design) are now approachable.

DBR: How would a computer-aided historian proceed, and what are the potential

most people in architectural theory or computer-aided design worked independently.
Alexander Tzonis is the chair of architectural
theory at the University of Technology at Delft,

Holland, and is the director of Architectural
Knowledge Systems, a multidisciplinary

re search

group. He attended graduate school at Yale
University and taught at Hanard between 1967
and l98l, where he came into contact with the
early research in artificial intelligence then being
undertaken in Cambridge.

Tzonis coauthored, with Serge Chermayeff,
The Shape of Community (Penguin, 1971) and
soon after publisfted Towards a Non-oppressive
Environment (i press inc., 1972). He has a
consuming interest in architectural theory and its
documentation, and is the chief editor of the
Garland Archives, a multivolume series which

has published the complete archives of Le
Corbusier, Louis Kahn, Mies van der Rohe,
Walter Gropius, R. M. Schindler, and Alvar
( Se e DBR /8, " Archite ctural P ublishi ng"
).
With Liane Lefaivre he has written numerous
articles and books, including Classical Architecture: The Poetics of Order (MIT Press, 1986),
The Roots of Architecture (SIJN, 1984), and
Architecture in Europe Since 1968: Berween
Memory and Invention (Rizzoli, 1992). He has
edited a forthcoming book, in collaboration with
Ian White, Automation-Based Creative Design

Aalto.

(Elsevier, 1993).

In

1990 he

published

his

consequences?

They stayed in one direction, looked exclusively at architectural theory, and tried to understand it independently of computational

AT: Like many other researchers we [ry to
find actual cases of professional practice,

aspects, which they viewed with suspicion.

Or they concentrated on computer applica-

document their methods in use, and reconstruct their underlying methodology. Where

tions and tried to expand and improve them,
disregarding architectural theory, which, in

our group differs significantly from others is
that we try to carry out such reconstructions

It seems

in historical cases of exceptionally creative,
intelligent performance. A considerable part

tum, they eyed with misgivings.

that the situation is changing now. We realize that neither architectural theory nor computer techniques can develop in isolation.

of our activities are devoted to historical
documentation and compiling archives be-

The "development of architectural theory"
encompasses cognitive as well as historically rooted rule systems. The closer we get
to understanding architectural practice, the

cause, without scientifically organized archives, an empirical study of creativity,
dealing with highly contrasting cases and

more we realize that it instantiates preexisting rules and activates predeflned systems,

have been impossible.

despite the fact that it appears to improvise

DBR: Are you interested in the constants of
what you call desiga intelligence, or in historical change?

in

a

claiming

freewheeling mamer.

the Golden Thinking Machine (MIT Press, 1990).
The specifrc agenda ofthe doctorate program

directed by Tzonis, known as Architectural

AT: Both. What we find in our research is

ter suited to the more mechanical demands
of practice.

the fascinating dialectic between the architecture of the mind, which is more or less

the means for studying and thinking in general, and design-thinking in particular. With

computers, we can approximate a kind of
replica of the mind, which, however crude
and reductive, is still the best tool we have.
Cognitive scientists carmot test the brain to

DBR interviewed Professor Tzonis in Delft in
December, 1992.

confirm hypotheses about structure-func-

your research group, I see the largest number of the participants are preoccupied with

computers. What relation does the supposedly automated sphere of knowledge have
to the more humanisticallv based "architectural knowledge"?

invariable, and the architecture of culture
and society, which keeps on growing. The
way social forces and social perceptions
shape or are shaped by knowledge has its
own constraints. It constitutes a structure
that was referred to in the mid-1970s as
"socio-formations." I believe we are going
through a phase where we recognize another kind of formation which is subject to
strong changes, and that's the formation

AT: We should use the computer as a tool
for both, and we do. Computers are one of

Knowledge Systems : Artific ial I nte lli gence for
the Intelligent Architect, is the documentation
and analysis of architectural knowledge using
computational, co gni tiv e me thodolo g i e s.

DBR: Reading the program description of

high degree of generaliry, would

DBR: Of what use are computers to history
and theory? It seems to me that they are bet-

first

novel, a murder mystery about problem-solving,
computation, and morality, entitled Hermes and

a

tion relations of the mind, but they can collaborate with artificial intelligence scientists

that comes out of the mind, out of cogrrition,

and test their hypotheses, experimenting
freely with the organization of machines
and their performance. After completing an
initial phase of investigation dealing with

tems-belief systems, ideological systems-are built. On top of it you have

more general kinds of intelligence (such as
vision, language, and movement in space),

ing, reflecting the totality of sociefy rather
than the single cell of an individual mind.

research

in artificial

intelligence

on which society builds and whole

sys-

sociery, economics, politics, cultural superstructures that are always shifting, chang-

Architectural knowledge is

has

7

a

partial case of

Design Book Review 27

but this line is charged with technology,

knows vectors and their coordinates. These
lines do not represent objects, which have

such belief systems. Architecture is nothing

but a component of human thinking-not
only an application component, but a component that is deeply rooted in the very nature of the mind. Creating architecture is a
very human activity, like creating language
or music. At its most fundamental level it
has to do with spatial thinking.

with architectural history, with symbols and
all the other knowledge-loaded aspects of
design. Now, imagine the drawing made by
the assistant confronted with another modified sketch by the concept architect. Imagine how simple it is for a knowledgeable
viewer to understand what changes are
needed in the architectural drawing, but

properties, or identifiable components of architecture. But when you or

I look at the

drawing, we understand precisely those identifiable objects, parts, and components, which
may also have acceptable shapes, tolerances,

dimensions, and various properties-geo-

DBR: I would like this to be made more con-

metrical, natural, symbolic, aesthetic spatial,
cost microclimatic, and so on. If we want to

crete. Let us come back to architectural prac-

develop a truly sophisticated and highly prac-

tice for a moment. If I understand correctly,

tical "redrawing technology" for an architec-

look at how difficult, impossible for a
CAAD-loaded machine to automatically
carry out this "mechanical" job. It cannot

progam at Delft,
the Architectural Knowledge Systems, is
that in order to achieve technical break-

tural office, then we have to introduce into the

even control basic srylistic rules or histori-

computer this component of intelligence and

cal constraints implied in a sketch, not to
mention issues of function.

the premise of the research

knowledge. There's no way to introduce it
except through a highly theoretical analysis

throughs, you need theoretical groundwork.
How does that relate to the "structure" of

of what it involves to draw and

knowledge?

DBR: What about shape grammars? Don't

recognize

shapes that have meaning-technical, aes-

they do exactly

thetic, symbolic, functional, and so on. Theo-

CAAD?

that-link history with

AT: I will give you an example. Imagine, for
instance, the making of a CAAD drawing. It
can be produced very elegantly, quickly,

retical analyses and theoretical breakthroughs

should thus become a prerequisite for the
most practical, efficient technology to be in-

AT: If you go to a CAAD conference, you

without mistakes, and employing people who
are not necessarily talented at drawing; it

ffoduced in an office.

results in a reliable plan of a building. Some-

DBR: Is this kind of trivial redrawing job

one from technology or a completely differ-

the main area of architecture where comput-

historical work in their computers because
they use shape grammars, and actually do
end up with drawings that look very historical. This truly could give both history and

ent area in the building profession walks in
and introduces four kinds of requirements

ers are moving?

computers a dubious reputation. First, shape
grammars do not capture the richness and

that necessitate the redrawing of the plans'

ting a wall there, changing the fenestration
and so on. Now, as we look at a CAAD

AT: Not really. I will give you another example that involves more sophisticated
skills: all architects begin with a sketch.
Then the problem arises ofhow to translate
the sketch into an architectural drawing.

drawing, we can easily envisage the changes
because the mind grasps them quickly. That
is why we call them trivial: they require no

What happens frequently in an office is the
following: the architect in charge of developing a concept does the sketch, then it may

complexity of the works of the past. The authors of such grammars are deceived by the
apparent simplicity of some of the so-called
historical styles. Take classicism, for example. It appears so elementary, either
when you look at a Palladian villa or when
you listen to a Mozart sonata.

special thinking or knowledge to be carried
out. While we modify dimensions on one end

be decided to ffanslate the sketch into an ar-

These changes might be relatively

trivial-

adding a bit of diameter to columns here, cut-

will find a lot of teachers who claim they do

Some people are under the false impres-

sion that any beginning piano student can
play Mozart. Well, they may be "playing"
Mozart, but they're rrot interpreting Mozart,
because the real theory behind a Mozart

cussions on other components of the buildhg
that are connected to the ones that change.

chitectural drawing to test the idea. Most of
the time, another architect takes the sketch
and redraws it into a more accurate architectural drawing. This is a trivial job, but at the

they are, these changes still take

same time, it requires a very sophisticated

of rules and principles, but also requires a fa-

time and energy. They are disruptive and expensive, whether the redrawing is done by
hand on transparent paper, or by a machine.
One would have to go though more or

understanding of what is involved implicitly

miliarity with the dialogue that Mozart's

in the sketch. From the technical and eco-

of the paper, we must calculate their reper-

Trivial

as

piece is not only loaded with a whole overlay

a

work has with a large number of precedents
to which it constantly connects. Similarly,

less the same process of redrawing when us-

machine to do it. But a machine cannot do it
unless we do develop a sophisticated theory

shape grammars deceive their users. They
give them the impression that they are in con-

ing CAAD techniques because once auto-

of what is involved when we look at a

mated redrawing gets more sophisticated, it is
impossible. Why? Because, for CAAD, there

sketch and read the implicit things within it
about what is to be built. It might involve

trol of the methodology of historical works,
while in reality, very linle is explained to
them about it and no real effort has been

is no meaning in the lines. The computer only

the smallest, most minute change of a line,

made to reconstruct this methodology.

nomic point of view,

8

it is desirable for

Computers'R'Us

Second, the computer itself is used in
ways that are inferior to its capability to cap-

ture the complexity of the mind. A rigorous
analysis of style presupposes knowledge of

theory, an explicit reconstructed theory,

applied, form and function cohabited from
the very beginning. And this is how we

which is still precomputational.

have been approaching architectural design

The third phase is to tum this knowledge,

in our laboratory.

or knowledge systems (because they're not
empirical data any longer but implemen-

DBR: How is your prognm structured?

tational) into machine-based systems that

architecnral theory in all its depth and richness, and the reconstruction

ofis

categorical

organization and principles. This in tum presupposes robust spatial semantics and an
understanding of language, vision, and cognitive restraints. All that, to be handled computationally, requires computer programs
and algorithms that are far more sophisti-

cated than the ones employed by shape
grammars. The irony is that such sophisticated tools turn out to be much easier to use.

DBR: Don't you think computers invite
such simplistic attitudes?

AT: Computers are indeed very prone to reductionist interpretations, like any scientistic
approach. What we are trying to do is exactly

have a descriptive and explanatory power or a

Knowledge Systems is organized into three
branches. The first is "architectural documentation," where those who are interested
in developing a basis or substrucfure for architectural research develop architectural
documentation by looking to t}te literature,
criticism, poetry, legal documents, religious
documents, and so on. The student puts it
into a package that can then be subject to
rigorous interpretation. In many cases, the
documentation takes place outside the university. The common link is the Garland
Architectural Archives project, for which I

objects.

DBR: How can you relate descriptions and
explanations to predictions? How can you
make design out of documentation?

AT: The fundamental departure in our approach is that creative design is based on

precedent-in other words, that creating design from a tabula rasa is impossible. While

many have believed and still believe that the
creative act happens on a clean slate, we are

trying to show that it is an illusion. In fact,
our work explains why a large number of
utopian ex nihilo schemes led to disasters,
with or without the use of computers.
This can be shown by investigating how
architectural thinking works and by showing, on the cognitive level, how it is impossible to deliver satisfactory products unless
operating under constraints. Looking at architectural history, we identify these con-

am the general editor.

Our ally in this approach is reality. One can

Occasionally the research involves an
even more basic aspect of documentation,

observe that all the reductive approaches are

such as identifying and structuring the

the opposite: we try to introduce difficulty.

predictive design power. ln other words,
through those systems you can design new

AT: The Delft program of Architectural

very successful for six months, and then re-

sources of architectural discourse. This was

veal their limitations. Ultimately, they are
exhausted very quickly.
The issue of function is conspicuously
absent from most discussions about CAAD
and shape grammars in particular. The reason is obvious: neither paradigms were
made to function. In other design domains,
however, where artificial intelligence was

the case with a study carried out by Dr.

Al-

Abed on early Arabic discourse of architecture.

The second branch is given to interpreting the architectural documents, and developing from them an explicit reconstructed

straints as precedents.

Accumulating all kinds of cases for their
own sake doesn't work. To start with, you

theory. This involves the systematic analysis

of the documents, which have an implicit

Precedent
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have no way

of

ings for the present. So we have a number

selecting them, sorting

of

examples where we try, through case studies, to demonsffate this idea and to build systems out of them which can generate design.

them, reusing them. For this you need some
preexisting principles, some precedents. But

they are of a different kind than those we
get from experience. They are deeper and
much more abstract and generic. They are
"pre-wired," so to speak, in our design apparatus. Then we have another type ofpre-

cedent rule: those that we extract from
individual cases ciuried out in the past. Precedent, pre-wired principles make this extraction possible. Certainly, we always keep
precedent cases as isolated objects as well,
to use whenever needed for special, "nongeneralizable" situations, for example.

Christopher Alexander?

combined in any way. Or how pattems are

AT: We know a little more than D.M. re-

sensitive to different contexts. In other
words, you had a surface analysis rather

searchers did about the complexity of de-

than a coherent system. The more you are

sign problems, and we also take cognition

dealing with a closed community, which
changes very little, the more these pattems
are operational. But the more you are dealing with buildings that are generated by
innovating progmms or with alien environments, the less potent these pattems are. For
these reasons, Alexander's theory lacks
depth. But his initial intuition about prece-

with any degree of complexity ex nihilo, as
the D.M. approach assumed. Designing a
huge warehouse might be possible without
precedent. Its complexity is superficial. But
if you try to rearrange your bedroom ex
nihilo, out of the sheer combinations of demands, it gets much more difficult. Of
course, Christopher Alexander has already
said this in his A Pattern Language. What

much needed. It can show that those incredible leaps of the imagination, pure creative
acts, were in fact examples of recasting old

information into new shapes----of re t hi nki n g.
Analogical design thinking allows designers
to cannibalize information, knowledge, solutions of the past into completely new mean-

Plo

pattem studies of the 1960s. Language pattems are, of course, based on precedents;
the problem with Alexander is that he does

two things together, it becomes increasingly
clear how it is impossible to solve problems

important because it can demonstrate precisely why "precedentless" design is impossible. And this is where history is also very

guage pattems inspired by natural language

DBR: How do you situate this work in relation to what has been done in the past, in
places like Berkeley with Design Methods
(D.M.) research or, on the other hand, with

more into consideration, as well as the
finitude of the human mind. Bringing the

History and cognition research need each
other. An understanding of cognition is very

reformed Alexander, a one-time advocate
of ex nihilo design, was the theory of lan-

not supply a methodology demonsffating
what is and what is not a precedent, or how,
once you have pattems, the pattems can be

dents was actually correct.

DBR: Can you give us an example of any of
the cases you have investigated involving
your holy triad, history-theory, cognition,
and computers?
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Analogical problem-solving in architecture; the case of Le Corbusier's Unit6 d'Habitation in Marseille: Semantic nerwork representation of precedent design
solutions and new solution synthesized out of precedent components.
10
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AT: One of the most exciting cases has been
the analysis and reconstruction of the conception of the Unit6 d'Habitation by Le
Corbusier. The idea ofdesign through prece-

dent follows a model we research in which
you have new programs, you have prece-

ALEXANDER TZONIS AND
LIANE LEFAIVRE

Another case we have been investigating

is the triangular bastion by Leonardo

da

The Two New Sciences
of Representation

Vinci in the l5th century, where sciagraphia
(the art of drawing shadows) is rethought
and renewed, to serve as a precedent for developing the algorithm for drawing the plan
of the optimal fortification. Another of the
studies in our group analyzes the way experts work today in the context of Beijing's
old city in developing new housing. The
method is reconstructed cognitively and

tions remind me of something I already
know? Slowly, from inside his conscious

Plan recognition: the development of meth-

memory emerge very concrete, integral ob-

ods for automatically recognizing architec-

Gyorgy Kepes once called science "the angel with the sword, evicting us from the
smaller, friendlier world in which we once
moved with a confidence born of familiarity, and plunging us into a bigger, alien
world where our unaccustomed sensibilities
are forced to cope with a formidable new
scale of events."r
The invention of perspective came like
one of those angels, causing a change of
mind and an eviction into a strange new
world. The change was slow in coming,
starting at the end of the classical period in
Greece, and never fully realized un[il the
early mid-l5th century. In the course of
these centuries the path of perspective was
halting and full of reversals. Looking over
the whole period, however, a progressive
pattem does emerge. But progressive in

jects. Now he focuses on each and extracts

tural drawings; (2) Architectural program

what terms?

from it the part that is relative to the solution.
For example, out of the Swiss hut, he ex-

interpretation: the development of methods
to analyze. parse, and accept constraining

tracts the component of the piloti, which

elements, normative or factual, from the
discourse of architectural programs; (3)
Analogy: the development of analogical design inference for searching and retrieving
architectural precedents in the Thesaurus,
matching architectural programmatic constraints of form-operation-performance.
Analogy as a complex mechanism of inference is characteristic of most intelligent
thinking.

dent, and then you have a frame through
which they can be combined. And out of
that, you have the development of new solutions; you need the two components, plus the
theory contexts within which it is possible to
marry new questions with old answers, and

computationally.

rephrase, reorganize the old solutions.
Here, for example, is a case study of cre-

ativity, reconstructing what went on in the

DBR: Do you have
in mind?

a

more synthetic project

mind of the designer. We take the ship, bonle

rack, and hut used by Le Corbusier as

AT: Yes-an Architectural Thesaurus,

sources for the Unit6 d'Habitation. He's con-

organized, intelligent memory whose struc-

fronted with

ture reflects architectural knowledge constraints. It contains design principles
capable of capturing large numbers of design rules drawn from precedent cases. The

a

program, he wakes up tortured

by a number of questions, but instead of trying to develop answers ex nihilo, he tums to
his memory and asks, Do any of those ques-

will

be applicable to the Unit6 d'Habitation, and
he uses several aspects of

it that obviously

ignore material, scale, number, configuration, but provide something, a fundamental
gestalt of the design solution. At the same
time, he pulls a similar extraction out of the
bottle rack, which contains the interdependence of bottle to bottle rack the way the
units to the structure will. Finally, he chops
offthe top ofthe ocean liner. The astounding
ability of the mind is that, out of those fragments, it assembles and is then able to "make

them new," to adopt a phrase from Ezra
Pound, to synthesize them into an unprecedented whole. This appears crazy and incredible unless we try to interpret it; then we

an

system contains the following modules: (1)

One of the obvious answers is that, as the
years went by, a system ofrepresentation

of

increasing realism was developed. Descrip-

tions carried out through this system became ilcreasingly matched with the "way
the world is out there." This criterion of
progress might be called "extemalist," as
Hilary Putnam termed it in her book, Reason, H istory, Truth

(Cantbidge: Cambridge

University Press, 1981).

But there is a second criterion of
progress, what Punram would refer to as the

"intemalist" one. Looking at things in relation to it, images created through various
stages in the perfectioning of perspective

DBR: But isn't this a project that should
have been undertaken in collaboration with
other groups, at least on the level ofputting

became increasingly

together all the data needed?

words, increasingly coherent in the way that

AT: It is an idea that we have been exploring.

all their parts fit together, independent of
their conespondence to an extemal reality

rational-in

other

judged by God's eye.

discover that there are certain fundamental
structures of how objects are put together, of
how space is put together, or how functions

Accordingly. with few exceptions, every
successive century can be seen as producing
pictures that become intemally free of con-

are interrelated inside forms that permit the

re-gluing of those pieces into the new whole.
So here you have the theory and the knowl-

fradiction. Visual lines, the cone or the pyra-

mid of vision, the horizon-all the devices
employed in the practice of perspective-

edge behind every object, a kind of gestalt.

lt
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Perspectival construction of the checkerboard.type "ground square," according to Leon Battista Alberti.
Left: preparatory drawing executed on the picture panel itself. Middle: auxiliary drawing executed on a
separate sheet (elevation of the "visual pyramid," which yields the intervals of the transversals v, u,, x. _v
z). Right: final drawing (transfer of the depth intervals obtained from the auxiliary drawing onto the
preparatory drawing; the diagonal serves only to control the results). (From Perspective as Symbolic

Form.\

1927) has been published in En-

glish by Zone Books, decades after it was
ffanslated into Italian and French. Scholars
using the Fine Arts Library at Harvard University might have encountered a precious,
unauthorized, typewritten translation of the
text, accompanied by a shon initialized note
by Panofsky himself waming the reader, in
Latin, of potential enors. Perspective as
Symbolic Form is a short text followed by a
formidable banage of notes. It is a pity that
the newest publication of this brilliant and
very influential document lacks an index.

help not only in developing more naturalis-

dulgence to create and so hedonistic to be-

tic icons, but also in informing more consis-

hold. It was because ofhow they were struc-

tent constructs. Given this model of

tured, because

which

more on aspects of intemal-coherence crite-

development, at the beginning we ought to

reflected the way the mind was made; it was

find pictures composed of fragments, and

because the visual pyramid projected natural

ending with pictures that are totally system-

objects onto the canvas, and the constitution

ria than on external ones. Additionally, in
an intriguing tumabout, Panofsky suggests
that the Kantian intemalist approach had its

atic. Indeed, historical evidence confirms

of the mind onto the world.

roots in the emergence of perspective as a

of their coherence

The accent in this seminal essay centered

Pictures made according to the new sys-

paradigm. From the outset, the Kant-

tem of representing perspective were descrip-

Cassirer orientation is obvious given that, in
the original German title, "Die Perspektive

one case, a combination of a side-wall with

tions within which every form to be found
was tagged with categories of the mind, or,
more specifically, spatial categories. The

the ceiling in another-until suddenly, these

tripartition that characterized the organization

Cassirer's The Philosophy

islands merge into a unified landscape, and

of perspective-based pictures corresponded to

all the aggregates come together and are

the tripartite cognitive framework of frontmiddle-back, up-middle-down, right-middle-

Forms (first published in German in 1921,
andin 1977 by Yale University Press). Un-

this hypothesis. Frescoes, mosaics, and pottery of late Antiquify all contain isolated is-

lands

of

systematic foreshortening-a

ceiling here,

a

table there, part of the floor in

subjugated, without exception, to the rigor
of the intercisione della piramide visiva, or

left---+ategorical structures intemal to the

als'symbolische Form,"' "symbolic form"
is set off in quotation marks, in reference to

of

Symbolic

fortunately, the quotation marks were
dropped in the English ffanslation.

convergence of the visual pyramid.

mind. Consequently, what the viewer recog-

There is an evolutionist view combined

Without doubt, the appearance of these
new objects created through perspective

nized in such paintings was nature catego-

must have come as a shock. Was this effect

not only naturalistic images, but also mental

with the neo-Kantian one in Panofsky's
study of the incremental systematization
of the perspective-based artificial world

unpleasant? Was

it

rized. humanized. Perspective paintings were

akin to the shock of

Far from it.

story of this "anthropocratic" takeover of

through the centuries. The progress of cumulative systematization had an order. Despite the brevity of the study, there is a
sufficient dilineation of the phrases. The
same evolutionist order is also found in the
development of other cultural systems in
their progress toward coherence. The poetics of classical architecture emerged out of
antiquity and reached its maturity in the
Renaissance in a similar way. Related
internalist/externalist criteria can also map
this path. In some cases, such parallel ways
were autonomous; in others, they were inti-

the world, "the translation of psycho-physi-

mately interlinked and reinforced

ological space into mathematical space (or
logico-mathematical space) . . . an objectification of the subjectives." Panofsky's text,
originally published in 1921 intheVortrage

other. The investigation of such colrespon-

images.

To quote Putnam once more, the forefa-

finding a stranger in the intimacy of a hortus
occlusus, to use another of Kepes' similes?

ther of this "intemal realist" position

It was a surprise, but a very

is

che dolce cosa 6 questa prospettiva!" ("Oh,

Immanuel Kant, whose impact on the history
of science, technology, and art has been enormous. His influence among German-speaking art historians in the first part of the 20th

how sweet a thing perspective is!"),

as

century-in particular, his magisterial phi-

Giorgio Vasari reports.
The thrill felt might be explained by the il-

losophy of symbolic forms-was carried out

pleasant one, to the degree that it was greeted

by Paolo Uccello with the exclamation, "Oh,

through the writings of Emst Cassirer.
Erwin Panofsky's book, Perspective as

lusionistic impact of perspective-based realistic pictures. People were drawn to such new

Symbolic Form, tells, or rather outlines, the

idols as the birds were to the fruits in the
painting of Zeuxis, as Pliny relates in his
Natural History. Yet applying Putnam's second criterion-that of intemal coherence-to

the case, we might find another reason why
perspective-based pictures were such an int2

each

dences could lead to the identification of

of intercultural influences, as
well as the identification of deeper forces,

hypermaps

Computers'R'Us

juxtaposi-

such as the growing mentality of bourgeois

spective explicitly presupposes

rationalization which produced such struc-

tion between object and subject, the world
as is and its maps as they appear. Depending on the individual point of view, such a

certainties. Penpective had its critics, two

representation system leads to descriptions
that can differ considerably from each other
even if they stand for the same object. And

as

[ures as bureaucracies, the systemization

of

economic affairs, the legalization of everyday civic life, leading a variety of cultural
developments.

Unlike his later book, Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism (1951), Panofsky's
study on perspective rarely refers to factors
exogenous to the phenomenon ofthe development ofperspective (one rare exception is

when he notes that "the space of Giotto and

Duccio correspond[s] to the transitional
high Scholastic view of space."). Compared
to Gothic Architecture and Scholasticismin

which he deals again with the problem of
incremental systematizatiory'conceptualiza-

tion of the artificial world, Perspectiye as
Symbolic Form is a relatively single-plot
narrative.

a

This radical altemative created new un-

of

whom Panofsky refers to toward the end of
his essay: Plato, who condemned perspective

it was bom

because

"it distorted the 'true

proportions' of things, and replaced reality
and the nomos llawl with subjective appearance and arbitrariness"; and El Lissitsky,
who attacked perspective because it "limited
space, made it finite, closed it off." In order
to overcome perspective's "closed" character, Lissitsky proposed a solution which
Panofsky recounts: "The conquest of an

none of the descriptions are necessarily
more "true" than the others. This invites, by
analogy, implications about the incommensurability of human beliefs. Wood belongs

to a different belief outpost than Panofsky.
Siding with Damisch, with whom he shares

many opinions, Wood appears to regret
Panofsky's "totalizing" mentality and lastminute rejection of "perspectivism" which
the study of perspective could have easily

'imaginary space' by means of mechanically
motivated bodies, which by this very movement, by the rotation or oscillation, produce
precise figures (for example, a rotating stick
produces an apparent circle, or in another po-

implied.
The implications of the invention of perspective were not only critical or epistemo-

sition, an apparent cylinder, and so forth)."
Panofsky looked down on Lissitsky's pro-

Hubert Damisch's L'Origine de la Perspective offers us a good overview of the
abundant work carried out on the topic since
Panofsky's seminal essay, and goes to great

logical, but also technological. Constructing
a perspective description according to the

posal because, despite its aspirations to go
beyond the "Euclidean" prison-house, it led

perspective representation system became a
completely reliable and standardized proce-

to "Euclidean" space pictures itself. Lissitsky's vision, on the other hand, implied
something more: it presaged in a fascinating

lengths to establish such relationships be-

dure, an algorithm-so much so that it eas-

tween multiple layers of the movement. The

ily led to its mechanization through the

passages about the relationship between Re-

invention of the camera. It also contributed
significantly to the creation of an even more
automated system of representation two

naissance perspective and the ideal city are

particularly intriguing.
Current appetite for multilayered contex-

tual studies of culture will certainly

halfa century later. ln other words, it appears
that the new system of generating descriptions of space, offered today by the com-

centuries later: computer-image generation.

opened by the efforts of Christopher S.
Wood in his introduction to Panofsky's essay. He brings out very clearly the relation

But while the camera appeared to have inherited the "conservative" aspects of perspective, or those related to its "totalizing"
character, the computer offered a radical,

between Panofsky and neo-Kantians.

"perspectivist" alternative. Once more,

Wood's introduction situates Panofsky's essay in the context of German art historical scholarship and of the tensions

however, the angel of scientific change was
full of shocking sulprises.

be

way the kind of work students would be turning out as standard practice on computers

puter, was in direct response to Lissitsky's
critique of perspective.
One of the most fascinating capabilities
that the computer offers is that, once it has
helped us build perspective images on the
basis of planar data, such as plans and sections, it then allows us to control them.
Pictures are stored and recalled, cut

that existed there between an

and pasted, squeezed and expanded,
and finally, if not restored, erased. In

ahistorical structuralist philological as

opposed

to

historicist-contextualist

other words, computers instantiate the

thinking. He also elaborates on the

program Lissitsky envisaged, a new

discussion of the conflict between the
subjective-versus-objective identity of

kind of painting beyond the confines
of perspective. Lissitsky's dream was,
in fact, misunderstood by Panofsky
who concentrated only on the end-

perspective representation system
with which Panofsky's essay ends.
This he links with a current debate
about the history of culture, science.
and art as posed by one of the most

product of a process that Lissitsky was
discussing. The artist was referring to
a dynamic process that departed

radical exponents of relativism, Paul
Feyerabend.

The representation system of per-

from
inilial perspective description of an
object, what he called the "rotating
an

Albrecht Diirer's perspective machine anticipates the principle of
ray-tracing. (From The Reconfi gured Eye.)
IJ

stick," to arrive through an intermedi-
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representation system that

with Malcolm McCullough. Its tone is
that of a textbook, and its structure
and selection of references make it a
helpful companion to a general-pur-

Lissitsky envisioned was an open sys-

pose computerized design course. It's

tem, a dynamic system within which
objects could be "parametrized," to

important to note that both the text
and diagrams in this book are more

ate series of steps at a second transformed description, an "apparent

circle" or "apparent cylinder." Thus,

the

used CAD terminology,

a

pleasant to peruse than those in the

system

which computers contain todaY.
The story of this new invention, its

classics of this genre.

possible applications as well as its pos-

ited by Mitchell, McCullough, and

sible implications, is found in William

Patrick Purcell, is even closer to the
classroom than Digital Design Media.
This is a collection of papers initially

The Electronic Design Studio, ed-

J. Mitchell's new book, The Recon'
figured Eye. Like Panofsky's book,
which charted the development of per-

presented at the CAAD Futures Con-

in an evolutionary manner,
Mitchell's investigates the develop-

ference in 1989 in Cambridge, Massa-

spective

ment of computer-based picture gen-

eration.

In so doing, Mitchell

Wide angle and telephoto views taken from the same station point.
(From The Reconfigured Eye.)

chusetts. The thirty-three papers are all

equally passionately engaged in bringing computer tools to the design studio.

sees

photography as the necessary precondition for the emergence of electronic pho-

eye." Rays are "shot" at, or from, the eye (de-

tography, still video, and digital camera-the
basic distinction between photo$aphy, or, in

pending on the assumed general theory ofoptics) piercing an intermediate plane. Since the

his words, a "modem" representation system,

act of shooting is discrete, the traces on the
plane are assumed to be discontinuous points

and digital image synthesizing, a "post-

explicitly stated
rather than lines. This
in Albrecht Diirer's famous engraving of a
man drawing a lute illustrating the second
perspective apparatus (from The Painter's
is quite

modem" system lying in the "analog" (continuous) character ofthe former as opposed
to "digital" (discrete) character of the latter.
Mitchell uses an architectural metaphor

Manual,which was first published in German

to express this difference: the continuous
motion of rolling down a ramp versus the

in 1525, andin

1977 by Abaris Books).

Not only does the illustration clearly

discrete sequence of steps down a staircase'
ln the first case, you cannot count your steps
reliably. In the second, the discreteness of

show a picture made up of dots rather than a
sweeping line, but the accompanying text
makes the digital paradigm and its conse-

the stairs makes the counting very easy.

quent procedure explicit. The description is

Thus, computer-based spatial descriptions
can be stored efficiently and effectively, but
can also be very easily manipulated, much

generated by "marking the spots, moving
from point to point" discretely until the
whole object has been "scanned and its
points transferred to the tablet" (a transla-

more so than their ancestors, the camerabased images.

What's interesting is that all the participants share a conunon orientation toward architecture and computers. Unfortunately, the
authors also share, to a high degree, a continued dedication to traditional CAD. With very
few exceptions, current developments in artificial intelligence, computer vision, cognition,
and "architectural knowledge" are given short

shrift. The variety of contributions come together and form a kind of medium-sized orchestra on the topic. The virtuosity of the
individuals is uneven, however, as is usual in
such cases.

Computers can not only describe and con-

trol objects in space geometrically in the tradition of perspective, but can also capture
more complex, conceptual spatial aspects of
the world by employing space-related cognitive structures. They can describe, explain,
and predict compositional organizations in a
sophisticated, nonreductive way, like an ex-

tion of "das die ganze lauten gar an die tafel
p unc tir st," Dtirer' s emPhasis).

pert. In addition, they can describe, explain,
and predict moving in space, causal chains of

The Reconfigured Eye engagingly shows
the computer's capability of storing massive

events-such as social interaction in buildings as constrained by spatial configura-

space necessary for
computer representations would have been
historically impossible. It is interesting to

information and of rearranging images endlessly-this, with today's desktop technology, which is accessible with comparatively

tions-and the

keep in mind that. at their inception, perspec-

modest budgets (according to Westem stan-

tive descriptions were conceived as digitally

dards). More pragmatic, not to mention more
detailed and broader in its applications, is the

a better

Digital Design Media (Yan Nostrand Rein-

seems to be changing drastically, and most

hold, 1991), also by William Mitchell, along

CAAD researchers have moved quickly

Perspective was the presupposition
of photography. But it was also the presupposition of computer-based pictorial
representations. Without perspective, the
mathematization

of

constinrted. The perspective system ofrepre-

sentation was based on the ballistic paradigm, what has been called "the arrow in the
t4

interdependence of multiple

processes occurring

within the environment.

In doing so, they employ a design intelligence
that is not embodied ("enminded" is perhaps

word) by traditional CAD.2

From recent evidence, the situation

Computers'R'Us

into such advanced territories of computer
applications. Follow-up applications are

lenge posed by the reconfiguring

certainly eagerly awaited.

Ironically, The Reconfigured Eye, which

and rethinking about visual cognition now
occurring-that Panofsky's text on perspec-

eye-with

is, by its genre, more identifiable as an essay

tive has been remembered, translated, and

of ideas (and a lavishly illustrated one at

commented upon.

that), is the most desirable of all the books
mentioned as an educational support tool.

Like Uccello, Mitchell is captured by rhe
sweetness of the new representation system
and its challenges. And one might speculate
that he is drawn not only by its potentials
but also by the fact that, through the new
system, we see projected in the world the
structure of our intemal cognitive apparatus-as in the case of perspective.
But unlike those who wrote about perspective in the Renaissance, Mitchell's book
is preoccupied at least half of the time by

Moreover, it will no doubt be the most lasting contribution on such a swiftly changing
subject. Mitchell's prognosis of future uses
of computers is modest and pragmatic in
comparison to the more wild speculations put
forth by current publications such as Michael

Benedikt's Cyberspace (see reviews on
pages 17 and 19), a book that meditates on a

grandiose and more utopian scale about the
possibilities of such manifold image storage

potential problems and dangers which the
new system might bring about. His point is
not only excellently argued, but also very
well taken. How can we guarantee that an

so much refocusing on design intelligence

explosion of fake images, images that can be
very easily and abundantly manufactured by
today's machines, does not desfioy the integ-

rity of our culture in the near future? Plato
was worried that perspective would populate
the world with fake imitations of the Ideas.

Mitchell is troubled with the proliferation of
fake documents reconfigured through new
technology emerging constantly during our
lives. Another equally important question is
how will we cope with problems of intellec-

tual property without frustrating the enormous potentials of "reconfiguration"; or, if
we opt for giving total license to re-creation,

and facile manipulation of high+ech engines.

how will we reward the initial

Despite their relatively conservative character, Mitchell's projections might still come

These are some of the headaches that will
come, along with the hedonistic moments, in

difficulties in being imple-

the new machine-based fantasy of tomorrow. After all, the angel of change holds a
sword with a double-edged blade.

up against serious

mented. As in the case of CAD, digital image

technology will always be confined unless
supplemented by a more advanced methodology. In both cases, the computer's power to
store and process information is highly overestimated. It isn't that computers cannot perform ambitious tasks such as those that CAD

creators?

NOTES
I.

l

i,,

Gyorgy Kepes was the guest editor.
2. The resulting limitations can be seen very
clearly in Possible Palladian Villas by George

I'

and digital image theoreticians imagine and
aspire to; but such feats of performance can-

not be founded on a reductive modeling of
design thinking and an unchallenging theory
of design intelligence, because of limits of

From the Winter 1960 of Daedalus: The Jour-

nal of the Academy of American Arts and Sciences, dedicated to "The Visual Arts Today";

Hersey and Richard Freedman (MIT Press,

,t,

1992)1.

I

I

I

memory and time, which constrain even the
most advanced computers.

The Reconfigured Eye is explicit about
such limits when digital image applications

grow in size. The sheer "shrinking" of the
information contained in the recorded images, however, is insufficient. The answer is

PERSPECTIVE AS SYMBOLIC FORM, Erwin

to be found in neither software nor hardware improvements; rather, the place to
search for this special intelligence is in the
culture of architecture and in the nature of

Panofsky, translated and introduced by Christopher

S. Wood, Zone Books (distributed through MIT
Press), 1991, 196 pp., illus., $24.95.

L'ORIGINE DE LA PERSPECTM, Hubert
Damisch, Flammarion, 198'7,416 pp., $60.00.

the mind. Culture and nature have already

ELECTRONIC DESIGN STUDIO: ARCHITEC.

developed many efficient and effective
strategies, through history as well as natural
evolution, enviably mastering the tasks of

hoarding huge amounts

I

J. Mitchell, and Patrick Purcell, editors, MIT Press,
1991,505 pp., illus., $19.95.

/ tl

of images and

reconfiguring them inside our heads.
It is no accident, at this moment of chal-

TURAL KNOWLEDCE AND MEDIA IN THE
COMPUTER ERA, Malcolm McCullough, Wi[iam

THE RECONFIGURED EYE: VISUAL TRUTH
A perspective anamorphism. (FromThe Recon-

IN THE POST-PHOTOGRAPHIC ERA, William J.
Mitchell, MIT Press, 1992,273 pp., illus., $39.95.

figured Eye.)
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your head rotates, the computer adjusts
these sounds in real time to create the illu-

Cyberspace, Time, and

sion of movement relative to sound sources
positioned in space. (This component of the

Architecture
It probably helps to imagine Rod Serling setting up aTwilight Zone premise. Consider, if
you will, a miniature prosthetic device-let
us call

it a laser microscanner-that paints

a

technology actually works quite well right
now.)

Still,

clasp of your distant friend's hand. You
press, and simulated skin presses right
back. So it has not escaped the notice of

propriately to your movements. You can
pick up and move virtual objects, or even
use your dataglove to greet a similarly
equipped distant friend with a virtual handshake. (Marvin Minsky was vividly speculating about telepresence in the 1970s. He
imagined "a comfortable jacket lined with
sensors and muscle-like motors" so that

virtuality hucksters that, in the age of safe
sex, there is probably a big market for

that world. (I hasten

Imagine combining this display technology
with a position sensor, a powerful computer,

and appropriate software for updating the
displayed images at thirty frames a second in

"each motion of arm, hand, and finger is reproduced at another place by mobile, mechanical hands." The necessary technology

response to your movements. You become a

cybemaut-an inhabitant of a virtual threedimensional world. You can "walk" around
this world, or "fly" through it.
This virtual world need not be silent.
as with a

a

ing patterns of pressure over all the tactile
sensing surfaces of your body. With suir
able programming, the virtual objects that
you lift can seem to have mass and inertia,

edied by donning a gesture-sensitive glove
or suit, and extending the software so that
objects in the virnral world now respond ap-

to add that only clunky approximations to
this device currently exist.)
Now take this speculation a step further.

You might wear

of speech so tellingly

pattems of light directly on your retina, an
artificial second skin now distributes mov-

the virtual surfaces that you touch can

your retinas. When you wear this device you
do not just look at a virtual world behind the

ir

as the figure

Just as the laser microscanner puts moving

puts it, you are not yet completely in touch
with your virtual world. This can be rem-

tiny stereo pair of video images directly on

video screen: you are

27

is now developing quite nicely.)

But picking things up feels very strange
and virtual handshakes are unsatisfyingly
limp if there is no tactile feedback. So the
next step is to add pneumatic force feedback effectors to the dataglove or datasuit.

pair of headphones-just

Walkman-so that stereo sound

streams are directed to your ears. But there
is a new twist: as your position changes and

seem rough or smooth, and you can feel the

cybercondoms.
The details of the next bit of technology
seem even trickier to work out, but extension of the principle to taste and smell is at
least conceivable. You would need some
kind of micro device directing a computercontrollable stream of stimuli to your pal-

ette, and another stimulating your nasal
membranes-some sort of cybernetic snuff.
For example, when you enter the vi(ual
garden of Eden that some hacker has created, you might see a simulated apple, pick
it up, feel its weight in your hand and sense
the texture of its skin, experience its crunch
between your teeth, taste its crisp tartness,
and smell its fruity aroma.

If this prosthetically invoked virtual apple
difficult to swallow, you might
prefer, like the cyberpunk laureate William
seems rather
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fu-
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Gibson, simply to imagine short-circuiting
the whole camp getup of eyephones, ear-
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phones, nosephones, and intelligent spandex.

Think of a dataplug behind your ear; you
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might just jack into cyberspace.
How can you tell (apart from checking
for that tell-tale plug behind the ear) that you
are not jacked in right now? How can you
show that this very text is not an insidious
piece of self-reflection designed to enhance
the illusion? Begin by checking the fine detail; reality has complex detail right down to
the subatomic level, but virtual reality is constructed at some finite-and probably rela-

tively coarse-resolution. So, if you look
through a sufflciently powerful virtual magnifying glass, you will eventually see pixels.

Art generated from computer "paint" programs; Christopher Crowley. (Ftom The Media Lab.)
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Next, try moving your head very quickly.

Computers'R'Us

r

Reality always updates itself perfectly in real time, but vifiual reality
can lag perceptibly. No matter how
fast the computer that recalculates
the stereo images in response to
your movement, it requires some

virtual reality are most fascinating
as thought experiments-like brains
in vats, Turing tests, visiting Martians who do not know our language
games, and trying to imagine what

it

is like to be a bat. It is a way of prob-

finite amount of time to do so. If you

ing the boundary conditions of ar-

move fast enough, then, you will

chitecfure, and of fleeing the flaccid
grayness that the waning light of

eventually detect flicker or jerkiness.

NE

The practical development of
virtual reality systems, as breezily
and entertainingly chronicled in
Howard Rheingold's Virtual Realiry, has essentially been a struggle
to build the necessary sensor and
effector devices, to increase the
resolution of virtual worlds to an
acceptable level, and to reduce update lag to a point where it is imper-

ceptible. It is a long story. The first
working prototype was constructed

approximately a quarter of a century ago by Ivan E. Sutherland-

poststructuralism casts on curTent

F*!q

tr

5d
. r"Il

*T
ft"il
u{:

architectural discourse. It is a riff of
gonzo ontology, a welcome whiff of

rp

in-your-face intellectual delinquency.

r

F.t

It gives the gazelbodylbegemony

claque something new

i..a

to

think

about. Your cohabitants of cyberspace do not see your usual meaty,
cloth-hung embodiment, but whatever virtual body you might choose
to present. Like a fairy tale witch,
you can embody and mark yourself
in whatever way you want-as Ma-

The original "Talking Head," circa 1979, had gimbals to replicate
head movements such as sideward glances and nodding. It would
enable people in different locations to meet around a "virtual"
conference table. (From The Media Lab.)

or

the computer graphics and robotics

donna rampant

pioneer who also built the first
working CAD system. The Boston Com-

Senator Jesse Helms, or as Gregor

puter Museum now has Sutherland's original equipment and some historic videotape

of it in action. You can see, as the wearers
of this inspired kludge saw, a wire-frame
cube floating incongruously in the center of

couchant,

Samsa in his sorriest state. You can even,

One of the research loci frequently cited
by Rheingold is MIT's Media Laboratory.
Stewart Brand's The Media Lab: Inventing
the Future at MIT provides a detailed, well-

as

if

you wish, lurk invisibly. Cross-dressing
seems tame by comparison with electronic

cross-embodimenfi gender and class mark-

ings become infinitely mutable and unstable. And without stable body markings,
architecture just does not preserve power

counts the other standard virtual reality origin myths and cefiified significant moments:
the Link trainer, Morton Heilig's amazing

crafted account of its activities. The research agenda of the Media Lab includes
but is by no means limited to technologies
that have been taken up by VR enthusiasts
and the burgeoning cadre of cyberspace
flacks; it is concerned broadly with the
evolving electronic, digital environment,

Sensorama, Myron Krueger's early interac-

with media integration, and with person/

Does the idea of virtual places seem out-

tive

machine interfaces. Designers should watch
it carefully. It grew out of a notably brilliant
research group in a department of architec-

landish? Well, it is worth noting that the vir-

Sutherland's laboratory.

Rheingold tells this tale, and also re-

installations, DARPA and NASA

projects, SIGGRAPH graphics hacker heroes, the inepressible Ted Nelson's steamy
speculations about teledildonics, Autodesk's

ill-fated foray into the VR business, appropriation of the idea by old pharmacophiles
like Timothy Leary and technoid New Agers
like the Mondo 2000 crowd, and the 1980s
proliferation of VR start-ups and university
labs. Virtual Realit\ is an able if slightly
breathless piece of oral history (most of the
pioneers of the field are still around, and
Rheingold tracked many of them down), and
an indispensable introduction to the topic.

and patriarchy structures as it is supposed to

do. How do you know who gets to use the
virtual men's room? Or the virtual faculty
club?

tual workplace has actually been with us for

some time, and seems to have been accepted with very little comment. When you
work on a Macintosh, or a computer running Microsoft Windows, you are presented
with a virtual office in which "documents"
reside in "folders" on a "desktop" and are
dropped into a "trashcan" when no longer
needed. (The scare quotes here code virtuality.) The mouse is a crude dataglove, and
the mouse-controlled cursor is a highly simplified virtual hand. This "place" is only
two-dimensional, it is sparsely and not very

ture (Nicholas Negroponte's old Architecture Machine group), it is as much an as it is
engineering, and it asks provocative questions about a future in which the media en-

vironment

is as important-and

as

deserving of design attention-as the familiar material and spatial one.

Unless you count yourself among the
hardcore hardware freaks, though, the details of the devices and their programming
are not the interesting part. Cyberspace and
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elegantly furnished, and the graphics are
quite rudimentary, but these are temporary

Pick up a newspaper or turn on the TV.
Check out the "real" world. The characters
on "Sisters," a television series, are delighted that they will be rhe subject of a
made-for-TV movie. Real audiences are
pushing buttons to determine the plots of

1949 that a computer could be tested for intelligence by creating a blind dialogue between the machine and its user. If the user
remains unaware that he or she is conversing with a computer, then the machine is
deemed intelligent. Weintraub's relatively
simple program was filled with enough ambiguous responses to fool most of the
judges. While not cutting-edge technology,
the program showed the progress made in
AI research in the past few years.
Virmal reality (VR), a new area of com-

movies being shown in Manhattan. Brazil is

puting, differs from AI in the users' interac-

shocked at the breakup of Daniella and
Guillermo, leading characters in a Brazilian
soap opera. Hours after breaking up in the
drama, the actor murders the actress in real
life. The actress' mother will continue to

tion with the machine. It

script the series, having to provide a
fictional explanation for her daughter's

only answer questions they are asked, pas-

cyberspace and virtual reality as represented

death.

questions are not posed. A computer based

in this pioneering volume-to dismiss it as
an affair of incorrigible technocrats and airhead Califomia kids unschooled in cultural
matters such as the exegesis of Walter Ben-

This sense of vertigo is not limited to the
Americas, Benjamin Woolley, in his book
VirtualWorlds, recounts a recent incident in
Great Britain. A series of television adver-

on a spatial model reveals information

jamin and the higher intricacies of

tisements for the yellow pages featured an
elderly gentleman seeking an out-of-print
book entitled Fly Fishing by J. R. Hartley.

At the end of the commercial the viewer

VR has existed as a concept for nearly
thirty years. Only now has it caught fire
with new technologies and the attention of
the media. Even pop imagery of the com-

discovers that the man is Hartley himself.

puter has been updated. Compare the per-

The British audience was so moved by the
ad that bookshops and libraries were
swamped with requests for the book, even
though the book and its author were entirely

sonality of the HAL 9000 computer in
2001: A Space Odyssey to the unnamed
computer featured in Lawnmower Man, a
recent film featuring VR. The paradigm

and unimportant technical consequences

Cyberldaho:
The Reality of
Whatt Not

of

using low-powered computers: it is easy to
imagine-with the many more MIPS (mil-

lions of instructions per second) that no

will soon be available-a very much
slicker and more convincing three-dimen-

doubt

sional version. Perhaps, since architects

will

not have much real office space to design
for quite a while, they should tum their attention to this sort ofvirtual real estate.

The contributors to Cyberspace: First
Steps, edited by Michael Benedikt, speculate on these questions and many more.
Their texts vary widely in quality and so-

phistication, and some contain

some

gratingly awful technobabble, but most repay careful consideration. It would be easy
to sneer at the evolving discussion of

intertextuality. But that would be a mistake.
They are on to something.

fictitious. Woolley writes, "So the publisher
Random Century decided to create one. It
commissioned writer Michael Russel to
ghost-write the book, and hired the actor
Norman Lumsden, who had played Hartley
in the original advertisement, to pose as the
author. The result was a fiction tumed into

fact-artifi cial

reality.

"

Mediated reality is upon us. We live in a

post-Marshall Mcluhan world where communication and information industries exVIRTUAL REALITY, Howard Rheingold, Touch-

tend our senses far beyond our bodies. They

stone Books, 1991,415 pp., $12.00.

also create new fictions for the mind.

THE MEDIA LAB: INVENTING THE FUTURE
AT MIT, Stewart Brand, Viking Penguin, 1987,285
pp., illus., $12.00.

Last year Joseph Weintraub, inventor of
the PC Professor program, won a competi-

CYBERSPACE: FIRST STEPS, Michael Benedikt,
editor, MIT Press, 1991, 436 pp., illus., $24.95.

tion based upon the Turing test for artificial
intelligence (AI). Alan Turing proposed in

18

assumes that
computer graphic space is potentially indistinguishable from "real" experienced space.
This is an important distinction. Computers
based on the human interaction model

sively concealing information

if

will

the right

wherever the user's attention may go. The
user can graze for information, picking up
leads from the comer of the eye.

shift between these fllms changes the role of
the computer from a centralized personality

to that of an ambience. This shift is at the
heart of a changing attitude toward computers and information.
VR is the result of many parallel developments: military applications of computers, flight simulators, toy manufacturers,
and computer hackers are among its motley
sources. Computer games and entertainment were important catalysts for VR research. The first computer graphics were a
by-product of MIT's efforts to produce a
flight simulator for the U.S. Navy it 1944.
By 1949 the engineers had managed to get
their oscilloscope screens to produce mov-

ing dots that mimicked bouncing balls.

Computers'R'Us

Later, they developed a simple game
that allowed the ball to fall through a

display could literally be the Wonderland in which Alice walked."
In 1965 when this was written,

hole. Despite the "wasted" tax dollars, this form of play led to undisputed scientific advances: computer

computers were huge machines able
to create only the roughest graphics.

t *

graphics and interactive computing.

Computing lends itself to play,

j

encouraging users to assemble their
thoughts and to act upon them. In his

k

t

gold writes that due to the tactile
modeling capabilities of computers
"progress in pharmaceutical design
and medical imaging will benefit indirectly from the success of the true
industrial giants of the future VR industry-who are more likely to be
video game companies than scientific
toolmakers."

ff

Another important text is the
novel Neuromancer by William
Gibson, written in 1986. This book is
accepted by many as setting the cul-

tural stage for the development of
VR technology. Nearly every book
on the subject of virtual realify refers

to Gibson's book as a crucial work.
Neuromancer extrapolates current
computer capabilities into a future
where information is the very stuff of

,

.J

a

a

video game with sound and smell

reality. Gibson's novel has the
dystopic feel of works llke Blade
Runner, describing a life between
two universes: one in the heavy

\

sion of traveling in space. Had it been
How to identify

simulations. In l98l Warren Bushnell started Atari in Sunnyvale, California,
which attracted many young researchers
who eventually formed their own compa-

a cyberpunk? (From

Mondo 2000.)

of pure information and energy-

nies. Notable among these were Scott
Fisher, Thomas Zimmerman, and Jaron

a way

equipment.
Paralleling these developments were ef-

forts by the military and NASA to create
simulated environments. The elaborate
flight simulators used by the military and

ous purposes. Only within the past few
years have these developments been seen as

a cultural phenomenon and not merely

a

sionary. Gibson himself doubted that
"cyberspace," a term he coined, had been
understood by the VR industry as he had intended. "I sometimes get the feeling that
technical people who like my work miss
several layers of irony," he said recently.
The eager acceptance of Gibson's vision
is evidenced by Autodesk's creation of a
VR department called Cyberia. Autodesk is

Ivan Sutherland's academic paper entitled

"The Ultimate Display." Its description was
darkly prophetic: "The ultimate display
would . . . be a room within which the computer can control the existence of matter. A
chair displayed in such a room would be
good enough to sit in. Handcuffs displayed
in such a room would be confining, and a
bullet displayed in such a room would be
fatal. With appropriate programming such a

is far from ideal and

Gibson's book is as admonitory as it is vi-

The conception ofvirtual realiry can also be
traced through specific texts that inspired its
research. One of these founding texts is

MIT this technology was also being created
for architectural purposes by Nicholas

This period is marked by unallied re-

Cyberspace

BETWEEN THE LINES

"A Head-Mounted Three-Dimensional Display" written in 1968. Considered by many
to be the inventor of VR technology,

search happening at various sites, for vari-

cyberspace.

of life."

commercial airlines partially owe their existence to Tom Fumess' research in visual
display simulation, which he undertook
while working with the U.S. Air Force. At

Negroponte and the Architecture Machine
group in the 1970s and 1980s.

world of reality, the other in a realm

technical novelty. Rheingold writes that
"the convergent nature of VR technology is
one reason why it has the potential to develop very quickly from scientific oddiry to

Lanier. Lanier later founded VPL, one of
the first manufacturers of VR interface

computer

computing was in its infancy.

{d

,.

simulator designed in the 1960s, was
an early attempt to convey the illu-

built, the result would have been

l-!

j

Ilr

of

graphics took him beyond representation to manifestation at a time when

.M&

book V i rt ua I Re a I ity, How ud Rhein-

Morton Heilig's Sensorama,

Sutherland's vision

r.l

a major producer

of CAD software. Before
Cyberia's creation, Autodesk's founder,
John Walker, wrote a memorandum now
known as the "Through the Looking Glass
Memo," perhaps in homage to Sutherland's
proposal. It is considered a crucial document in the history of VR technology:

Sutherland previously wrote a paper entitled

I believe that conversation is the wrong
model for dealing with a computer-a
model which misleads inexperienced users and invites even experienced software

designers to build hard-to-use systems.
Because the computer has a degree of au-
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tonomy and can rapidly perform certain intellectual tasks we find difficult,
since inception we've seen computers
as possessing attributes of human in-

this comes to $25,400 not counting

telligence ("electronic brains"), and

Although the equipment gets much

this has led us to impute to them char-

media attention, we seldom see the en-

the $100,000 workstation required to
operate it.

acteristics they don't have, then expend large iunounts of effort trying to
program them to behave as we imag-

vironments and creations envisioned

within these systems. Krueger wams
us that although the development of

ine they should.

tools is important, we should nol overWhen you're interacting with a computer, you are not conversing with
another person. You are exploring another world.

The public has embraced the
of VR with uncritical

phenomenon

look the philosophical, cultural, and

artistic potential
j,

I

A possible urban landscape of a matrix; Stan George, 1989
(From Cyberspace.)

of the medium.

Rheingold states it plainly: "If our
technology ever allows us to create
any experience we might want, what
kinds of experience should we want?"

enthusiasm. It has been covered in arts
and science magazines. It was even featured
as a cover story

struments like headsets and heavy gloves
may eventually be phased out as more

in last October's issue of

BusinessWeek and, more recently, inTime.

transparent systems evolve. "The idea that
people are going to put on gloves and scuba

Any innovation in science, whether fractals
or superstrings, has a brief honeymoon with
the public, owing to its novelty alone. The

gear to go to work in the morning requires

counterculture in particular has a field day
with any scientific justification for challeng-

Krueger, one of the proponents of a nonintrusive VR technology.
Another limitation of the technology is a
distinct lag between the motions of the

at least some skepticism," says Myron

ing the establishment. Cyberpunk fanzines
llke Mondo 2000 ride the waves as the
floodgates are opened. Terminology
explodes with neologisms. Consider the synonyms for "computer users" alone: cyberpunks, hackers and crackers, phreaks and

user's head and the images projected by the
systems. This is due to the massive load

of

calculations that are required to generate the

illusion. The most powerful workstations,
such as those of Silicon Graphics, can pro-

wireheads.
There is some preening that goes with the

cess a few thousand polygons per second.
This gives a fairly smooth cartoon-like imagery but cannot be mistaken for reality.
"Reality is eighty million polygons per second," says Alvey Ray Smith, a key figure in

revelry. Like recent developments in chaos
science, VR is another triumph of a counterculture augmented with computers. The anarchic/utopian ambitions to undermine the
establishment by using its tools seem realized. It is the "whole earth" culture updated
to the information age. (And it's no coincidence that two of the most prominent VR

computer graphics culture.

Besides gloves and goggles the basic
setup includes the following: a Polhemus
position sensor to determine the rotation of
the headset as the user tums; a matrix multiplier for recalculating the relationship of
lines in the illusion; a vector generator for
drawing the lines on the video screens used
in the headsets; precision acoustic speakers
for locating objects within the space. In
1990s prices, Rheingold's Virtual Reality
lists the cost of setting up a system: a

authors today, Rheingold and Stewart Brand,

were founders of the Whole Earth calalog, a
cultural landmark that was among the first to
establish technology as a populist tool.)

Despite these cultural concerns, the
popular fascination with VR fixes on the
paraphemalia associated with it. The computer, called a "reality engine" by those in
the VR industry, usually takes backseat to
"techie" encumbrances like headsets and arthropodan gloves. Most of the intrusive in-

Polhemus position sensor costs $2,500, a
VPL DataGlove $6,300, an EyePhone
$9,400, and a software package $7,200.
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TOWARD ANARCHITECTURE
The influence of design on VR is in its ear-

liest stages. According to Mark Bolas,
founder of Fake Space Labs, "At the same
time that we're building hardware and software for NASA and others, we arc trying to
sneak a little design into virtual world building. I'm amazed at how little time people
actually spend inside virtual environments
and how much time they spend talking
about polygons per second."

As any architect knows, the role of the
computer model has rich potential. Fredrick
Brooks, a well-known VR researcher at the

University of North Carolina, worked with
the architect of the new computer-science
center on campus and created walkthroughs

that gave its architect and client a "reality"
check on the building's design.
There are tantalizing possibilities for the

design profession once VR is freed from
imitating reality. Randall Walser and Eric
Gullichsen wrote in 1989 that VR would
lead to the creation of new professions, a
"new breed of professional, a cyberspace
architect who designs . . . cybemetic scenarios. The talents of the cyberspace architect will be akin to those of traditional
architects, film directors, novelists, generals, coaches, playwrights, video game designers. The job of the cyberspace designer
will be to make the experience seem real."
Before discussing the experience, we
must understand the medium that conveys

Computers'R'Us

it. One of Jorge Luis Borges' stories de-

it for particular applications. Even today,

scribes royal cartographers who created a
full-scale map of the kingdom in such detail

users can adjust computer desktops, icons,

that, when overlaid upon the terrain, it was
accurate down to the last blade

of

grass.

Virtual reality offers us this paradox:

the

map is the terrain. The virtual universe is
made entirely of information and resembles

reality only at the option of the user. Navigation of VR is the navigation of its map.
Various types of space are already encountered in the use of computers: simulated graphic space; telepresence as a
medium between robots and controllers,
and stereolithography, the manifestation of

computer graphics in actual space. Com-

puter applications allow one to compose
concepts spatially, and word-processing is
no exception. For instance, the sentence you
are reading is not where

it was originally

placed in the word-processor. It was moved

from from one place to another for editing
purposes.

What will be the character of future
cyberspaces? ln N euromancer Gibson envisions a Matrix, a lattice of information created by global corporate structures. But it is

unlikely that there will ever be a single Matrix as the writer imagines. Gibson missed
Marshall Mcluhan's point regarding the
decentralizing role of computers in culture:

trols that are specifically tied to and interpreted by a computer. This computer could
be sensitive to its environment and take its

and interface instructions. With the advent
of faster and cheaper equipment it may be

cues from objects within it rather than the
conventional user/machine interface. In the

possible for one to customize the "universe"

for one's own needs, which may lead to
some surprising structures.

industry this is called "embodied VR," or
"hypeneality."

Suppose we took all existing computer
documentation and loaded it into cyber-

Computer errors may also become unintended elements of cyberspace geography.

space. The coordinate system for most com-

Not long ago, our office had trouble printing
out a CAD document. The flle had become

puter graphic spaces originates at a point,
say (0,0,0). Because most graphics are
likely to occur within view of the origin, the
area near (0,0,0) would be incredibly dense
with information. The rest of this artificial
universe would be largely vacant. Travel
through this particular cyberspace would
probably not be along the axes with which
we are most familiar. Instead we would be
"moving" along various increments of a
fourth dimension, passing through various
states of (0,0,0). In CAD this is analogous to
moving between layers of drawings.
A merging between VR and actual space
might also be possible. This is the empowernent of real objects to exist symbolically.
Imagine looking at an enghe and seeing its
internal operation simultaneously. Objects
in real space could become symbolic con-

much larger than the system could handle
and printing a small portion of the architectural drawing took hours. Charles Felton, of
our staff, discovered that the graphic space
of the document included a circle some four
hundred miles in diameter, so large that it
was invisible to the user at the scales at

which we were working. Once this VLO
(very large object) was eliminated the problem went away. It is likely that errors like

this may slip into a shared computer environment and so affect the geography of
cyberspace.

THE UNEXPECTED DARKNESS
OF BEING
Some fascinating questions arise when the
issue of personal representation in cyberspace is considered. Could it be possible to

"Persons grouped around a fire or candle for

have copies of oneself replicated in VR?
Would there need to be consistency be-

warmth or light are less able to pursue independent thoughts, or even tasks, than people

tween them or could they appear to be separate individuals? If present computers are

supplied with electric light. In the same
way, social and educational patterns latent
in automation [computers] are those of self
employment and artistic autonomy. Panic
about automation [computers] as a threat of
uniformity on a world scale is the projection
into the future of mechanical standardiza-

plagued with viruses and worms, could

It
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cyberspace be haunted by disembodied
phantoms, bogus men without users/sponsors? Where is the fine line between afiificial space and artificial intelligence?
Gullichsen and Walser wrote in 1989
that in cyberspace you may initially "feel
more comfortable . . . with a body like your
'own' but as you conduct more of your life
and affairs in cyberspace your conditioned
notion of a unique and immutable body will
give way to a far more liberated notion of
'body' as something quite disposable and,
generally, limiting. . . . The ability to radically and compellingly change one's body
image is bound to have a deep psychologi-

*rS

{t

tion and specialism, which are now past"
(from Mcl-uhan s Understanding Media,
1964).

Recent history has been hard on monoliths (cartographers today scramble to keep
up with changes in Eurasia), and the robust
logic of decentralization applies to computers as well. It is more likely that the information format of Gibson's Matrix will be
customized by each user, who will optimize

\*

A gothic cathedral of sorts, floating through an
infinite store; the user plucks scenes and fragments,
searching for or creating new experiences; Daniel
Komberg, 1990. (From Cyberspace.)
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cal effect, calling into question just what

group of satiric puppeteers who create ani-

does not allow him enough distance to re-

you consider yourself to be."

mated replicas of celebrities and nobility.

view the situation in the larger cultural

He examines the entrails of MIT and the
Silicon Valley in a constant quest for the

touches on the fictional spaces created in

The fascination about sex in VR is evi-

denced in several books; it is called
"teledildonics" in Rheingold's book. This

arena. His history of artificial reality barely

have

more conventional art forms. Benjamin
Woolley's book, Virtual Worlds, better

been important to the field. He underscores

handles the deep cultural issues underlying

VR.

environment, and then there is the social na-

the fact that VR is a result of cultural convergence by noting his role in gathering and

ture of cyberspace itself. When there are no
limits to the user's options in representa-

dispersing information: "I began to feel like
an informational honeybee, bearing select

ney in Hype and Hyperrealiry, sets the tone

tions of him- or herself, the question of

pollen grains of knowledge in my briefcase

presence becomes an issue. Would you feel

offended if someone regarded your icon sa-

during my pilgrimages from one laboratory
to another in search ofVR experiences. The

laciously? Uncivilized hackers often use

Japanese had been interested in what I knew

electronic bulletin boards to voice their fantasies. Would their anonymity lead to more

about American research . . . the Dutch
wanted to know about the Japanese. . . .
These people simply did not yet know about
one another. I carried a few reprints away
from each laboratory I visited, and let the

truth of simulation.

Rheingold's odyssey proves

revolves around the issue of self and embodiment in cyberspace. There is the question of the user's representation within this

transgressions once a virtual reality network

was in place?
Similar questions must be asked of the
environment of cyberspace. If it is poten-

people at the next lab make copies of the re-

prints I brought along with me."

tially a social space, as Gibson proposes in

Traveling

Neuromancer, sex could become a theatrical experience, enjoyed by exhibitionist and
voyeur alike. Not networked through a medium like the Matrix, the experience be-

in

Will virtual

Japan, wearing paisley

liberating experience or a night in

comes a furtive relief for the lonely hacker.
These matters underlie the somewhat opti-

mistic accounts of what VRs promise. Will
virtual sex be a liberating experience or a
night in Cyberldaho?
The literature on VR is still fairly young.
Several ofthe books reviewed refer to one
another, particularly to Rheingold' s V irtual
Reality, which is a spirited account of the
author's quest for the secret of virtuality. He
is an enthusiastic guide, thorough in his research and engaging in his delivery. While
occasionally hallucinatory-"I danced with

a woman who had taken the form of

to

sex be a

Cyberldaho?

shorts, a T-shirt, and a glittering baseball

a self-styled
is inHis
exuberance
Johnny Realityseed.
fectious, although one can almost hear the
whispers of his fellow passengers on the
bullet train.
Unfortunately the book lacks illustrations. Sometimes a text just does not communicate as well as images. Rheingold
must understand this to have written so eloquently of computer graphic engineering.
Proper illustations at critical points could
help strengthen his arguments if only to
cap, the author becomes

a

twelve-foot-tall, three-dimensional purple

lobster"-Rheingold's book maintains the
tone of a joumalist at the frontline of technology.
His peripatetic account takes us on a global tour ofthink tanks and garages. His reports on research in Japan are leavened with

validate the text. The reader has no idea of
how convincing these virtual environments

wry commentary on cultural differences

are, or any sense of their limitations.

that lead to success and failure in VR technology. He takes us to England to visit the
founders of Spitting Image Engineering, a

ery angle on the possibilities of VR. While
admirable in scope, the journalistic slant

Rheingold appears to have covered ev-
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The subtitle of Woolley's book, A Jour-

for the author's skeptical review of the
cyberspace phenomenon. The book disVR as being the latest form of fiction
in a culture inundated with virmal truths. It
is the antithesis of the high-voltage enthusiasm of hacker-cult literature from the West
Coast. While such skepticism may be warranted, Woolley's tone sometimes has a
finger-wagging qualiry that undermines his
arguments. His book is, nonetheless, a virtual reality-check, and should be required
reading for anyone interested in the cultural
role of technology.
Virtual Worlds is a collection of related
essays, each dealing with fictions, or "virtual worlds," that compose what we call reality. The book is a tour ofrecent scientific
developments ranging from artificial intelligence to chaos theory and deconstruction.
This provides the cultural backdrop for the
author's inquiries into cyberspace.
Throughout the book, Woolley argues
that virtual reality should be developed as a
simulation and not an imitation of reality.

cusses

Mimicry is unreliable. The model upon
which we base the imitation may be misleading, perhaps dangerous. John Walker's
"Through the Looking Glass" memorandum makes just this point regarding AI. The
researcher Fredrick Brooks maintains that
as computer models become more realistic,
they have a greater chance of being misleading. Both Woolley and Rheingold wam
us that the danger of imitation is that every
model is an abstraction. "No model can be
as complex as the phenomenon it models,
no map can ever be as detailed as the territory it describes," and more importantly, as

semanticist Alfred Korzybski noted, "the
map is not territory."

Woolley's use of the term "simulation,"

Computers'R'Us

however, remains elusive. To

essays, it discusses user represen-

mimic effects, such as the noise and

tation within an electronic environment. This is a discussion of
ethics within a symbolic society.

vibration of an aircraft, is to catch
only a fraction of the experience of
flight. A skillful imitation may offer
you a distant terrain through your
window, may even make you motion sick. However, Woolley argues, the gestalt ofthe experience is

l

L

Stone enlivens the subject by providing anecdotal illustrations taken

from today's world of computer
networking. In the course of the
essay she describes several virtu-

more than an assemblage of special

ally real social

effects. Some quintessence separates the actual experience from its
tation, true simulation would create
conviction.
Since the book is a collection

from text to Roosevelt's fireside

'*,,'

chats to the promise of the Matrix.

{qrXi.et

likeness. He claims that unlike imi-

q

of

related essays, this theme is never
developed in a linear fashion. In-

Marcos Novak's essay, "Liquid

.wffi
&

Architectures

in

Cyberspace,"

envisions a new, unbound architecture of the imagination. Interspersed with paragraphs written as
though the writer were actually
immersed in a virtual environ-

stead it crops up in various sections

in different lights. While in

spaces ranging

I

one

ment, the essay describes the strat-

chapter the author admits that "the

egies of orientation within this
field. His illustrations are beguiling visions of an ever-changing
hallucination with gritty clusters of
information that change shape ac-

distinction between simulation and
imitation is a difficult and not alto-

a clear one," in another
chapter entitled "Hyperreality" he
gether

suggests that

imitation is

a possible

While imitation relies upon

"Ultimately, the New Edge is an attempt to evolve a new species of human
being through a marriage of humans and technology.,' (From Mondo
2000.)

attribute of simulation.

Benedikt, the book's editor,

a

weighs in with an informative essay on the architecture of cyber-

model, simulation may, in fact, be
without reference at all. It becomes

an autonomous "fact." The author quotes
Jean Baudrillard: "Simulation is no longer
that of a territory, a referential being or a
substance. It is the generation by models of a

cording to their content.

space. Readers familiar with his

philosophical standpoint. The essays in

book The Kimball Museum Deconstructed

Cyberspace are largely taken from the First
Conference on Cyberspace held in Austin,

thoroughness on a new subject.

will

Texas, in May 1990. Most have been expanded in order to develop their themes.

be reacquainted with his characteristic

and the presence of absence.

This book approaches many ofthe issues of
virtual reality as though the technology were

This disembodied concept of simulation
establishes VR as a postmodem phenom-

His article is written in two parts. The
first is an elaborate discussion of the various
principles underlying the architecture of a
virnral environment. The second part, much

already in place. While other books also im-

more speculative and engaging, projects

ply that something approaching Gibson's

images of architectures

Matrix is presently operating, Cyberspace
goes so far as to actually illustrate what life

provided by Benedikt's students at the Austin campus of the University of Texas. This

inside the Matrix would be like.

and Novak's essays ire high points of the
book: few authors on this subject are willing
to visualize and present images to illustrate

real without origin or reality: a hyperreality."

Simulation is both the absence of presence

enon. "Artificial reality is the authentic
postmodem condition, and virtual reality its
definitive technological expression," Wool-

ley writes. By his argument we can place
virtual reality somewhere between the imitation of something and the imitation of
nothing. This is the half-lit world of replica-

tion and lost souls, characterized by absence. It is the void around which the

The subjects ofthe various essays ftmge

from questions of protocol of the virtual
workplace to the place of eros within

the architectural principles of the Matrix.
This fact alone makes the book an important contribution to the field.

cyberspace. Although the writing is sometimes opaque, certain essays stand out for

their clarity. "Will rhe Real Body please

images and arguments circle.

Stand Up?: Boundary Stories about Virtual

Cyberspace: First Steps, edited by
Michael Benedikt, approaches VR from a

Cultures" by Allucquere Rosanne Stone is
refreshing. One of the book's more personal

of virtual reality

Lke Cyberspace, Mondo 2000: A User' s
Guide to the New Edge is a collection of essays, but the similarity srops there. While
Cyberspace proceeds in its measured pace,
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Mondo careens. Mondo2000 is ahacker-cult

fanzine published in Berkeley, Califomia.
Not strictly limited to VR or computers, it
sports articles which in any way support a
high-technology counterculture.
In popular literature, this may be as close

of us will get to cyberpunk joumalism. But don't let "punk" mislead you. This

as most

book has excellent graphics and illustrations

for its articles. The typesetting principle
seems to be "If you've got a font, use it!"
While this makes for lively formatting and
borderline legibility, the delirious enthusiasm
of the text somewhat justifies the license. The

book is boisterous, irritating, and funny.

The articles are also heavily annotated.
The left side of most pages contain the text,
while the right side is reserved for colorcoded paragraphs elaborating on the text
with definitions and helpful asides. This allows readers conversant with the information to take the fast lane, while those who
want background have it at hand. This format also facilitates grazing through the material without committing to any particular
subject.

The cutting and pasting of material has
its pitfalls, though. A case of autoplagiarism

occurs when a paragraph on Page 112
shows up almost word for word on page
127. This is a new form of typo made pos-

Mondo plays the role of counterculture guide
with vigor, despite its tongue-in-cftic ironies.

sible by letting a machine do the thinking.

Serious articles on nanotechnology, virtual

AI isn't always

reality, and artificial life are edited by people
named Queen Mu and R. U. Sirius.

Mondo 2000 has its roots in the computer/populist strategies of people such as
Ted Nelson in the early 1970s, and reflects
values ofthe high-tech counterculture ofthe

An

an alphabetized "Source

Materials for the Gourmand

of

of

Experi-

ence." This is an entertaining list ofbooks,

software, and films which play a role in
cyberpunk culture, like MTV meets the
Whole Earth Catalog. This catalog reaches

Bay Area. The intent of Nelson's cyberpolitik is slightly subverted by the cliquish
sense of this book. Many of the articles
have a bit of the nudging and winking that

spider's web out to other catalogs and
references, and is a useful resource for the

like

a

inquiring cybercultist.
What the future will bring is academic.
The real question is what lhe present wlll
bring. Cyberculture already exists. It's in
the blending of information and communication technologies and in darkened rooms

make you feel that you are crashing a party.
The book covers a wide range of issues

current with the West Coast underground.
Chapters in the table of contents read like an
alphabetized shopping list of subjects, starting with "Aphrodisiacs" and ending with

with glowing screens. The phenomenon is

"Zines." Among the topics they cover are
VR/AI technologies, deconsffuction theory,

in its infancy, but the wide range of interest
VR has created indicates that it will con-

postindustrial culture, mind-expanding

tinue to grow. We may be in for surprises.
As William Gibson cannily observed, "the
street flnds its own uses for things-uses
the manufacturers never imagined."

health foods and drugs. The chapters include interviews with techno/cultural luminaries like Brian Eno, William Gibson, and
Ted Nelson himself.
Mondo 2000 is also innovative in its for-

mat and the construction of its articles. In
both cases it draws heavily on the way in
which computers are used and information
is organized. Many articles are composites
that have been edited together. They are
presented as a text collage of credited components arranged in chunks. In this way
many related items that may have previ-

VIRTUAL REALITY, Howard Rheingold, Touchstone Books, 1991,415 pp., $12.00.
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Here is the geat secreti The thought is
made in the mouth.

Tzara, "Manifesto

-Tristan
Feeble Love and Bitter

on

Love," in
Robert Motherwell's The Dada
Painters and Poets,

l95l

I am the sea of permutation, I live beyond
interpretation,
I scramble all the names and the combinations, penetrate the walls ofexplana-

I am the will, I am the buming, and I will
lay my love around you.
Eno, "Lay My Love" from

-Brian
Wrong Way Up (Opal

Records),

1990

Art, as I see it, is essentially a question of
the production of machines that yield
sensations, or of machines that generate
compositions. There's a question of percepts tom loose from perception, or of
affects stripped free of sentiment, or of
sensations extrapolated from common
opinion, just as philosophy consists of
the creation of concepts that lie at the
crossroads of life's possibilities and mental possibilities.
with Felix Guattari, "The

-lnterview
Aesthetic Paradigm and the

Re-

sponsibility to Create," FlashArt
(vol. 25, no. 165), Summer 1992

Technological, scientific, and conceptual
advances are changing our conception of
the appropriate preparation ofthe future ar-

chitect, designer and artist. Among varieties
of academic, scientific, professional, and artistic preparation, current modes of design
education and practice are perhaps the most
antiquated, modeled as they are on centu-

Blackwell Publishers, 1992,274 pp., $19.95'
CYBERSPACE: FIRST STEPS, Michael Benedikt,
editor, MIT Press, 1991,436 pp., illus', $24.95.

mation intensive, design education and
practice are still labor intensive, and thus

MONDO 2000: A USER'S GUIDE TO THE NEW
EDGE, Rudy Rucker, R' U. Sirius, and Queen Mu,
editors, HarperCollins, 1992,317 pp., illus., $20.00.

place designers at a severe disadvantage'

AND HYPERREALITY, Benjamin Woolley,

together for review.

The Poetics of
Cyberspace

ries-old concepts and working methods, and
based on premises that are no longer true.
While most disciplines are becoming infor-

VIRTUAL WORLDS: A JOURNEY IN HYPE

ously existed in separate articles are brought

Automated Wrttlng,
Automatic Writing:

tions,

smart.

appendix called "The ShoPPing

Mall" contains

MARCOS NOVAK

Additionally, other, more general prob-
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lems compound the first: everywhere, it

ing over both these questions is the larger

seems, boundaries are erased: philosophi-

concem about how to provide tools based on

cally, artistically, scientifically, socially,

systematic and methodical approaches to dis-

economically, all that was once clearly defined is no longer so. It is not simply that
"all that is solid melts into air"; it is that a
beliefin the "solid" no longer exists. Either
new categories are in the making, or, more
radically-and more accurately, I believewe are witnessing the end of categorical
thinking (see, for example, A Thousand
Plqteaus by Felix Guattari and Gilles

ciplines whose essence is fluidity, agility, and

tition" of the "total musical fact" to the
broader question of the total architectural

context within which the trace has been inserted. Given that each viewpoint can be ex-

Deleuze).

and artistic fact. The semiological tripartition

amined from two opposing directions,

of the fact of making involves three levels: a
poietic process, a trace, arrd an esthesic process. (Poietic and esthesic are obviously

slightly different questions and their attendant answers arise. From the maker's point

similar to "poetic" and "aesthetic"; Nattiez
chooses to use the former because they are
closer to the original Greek and relatively

new generative possibilities that computation offers, but also about what manners of

In spite of this, computers still require
precise and stable definitions of objects and
processes, while the emerging worldview is
that all

definitions are, at best, definitions

of

convenience and convention, contingent on
whim or circumstance. This creates a fascinating problem; how to reconcile the pre-

cise formalization that computers require
with the will to transgress boundaries that
characterize both our times and our disciplines. Solving this problem is by no means

flnally come to interpretation, we can study
how meanings are projected upon traces
with a logic that is largely independent of intention, process, or material manifestation.
The two questions raised-namely, how

the search for boundaries for the primary pur-

can automation benefit making, and, conversely, what aspects of making intrinsically

pose of extending them.

I

adapt from musicologist and semiotician Jean-Jacques Nattiez, afihor of Music
and Discourse: Toward a Semiology of Music, the notion of the "semiological tripar-

evade automation---<an therefore be asked
from several viewpoints: that of the maker,
of the trace made, of the perceiver, of the

of view, one must ask not only about

the

production need to be maintained regardless
of the sophistication of newly available tech-

free ofdistracting associations.) Briefly, as
mentioned above, the trace is the actual

nological support. Considering the trace, one
must inquire not just how designed artifacts

manifestation of a work; poietic processes
correspond to the manners by which traces
are generated, and esthesic processes colre-

can be made to contain more information
(that is, what are the properties inherent in
the trace, and how can a computational un-

a narrowly construed technological problem; it is, rather, a deep challenge into the
very heart of what it is to be human, because the questions raised are central to

spond to the manners by which traces are
perceived, all interactions occurring within a

humanity's main activiry: making.
With this in mind, in the discussion that
follows, I will substitute the term "maker"

each

can

scure. From the viewpoint ofthe perceiver,

inquire into the technologies of poetics independent of particular material manifesta-

one must ask not simply what are the infor-

for designer, architect, artist, performer,
composer, and so on, and the term "trace"

tions, and without the distractions of

ception and cognition, and how

explicating meaning; we can inquire into the
properties immanent in the trace, indepen-

computational considerations provide better
information to our perceptual and cognitive
capacities, but also how do these very computational considerations interfere with what

for the artifact produced by a maker. "Trace"
can include objects, images, texts, sounds,
events, performances, behaviors, and any
combination of these that are appropriate to the purposes of the maker.

The meaning of the

complete cultural reality. Disengaging these
components in this way allows us to study

in relative

independence:

mation requirements and limitations of per-

viewer's interpretations; and, when we

the context, beyond merely question-

ing the codes and semiotic

rF
t

ogy can improve our understanding of

,

the alterations undergone by

us to examine cunent advances across

plines.

Two questions arise: First, how can
automation help the activity of making
become more information intensive?
Second, what informatioli is intrinsic
to making, and therefore forever be-

yond the reach of automation? Arch-

mecha-

nisms used to create sense and value
from the interactions between maker,
trace, and perceiver, or how technol-

E&8

and

many scientific and artistic disci-

can

is being studied. Finally, examining

term

writing are used interchangeably. Expanding the issues in this way allows

we

dent of both the maker's intentions and

"tracemaking" follows directly from

trace. Tracemaking, making,

derstanding help us produce better traces)'
but also, what kinds of information does a
computational understanding tend to ob-

trace,

making, and interpretation, as contexts
change, one must also ask how technological augmentation itself consti-

t

tutes a change of context, code, and
mechanism.

From such an outlook, two avenues
The Architecture of Noise. Scene from a multimedia event designed
and performed using found processes; Marcos Novak, 1992.
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of

investigation become

aPParent,

each leading to different results. On
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the one hand, we can search for means

r*
t

for enhancing making that require only
strategic input from the maker, and in-

Dadaists and the surrealists were the
mysterious, beautiful "object-poems,"
assemblages of found objects

flh
*a.

volve the use of generative processes,
effecting a transposition from the role
of performer to that of composer; on

Such assemblages resist even the most

,-c qt*

the other hand, we can seek to recog-

''

nize those aspects of making that resist

sophisticated design tools and theories

available today in that they cannot be
incorporated into any fixed set of ob-

j.. ...

.:

jects, orders, or operations. In

formalization, and contain fine distinctions of quality, materiality. mystery.

holistic

means.

the

making of object-poems any combi-

resonance, evocativeness, wonder, and

are judged by intuitive and

in un-

likely but powerful juxtapositions.

music
algorithm
becomes space' space

SoundCtuster4.Temporat/temporary fragmenr of algorithmic
as cyberspace architecture: sound becomes algorithm,

we may rerm rhe firsr approach i:::il:::;^llli;
i'rfrlt"*
"automated writing," and the other
"automatic writing," in direct reference to ar- automated writing rejects as unacceptable
tistic experiments of the early 20th century. error) is embraced as a fertile provocation to
While most "automated writing" is directly new thought. Because this system of writing
related to the concems of industry and pro- is heterogeneous and open, there is no way

iilXlliil*il

tradition

nation and operation is permitted, and
any aspect of reality can be brought
intO the compositiOn at any time. To
extend the notion of the objecr-poem

into the present is but a short step: we
can readily substitute ..found process,' for

"found object," creating "process-poems,,,
or "algorithm-poems," and bring the surreal-

ist outlook to bear on the ways we

use

combifound in the work of the De Stijl and the nations, or to anticipate the nature of the
Constructivists. "Automated writing" refers flnished artifact.
primarily in medical and scientific visualizato writing that employs rule systems valiof the branches of modemism that tion, such as laser- and CAT-scan rendition,
dated by reference to some conventional or
emerged at the outset of the century, the one isosurface and volume visualization, and
"moral" understanding of constraint struc- that became predominant, the modemism of
three-dimensional image processing. All
tures, narrow or "appropriate" pragmatics, the Bauhaus, was more an end than a begin- these tools promise the possibility of
samand a utilitarian or "utopian" teleology. Mak- ning in that it summarized the industrial pling the real world
of objects, processing
ing is seen as a means to an end' There are revolution but did not propose anything re- the sampled data, combining such arrested
clear determinations of end conditions, and ally new. Other branches of modemism forms with computed objects, understanding
often, innumerable possible combinations. were much more active in reevaluating the each step according to the
semiological
Juxtaposed with the will to clarity, cor- substance of the changes that the world was tripartition discussed above, and eventually
rectness, and completeness implied in
wimessing. Foremost among these were the even outputting them in three dimensions
automated writing are the surrealist investi- Dada and surrealist movements. Their work through advanced prototyping or manufacgations of automatic writing, and their Dada is relevant to our present situation in that it
turing techniques such as selective laser sinprecursors, wherein processes are put into foresees both the challenges to fixed mean- tering.
motion with the explicit intention of pro- ings that current philosophy and criticism
The problem with automatic writing is
ducing artifacts that circumvent the precon- study, and the need and promise of genera- that it seems Io be too easy to
abuse. The
ceptions of the maker. The criteria for the tive "games" whose function is to bypass surrealists themselves understood
this, realsuccess of these objects is a finely honed, preconceptions and allow access to a wider izing that it is difficult
to reach into the rehuman qualitative assessment of poetic range of possibilities, all the while relying quisite depths of one's psyche. And, even
meaningfulness, and not an evaluation of
onatrustof thepowersof thecompletehu_ then, there is no guarantee that direct ex_
their fit to a set of criteria established a man being, both rational and intuitive. pression is free from preconceptions that
priori. Automatic writing refers to writing Equally important is their refusal to be bind. How, then, to maintain
the freedom of
that bypasses conscious choice, and with it,
lulled to comfort by dreams of utopia, in- automatic writing without falling into a
conventional limitations to thought, often sisting instead on the virtues of spontaneous trivial self-expression?
through the employment of a found or inaction taken in the living present, with a
The Dadaists and surrealists are not the
duction, it also pertains to an artistic

to determine the number of possible

vented process that appears to be irrelevant prescience that anticipates
to the task at hand. No teleology is stated, concems.

poststructuralist only sources we can examine. Many

with the only exception being, perhaps, the
It is difficult, at first, to imagine how to
production of wonder. Making is seen as an permit such freedom in technologically adend unto itself, and the oxymoron (which vanced making. Among the projects of the
)6,

present technologies. Opportune tools already exist: nondesign-oriented applications,

other

groups have emerged since, and their insights have much to offer. Among them are

the Lettrists, Situationists, Fluxus,

and

Oulipo, a group whose work I find particu-
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larly relevant to the present discussion.

fit." Franqois Le Lionnais, author of the
group's First and Second Manifesto, makes
it clear that this is not a structuralist project:

kind of poetic

memben authors, mathematicians, computer
scientists, and others, including Raymond

"The overwhelming majority of Oulipian
works thus far produced inscribe themselves in a SYNTACTIC structurElist per-

strange effort akin to producing an entire
computer-aided design system for the sake
of designing a single building, only to ser

Oulipo, whose name derives from Ouyroir
de Littirature Potentielle, or Workshop of

Potential Literature, counted among its

sense. What is concealed,
however, is the Oulipean willingness to invent structures that produce single works, a

Italo Calvino, and Marcel

spective (I beg the reader not to confuse this

the system aside in search of a new one at

Duchamp. In direct criticism of Surrealism
and automatic writing, Queneau, one of the

word--{reated expressly for this Manifesto-with structurAlist, a term many of us

the next opportunity to design another

Oulipo's most important figures, states:

consider with circumspection)."

the use of computer programs in the writing

By their own definition, in the words of
Jean Lescure: "Oulipo: group which proposes to examine in what manner and by
what means, given a scientific theory ultimately conceming language (therefore an-

of a hypothetical short story entitled "The
Fire in the Cursed House." He lists objec-

thropology), one can introduce aesthetic

concludes: "This clearly demonstrates, we

pleasure (affectivity and fancy) therein."

believe, that the aid of the computer, far
from replacing the creative act of the artist,
permits the latter rather to liberate himself
from the slavery of the combinatory search,

Queneau,

Another entirely false idea in fashion
nowadays is the equivalence which is established between inspiration, exploration of the subconscious, and liberation;
between chance, automatism, and freedom. Now the inspiration that consists in
blind obedience to every impulse is in reality a sort of slavery. The classical playwright who writes his tragedy observing
a certain number of familiar rules is freer

than the poet who writes that which

Le Voyage en Grice

tive, subjective, and aesthetic constraints
that are interdependent in ways that are in-

transitiye or mutually exclusive. Calvino

Much of Oulipo's work is concemed
with systematic explorations of combinatorial structures, making this resemble automated writing. However, certain important

comes into his head and who is the slave
of other rules of which he is ignorant.

-From
Gallimard,

building. Calvino then goes on to describe

(Paris..

allowing him also the best chance of concentrating on his 'clinamen' which, alone,
can make the text a true work of art."

features set this work apart from automated

1973)

writing unequivocally. Clarity, generality,

In Oulipo: A Primer of Potential Literature, edited by Warren F. Motte, Jacques
Roubaud states in his essay, "Mathematics

completeness, virtues in any system of auto-

in the Method of Raymond Queneau" (under

Calvino proposes: "The assistance of the

"proposition 13"): "The Oulipo's work is

computer take s on an ant i c ombi natory char acter when, among a large number of possi-

Two important features of this outlook
must be emphasized here: first, that the

mated writing, are subverted within the
Oulipian exploration. For example, Italo

anti-chance." Quoting Queneau, Roubaud
continues, "We are not concerned with . . .

mechanism is not intended to provide general

solutions, but rather to create a single exemplary text, and, second, that the provision for

bilities, the computer selects those few
realizations compatible with certain con-

"the refusal of 'automatism' is thus for

"clinamen" is built into the system from the outset, clarifying that what is at
issue is not "truth" but richness. Other texts

straints." This, of course sounds terribly like

a

will

[Queneau] in no way a re.jection of mechani-

straightforward, conventional search

then require other algorithms, and other
clinamens. What is effected is a transposition

cal procedures, but only of those that are
mechanical merely through ignorance.

through a problem space, and, on the surface, is not particularly interesting in any

in thinking, a concem with creation at the
next, higher level, "found process," instead

aleatory literature." He then explains that

a Lucretian

Moreover, to the extent that all litera-

ture (like language) is subject to
automatisms, he is irritated by the ilIusion of thinking that they may be
avoided by simply deciding to act as
if they did not exist: jamming. etc.;
proposition 13 thus means the rejection of the mystical belief according
to which freedom may be born from

the random elimination of

What is "potential literature"? According to Queneau, "We call poten-

search

for

It is

t

new
forms and structures which may be
used by writers in any way they see

here that we can finally

glimpse a reconciliation of these two
outlooks, the automated and the auto-

&

matic-a situation employing rigorous procedures, in which constraint
"forces the system out of its routine
functioning, thereby compelling it to

t

reveal its hidden resources," in Marcel

con-

straints."

tial literature the

of "found object."

Bdnabou's words, and yet maintains a
place for the intervention of the maker

3

or of chance.
Dervish Chamber. View of a cyberspace chamber from the
multimedia/virtual-world performance piece, "Dancing with the
Virtual Dervish," a work in progress at the Banff Centre for the
Ans, Banff, Canada; Marcos Novak.
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If this is the Oulipo criticism of surrealism, what might the Dadacriticism
of Oulipo be? The beauty of Dada is in
its insistence on total freedom at all
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will increasingly

times, the freedom to swerve like the

automated writing

"clinamen" being raised to a way of
life. Jacques Roubaud quotes the
French artist and painter Hans Arp:

concerned with what I call computational composition, and therefore
closely related to investigations in dynamic systems, artificial life, and com-

Dada aimed to destroy the reasonable

puter music. Automatic writing, on the

deceptions of man and recover the

{q

natural and unreasonable order. Dada

wanted to replace the logical nonsense of the men of today by the illogically senseless. That is why we
pounded with all our might on the big

drum
praise

offi-

other hand, is closer to sampling, digi-

tizing, processing, and thus to the issues and techniques addressed by

t

dF

of Dada and trumpeted the
of unreason . Dada de-

nounced the infemal ruses of the

{&

sound and image processing, electroa-

coustic music, and digital video. Together, these approaches promise to

r*
Worlds in Progress. View of a dematerialized architectural

cial vocabulary of wisdom. Dada is
"atmosphere"; Marcos Novak, 1993.
for the senseless, which does not
mean nonsense. Dada is senseless
like nature. Dada is for infinite sense and
The implications of musique concrite? And
definite means.
of course, one cannot proceed much farther

In Buddhist Elements in Dada: A Comparison of Tristan Tzara and Takahashi
Shinkichi, and their Fellow Poets by Ko

along these lines without mentioning John
Cage who, by intentionally pursuing non-

Won, Tristan Tzara's own pronouncements
show some of this fascinating tension: on

both the spirit of these groups and the

the one hand he says, "Logic is a complica-

tion. Logic is always false. It

be

draws the

string of ideas, words, along their formal
exterior, toward illusory extremes and centers. Its chains kill, like an enormous centi-

encompass

the larger part of

the

ground between the totally synthetic
and the totally found. Whether automated or automatic, however, any poetic approach to technology must heed the wamings

of the creators of "altemate language

sys-

intention by algorithmic means, captured

tems," and consider carefully the advice of
the Situationists, to make sure to provide for-

fetile

malisms that can resist "recuperation into the

contradictions that lurk within their cores.
Clearly, this is just the beginning of a reevaluation of precursors in the light of what
we are makingof making itself. For now, it
will suffice to say that there is a renewed in-

spectacle."'

terest in these issues, as the insights that led

realities. Cyberspace is a domain free of all
the conventional constraints of the real world,

The need for beffer understanding of these

issues-from the viewpoints of both
mated

and automatic writing-is

auto-

heightened

by the development ofcyberspace and virtual

pede stifling independence. Married to
logic, art would live in incest, swallowing,
devouring its own tail still attached, fomi-

to their development are encountered with
increasing frequency. The language and imagery produced and consumed today, at the

a world where the only real limitations are
cognitive and perceptual, a world waiting to

cating with itself and the personality would
become a nightmare tarred with protestantism, a monument, a heap of heavy gray

end of this century, creates pressures that

be occupied by an architecture as

makers resist. In Radical Artifice: Writing
Poetry in the Age of Media, required reading for anyone interested in these topics,
Marjorie Perloff writes:

unimagined, a world that will make attractors

intestines." On the other hand, Tzara claims
that the works of Dada conceal a "constellation of necessary quality below the obvious
surface."Here, then, is the Holy Grail: the

Civen the overproduction of such instrumental discourses in late-20th-century
America, with its glut of junk mail, advertising brochures, beepers, bumper stickers, answering-machine messages, and
especially its increasing video coercion
(on cross-country flights, it is now customary to show the preview of the film-tobe-shown with the sound on in the entire
cabin, and this is only the beginning!), poetry (at least in the industrially advanced
countries, the situation in, say, Eastem
Europe or Latin America being very dif-

provision ofthe subtle necessity inherent in
all artifice without enslavement by the logic

of that very artifice-algorithm

and

clinamen. Why is this so important? Because it allows the full advantage of the algorithm without relegating judgment,
discrimination, responsibility, wisdom; for
here, as in the question of free will or determinism, the introduction of the possibility
of a swerve at ony instant is all that guaran-

ferent) is coming to see its role as the production of what we might call an altemate
language system.

tees freedom.

What is all this leading to? Why stop at
Oulipo, why dig up the dead Dada? Why
not inquire into the work of the "language
poets"? What about other sensory modes?

Automated orautomatic writing? It would
be too simple to embrace one and dismiss the

other. As
28

I envision it, at the poietic level,

yet

out of the many strange creators of our fading
century: Dadaists, surrealists, proponents of

Oulipo. Cyberspace is a vast new realm that
can only be occupied with new tools. It is absurd to bring into this realm the limitations of
the everyday world, the stifled propriety of
corporate good taste, or the myopically localized concem for the plight of "the other."

What's needed are tools for generating new
architectures, in every sense that this word
can be taken, based on definitions that are not

fixed but variable, liquid, floating.
Perhaps at this point I should retum to the
semiological tripartition with which I began,
and ascribe the primary focus of the various
groups and approaches I've been discussing

to one or another of its three tongues. Perhaps I should analyze how the particular
flavor of each manifesto comes from a
simple but distinct bias toward foresight or
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spontaneity crossed against poiesis, fface, or

interpretation. Perhaps I should set up a system and work out all the permutations to ex-

haustion, making each point clear and
distinct myself. Perhaps I should enumerate
advantages and shortcomings, executing my
points with graphic "bullets." But preferring
the swerve of the clinamen, the living butter-

fly to the one in the display case (the main
difference being but a long, thin pin), I imagine Tzara, smiling:

Dialectic is an amusing machine which
leads us
in a banal manner
to opinions we would have had anyway

As I write this inconclusion, a little icon
the top right comer of my screen flashes:
new e-mail. I stop writing for a moment to

see what has arrived.

A new issue of

Leonardo Electronic News. The first article
is "Cage Is Here" by Judy Malloy, a com-

memoration to John Cage on the event of
his death. I chance upon the following: A
diary entry of Cage's, from 1966: "Are we
an audience for computer art? The answer
isn't No; it's Yes. What we need is a computer that isn't labor-saving but which increases the work for us to do, that puns (this
is Mcluhan's idea) as well as Joyce, revealing bridges (this is Brown's idea) where we
thought there weren't any, turns us (my
idea) not 'on' but into artists."

JULIE DERCLE

On Science and Science
Fiction: Two Views
Toward the Future

Great science-fiction writers, like all masters of communication, gear their messages

to the overcrowded inner cities of 2001 and
the colonies on a not-too-distant future on
Mars-all places that serve as metaphors

to the general public while even the greatest

for the way things could or ought to

scientists tend to ignore us. As a result,
whether design professionals admit it or
not, the sci-fi community has probably had
more impact on our worldview and, ultimately, the way we build than the scientific
one-a view that becomes apparent upon
reading two books on overlapping topics
both published in l99l: Ray Bradbury's

which he defines as the essence of science
fiction, but could easily apply to design as
well. Although best known for his novels,

from from 1953 to 1990 (almost half of
which appeared previously in Designers
West), he takes a slightly different turn.
Sometimes anecdotal and highly opinionated, and not ordered chronologically or
even thematically, each piece is linked to

as

children no other story affected us more
than Ray Bradbury's, "The Veldt" (The Srories of Ray Bradbury, 1980). To us, it was
the ultimate science-fiction-tale-with-a-

the whole by Bradbury's contagious zest for

life (characterized by his childlike passion
for toys) and his astute observation of human behavior. Bradbury, the self-confessed

scary-twist, embodying what writer Richard
Matheson once called "terror in everyday
places," and the model we would later use

"idea man" who can toss out a "frivolous
concept" and who thinks and writes in images, tack-les the 20th century, looking for
answers to our urban ills. What would the
future be like if we followed the ideas of
one of the most prolific and best-selling au-

to judge episodes of TV's "The Twilight
Zone" in terms of originality. Bradbury's
imagery permanently changed our way of

Built," Design Book Review 24 (Spring 1992):

family's otherwise ordinary

3E42.

home. Equipped with all sorts of extraordinary technological devices, the room could

change

A

Wicked This Way Comes, Bradbury is a
master of the short story. In Yestermonow,
a collection of twenty-four essays, written

in Real andVirtual Environments,edited by
Stephen R. Ellis.

My brother and I once agreed that

thors of our time, if we actualized the environments in his head?

suburban

into whatever environment

Bradbury hinrs at the foundation for his
concept of the future in the collection's title,
Yestermorrov,, and in the opening and closing poems. In "Fill Me With Wonder, You
Architects," he points out his limitations as
a theoretician and pleads with those who
implement ideas to create environments

the

Hadley children desired, from the Land of
Oz to the jungles of Africa. In essence,
Bradbury invents the idea of a dream machine. Like stepping into a movie, it is a

SEMIOLOGY OF MUSIC, Jean-Jacques Natriez,
Princeton University Press, 1990,272 pp., illus.,

place that goes beyond the most elaborate
virtual reality arcade game and actualizes

$50.00 (cloth); $16.95 (paper).

the environments of our imagination-

OULIPO: A PRIMER OF POTENTIAL LITERATURE, edited and translated by Warren F. Motte,
Jr., University of Nebraska Press, 1986, 209 pp.,
525.95 (cloth); $9.95 (paper.l.

architecture that can transform itself into a

be,

such as The Martian Chronicles, Fahrenheit 451, Dandelion Wine, and Something

Yestermorrow: Obvious Answers to Impossible Futures and Pictorial Communication

seeing. In "The Veldt," he writes about a
fantastic playroom built into the Hadley

MUSIC AND DISCOURSE: TOWARD

In his preface to Yestermorrow, Bradbury admits that everything he does is a pursuit of metaphors. His fiction has taken his
readers from nostalgic small-town America

1. Margaret Crawford, "The Hacienda Must Be

NOTE

pecting parents. Place becomes a metaphor
for pent-up human emotions.

filled with enough "twists and fums" and
feasts for the senses to let us know the pleasures of discovery, of being lost, of being
alive. "Of What is Past, or Passing, or To
Come," a poem inspired by a line from

new reality. Although the playroom provides endless possibilities for excitement
and adventure, the Hadley children are ob-

W. B. Yeats, reminds us that we

are

THE AGE OF MEDIA, Marjorie Perloff, Univer-

sessed with a dangerous African veldt that

sity of Chicago Press, 1991, 248 pp., illus., $27.50.

uniquely situated at the end-point of hisrory
and that we carry with us into the future all

eventually becomes a trap for their unsus-

the science fiction of the past. To emphasize

RADICAL ARTIFICE: WRITING POETRY IN
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this point, Bradbury's "Grand Tour 2484"
(the closing piece written in 1984 about the
year 2484), tells of the Peregrine family,
who live in outer space, and their vacation
to other planets. They soon realize that
when earthlings leave their home, they take
their architectural past with them, building
mini Empire State Building s, pizza palaces,

and French chateaux on the worlds they
visit. "Space and the planets in it, light years
apart," he writes, "will resemble the back
lot of a motion picture studio, with its crosspollinated structures and its ramshackle re-

membrance."

The prediction that

the

27

company. History is filled with flamboyant,
forward-looking thinkers-from Plato to

Aristotle and Euripedes or step into a book

Piero della Francesca, Claude-Nicolas

active, virtual reality device similar to the
playroom in "The Veldt"); the ultimate hardware store designed for inveterate tinkerers;
a university designed like a "five-shelled

Ledoux, Le Corbusier, Buckminster Fuller,
and Paolo Soleri, among others-who borrowed from the past in order to attempt to
resolve present dilemmas, often casting their
theories in terms of new places. Although he
makes no pretenses at presenting a coherent

wagon train" where environments encircle
each other; an enorrnous riverwalk that connects

LA's ethnic neighborhoods; and, by

treatise, Bradbury spins a dizzying array of
ideas for improving today's cities, many

far the most complex and exhilarating, a
Great Electric Time Maze (conceived in

based on two dominant themes of science
fiction: unbridled scientific and technological discoveries, and a romantic interest in

1990), a giant adventure world that includes
a multisensory, dining-seeing train (where

will someday look like Universal

space and time travel. While the genre

Studios is not surprising from someone who
moved to Los Angeles in the 1930s (by way
of Waukegan, Illinois, his hometown) and
has since called it home. In fact, throughout
Yestermorrow, LA is a metaphor for the
way Americans live.
But Bradbury claims he is more inter-

thrives on the dichotomy between utopia and
dystopia, unlike the pessimistic possibilities
typically generated, Bradbury's ideas cap-

universe

(which encourages leaming through an inter-

the scenery matches the cuisine), a rollercoaster through time (so we can get safely
lost in the Middle Ages or Far Centauri), and
amaze ofshops from all ages and places (for

ture his infectious optimism. Although embodying some of the current neotraditionalist
thinking, most of his places are like giant

timeless shopaholics). Beneath the technological frenzy, he calls for a global retum to
a childlike sense of wonder.
His most well-developed scheme, how-

toys designed to spark the imagination: a vir-

ever, designed for the year 2001, is actually a

ested in preventing the future than in predict-

tual reality theater; a Robot Museum of

ing it. As a design theorist, he is in good

Time and Place where

battle plan "to save our skins, our social
selves, the fun of living, to build instead of

a

visitor can chat with

destroy, to survive rather than to be bored to

death. To be once more the children of a
wide-ranging, imaginative and vital culture,
rather than the slaves of network television,"
ln "Beyond 1984: The People Machines,

Optimism Is an Excuse To Behave Optimally" (written in 1982), Bradbury con-

tr-L-..]

l

___t

cocts in words a "People Machine," a Small

Town, USA by a Frank CaPra gone mad.
The cenfial idea for this new world seems to
come from one of his most sensitive essays'

"The Girls Walk This Way; The Boys Walk
That Way," written in 1970. In it, Bradbury
describes Los Angeles as eighty or ninety
"separate lonely Ohio-Illinois-Kansas-style

towns." What is missing in this micropolis
is a sense of connection, places to gather
and stare, which he believes is a universal
pastime. As a remedy he calls for "a whole
city block where we might meet as in the
old days, and walk and shop and sit and talk
and simply stare"-in other words, places
that include a temporal element, filled with

r---------l

r- .l
r----l
r-----l

street theater and music, where "life begins
at dusk." Bradbury reminds us "that drama

A consultant on the conceptual design for Horton Plaza, Bradbury called for a place twisting with

and theater are not special and separate and
private things in our lives. They are the true

Califomial Jon A. Jerde, 1985.

stuffs of living, the heart and soul of any

imaginative lure and multilevels of mystery. Axonometric drawing of Horton Plaza, San Diego'
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true city. It follows we must begin to

ffi:,'

provide architectural stages upon
which our vast populations can act

,l

out their lives."

.rs$eq ll

His People Machine is a blueprint
for an architecturally based antidote
for ailing cify centers. The solution is
typical ofthe science-fiction genre in
which familiar environmental aspects
are sffetched, distorted, heightened,

distilled into caricature. In this

$ \h

spite its walking scale, carefree fun,

and appeal

to

childhood energy,

Bradbury's People Machine is geared
toward a white, middle-class (largely
male) world supposedly so numbed by

primary experience. His idea is to create a perpetual circus powerful enough

or

to lure people away from their TV
sets, and everything that ails them will
dissolve. Similarly, in 1915, the poer

case,

nightmare of George Orwell's 1984,
Anthony Burgess' A Clockwork Or-

Vachel Lindsay, an early motion-picture theorist, envisioned his utopia in

ln-

stead, all the exaggeration is upbeat.
Briefly, the heart of Bradbury's ma-

chine is the Town Plaza, bounded by

Ir

the Longest Soda Fountain in the
World facing a fantastic bookstore
and a bike rink. Two opposing corners have great restaurants. Next to

I

store, and a laser arcade with an Ask-

commercial mission, a place with no
admission charge (ultimately demo-

L),.

cratic), and that stays open all night. In
reality, it is a naive yet good-hearted
resolution to a complex problem that
requires more than a quick fix with

a

ing Room (another Hadley playroom
clone, a virtual time and space travel

the form of an American city as a permanent World's Fair. Walt Disney
actualized that idea. However, Bradbury's idea goes one step beyond. His
People Machine is a supra-Disney

World-one with a social instead of

KI

the bookstore is an old-fashioned
dime store, a drug store, a record

machine). Main Street, which leads to

social problems played out there. De-

electronic media it no longer values

he does not draw from the urban

ange, or his own Fahrenheit 45 l.

tum their backs to the streets and the

Horton Plaza, San Diego, Califomia; Jon A. Jerde, 1985.

two-by-fours, painted flats, and a host
of balloons. A camival is no long-last-

the Town Plaza, is filled with shops

and fast-food places (the kind found on
sunny, seaside boardwalks). Elderly folks
live above the stores so they can easily participate in the street life, and the whole is
ideally located near a university to help

ens-and-Rome, pretending to be London"),
the People Machine becomes a metaphor for

and a key to urban revitalization. It also em-

mitment, of connection bet'ween people, cannot be slapped on to places like movie-set

make the place hum with possibilities. In the

bodies the ten architectural principles that

facades; nor can they be designed into an in-

very center is a tower, called the Hearthing
Place, where laser beams project different

Prince Charles calls for in A View for Britain
(London: Doubleday, 1989) and the resultant

images onto a screen so that the downtown

community spirit. Bradbury's is the same
hopeful "yestermorrow" image that has in-

stant amusement park erected in some vacant field. These only serve to mask reality,
or help us to escape it. Community requires,

can be constantly renewed.

In

essence, Bradbury's People Machine

tradiction that Robert Venturi wrote about,

Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk,
to translate the imagery into a tangible higher

ences (such as the Asking Room and
Hearthing Place)---evidence of his sci-fi

quality of life.

anti-suburb, mixed-use philosophy, Donald
Appleyard's quest for liveable streets, Christopher Alexander's search for timeless, envi-

ronmental "pattems," and Gordon Cullen's

of viable townscapes. As in
Bradbury's analysis of the John Soane Museum in London (which he describes as "Ath-

definition

instead, the development of such intangibles
as civic participation, pride of place and
ownership, and a sense of well-being depen-

spired present-day planners, most notably

though filled with elaborate, mediated experi-

nonetheless hints at Jane Jacobs'

of overpopulation and a skewed distribution
of wealth. A sense of community and com-

the "messy vitality," the complexiry and con-

puts "people back into proper scale." Al-

roots-it

ing panacea for poverty and other symptoms

dent on the feeling of security and control
over one's destiny, which includes satisfying

There is a danger, however, in taking
metaphors too literally. If one ignores the
subtext, Bradbury's People Machine seems
like just another-albeit fantastic-shopping
mall, akin to the kind that has sprung up in
dilapidated town centers and suburbs alike.
While they are indeed gathering places, they

work as well as play. It is the spirit of the
great European cities of Paris, Rome, and
London, that serve as Bradbury's models.
Yet, these all have the patina of time, of incremental growth, replete with growing
pains-the very process of life-which
imaginary cities and those sprung whole do

are isolated islands nonetheless, agoras designed to promote consumerism and which

not have.

A life-promoting city is impossible to de3l
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sign using architecture alone. In a later essay, "Art and Science Fiction" (written in
1987), Bradbury defends science-fiction

illustration as "the architecture

of

our

dreams," maintaining that the world today is
a direct result of science-fiction arfwork and

the imaginary places in sci-fi films and
comic strips. According to Bradbury, we
went to see such films as Metropolis,Things
to Come, and Star Wars to see their cities.
We need only to look at modem architecture

to understand the results of that imagery'
However, imaginary cities are characteristi-

cally incomplete, constructed of bits

and

pieces of views and visions. If by some
miracle or miraculous technology we were
left in the midst of Fritz Lang's Metropolis,
for example, we would not be able to make
our way down to the underground world of
its workers from the information Lang provides. Similarly, Bradbury's People Machine is an incomplete world. We would
expect from Bradbury-a vociferous supporter of public libraries-to provide one

2'7

and wrote the basic scenario for the United
States Pavilion at the 1964 World's Fair and
originated concepts such as "Spaceship

Earth" at EPCOT, and Disney World for
WED's Imagineers (the design arm of the
Disney organization). Through his association with Disney, he helped conceive the

Orbitron at EuroDisneyland. (An elaborate,
twirling amusement-park ride, it lets visitors
pilot their own ships amid an animated galaxy and serves as a kinetic sculpture and
icon soaring high above Discoveryland, the
Magic Kingdom's realm of the future.)
Perhaps more than any other essay in
Yestermorrow, "The Aesthetics of Lost-

ness" is the most revealing

about

Bradbury's role in creating the future. Written in 1988, it is meant to be a conceptual
design for San Diego's Horton Plaza. A six-

and-a-half block, eleven-and-a-half acre
downtown site, the multilevel maze includes 900,000 square feet of retail space
(four large department stores and 150 specialty shops), a seven-screen cinema, a 500seat performing arts theater, a 450-room
hotel, and parking for 2,400 cars. It was designed by the Jerde Partnership, the firm responsible for the look of the 1984 Los
Angeles Olympics as well as such LA-area

that would make the Library of Congress
pale in comparison. There is a great town
plaza, but where is the Town Hall and the
soap box platforms to promote an exchange

of

ideas and empower a government that
truly abolishes all forms of tyranny? Where

malls as the Glendale Galleria, the Westside
Pavilion, and the proposed City Walk development at Universal Studios. Since the

are the homes of all those happy inhabitants?

Where are their workplaces-the farms, fac-

tories, and offices? Where are the schools,
playgrounds, and baseball diamonds? Where
are the centers for spiritual renewal? And,
perhaps even more importantly, where are

1980s, Bradbury has served as a creative
consultant to the firm. (Appropriately, the
architect Jon A. Jerde wrote the afterword
to Yestermorrow, commenting on his rela-

tionship with the writer.) In his essay,
Bradbury promotes the concept of being
"safely lost" and calls for infusing the mall
with a twisting, tuming, imaginative lure,
with multilevels of mystery, with a delicious disarray of spaces that whet our sense
of wonder. Jerde translated that spirit into a
fanciful, gently S-curving, open-air pedes-

trian thoroughfare that cuts diagonally
through downtown San Diego's grid of
streets and is meant to encourage loafing.

In

contrast to the staid, surrounding office towers, the Plaza's architectural sfyle, described
as "postmodemism gone amok" by an Ar-

chitectural Record citic, is a pastel-colored,
confusing confection that pokes fun at and
playfully mixes and matches such historicist
elements as the Bolognese arcade with the
New Mexican pueblo. There is something

quite disconcerting, however, about

en-

countering Jerde's Robinson's department
store, a reworking of Palladio's Basilica in
Vicenza. The experience is similar to coming upon LA's monolithic Beverly Center,
another shopping mall, which vaguely resembles the Centre Georges Pompidou with
its snaking, glass-tubed exterior elevator. It
is as if we have landed on a new planetlike the Peregrine family Bradbury writes
about----only to realize that the future, now
present,

is as insubstantial as a

studio

backlot and somehow, in all the drunken
gaiety and frenzy to spend our time and
money, we have lost all interest in meta-

the meadows, forests, streams, and clear
skies unscathed by human hands and motivations? Where is the quiet of nature that
sets the imagination free to contemplate the
connection of all living things in a powerful

phors.

*

universe?

Although Bradbury criticizes mediated
experience, he has not been able to escape
its force and has even contributed to its development (he has written screenplays, radio shows, and his own television show,
"The Ray Bradbury Theatre," for HBO in
the late 1980s). He has also helped transform his own incomplete visions into simulated worlds. He was the idea consultant

In contrast to Bradbury's provocative,
visual thinkin g in Y estermorrow, the book
Pictorial Communication in Virtual and
Real Environments seems brutally cerebral.
The book is composed of thirty-nine chapters that originally appeared as proofs in the

proceedings
Probably the fi rst computer-driven, head-mounted
viewing device, designed to give the viewer the
illusion of being in a computer-generated,
synthetic world; Ivan Sutherland, 1970. (From
Pic'torial Communication in Virtual and Real
Environments.)
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of the NASA-UC Berkeley

conference on Spatial Displays and Spatial
Instruments (held from August 31 to September 3,198-l). These proofs were subsequently organized by editor Stephen R. Ellis
of the Aerospace Human Factors Division
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at the NASA Ames Research Center, along

with two other scientists, Mary K. Kaiser
and Arthur C. Grunwald.
.:in

In the foreword, Jan Koenderink casually wishes the reader a good time. Most of
us would expect from the book's title a collection of elaborate computer animation images like those from such films as Tron or
The Lawnmower Man----or an allusion or
two to virtual reality arcade games that enable us to fly through hyperspace. However,
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computer-connolled systems .ree.r, a sourcebook of theories, demonstrations, and appli-

cations drawing from such

ot

tlti

this book-which is geared toward the scientific community--{ontains nothing playfuI. Although highly informative, it is a very
sober look at the way the human operator

si

Hecfiurec
4

diverse

disciplines as physics, cartography, optom-

etry. psychology. and aerospace engineer-

I

ing. It is not an attempt to predict or prevent
the future but merely to describe it as factu-

ally as possible.
Basically, human beings are regarded in
the context of Pictorial Communication as
spacecrafts. They orient, home, navigate,
maneuver, and are optically guided in an

e' ,t

environment according to fairly predictable
means. The environments discussed and
planned are often exotic and alien, such as

rCri

L

*.ts'

computer-generated display fields, cyberspace, extraterrestrial space, or teleoperations that require remote sensing devices
and telepresence dependent on slave robots.

Although human "recalibration"

of

the

senses may be required

for novel technologies, the underlying slant-which can be
expected from an organization dedicated to
human factors research-is that, in order for

machines to be used more efficiently, they
must be tailored to fit humans and not the
inverse. A practical application of this notion is the desktop metaphor used in computers' graphic user interfaces, such as the

Macintosh and Microsoft Windows environments.

Contqrrs

Shaled

(201h

Fdd

The evolution of land-surface form mapping; the chapter "Cartography and Map Display" discusses the
problems of conveying the three-dimensional world in the two-dimensional map plane. (From pictoriot
Communication in Virtual and Real Environments.\

"what-if's" of futuristic fantasy. There is no
attempt to design a playroom of the sort
Bradbury writes about, although Ellis and
Grunwald plan for a future when a "dense
spacecraft traffic environment," including

warfare devices or virtual cockpits (the
fiercely competitive arena of developing
military and civilian aviation systems funds
much of the research), or the effects of the
increase in robotics on labor-intensive
economies, or, for that matter, how the influx of mediated experiences replacing

permanently staffed space stations orbiting

the Earth, will justify the development of
their "pictorial orbital maneuvers planning

a

system." Furthermore, scientifically de-

firsthand ones (as a result of all the elaborate technology) affects human vision. The

Bradbury tale. However, the authors of

tached as they are, none of the researchers
consider the moral or social implications of

"big" question never even gets whispered: if
we can perfect virtual-images and create

All this sounds like material ripe for
these papers are not concemed

with the

realm of possibilities, the intellectual assumptions at the core of their studies, or the

their work. For example, no thought is

synthetic universes, why explore, discover,

given to the destructive potential of remote

or develop the real ones?
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Instead, the organizing premise of this
collection is that an understanding of hu-

27

SYLVIA LAVIN

overview of the problems cartographers

Reading the Unreadable

man perception and conception of images is

have encountered in transforming a spherical Earth to a two-dimensional map plane.

required in order to transfer information and

"The Making of 'The Mechanical Uni-

communicate using pictorial means. To accomplish this, however, scientific method-

verse,"' a two-semester, television-based
introductory physics course, provides in-

ology is rigorously applied and the inquiries
are organized into four logical groupings.

sight into translating abstract concepts into

3-D images that can be relevant to a wide

Although Victor Hugo asserted that the
book had killed the building, it would seem
that architecture has come back from the

Part one, "Environment," the theater of human activity, is considered from the per-

array of graphic communication applica-

dead in the form of an issue of Semiotext(e)

tions. The chapter on medical arts discusses

and is now hoping to avenge itselfby killing

the evolution of the field from early twodimensional medical illustration to the interactive electronic textbook that teaches

the book. According to

of its content,

geometry, and
"Knowing,"
looks at
part
two,
dynamics;
how our knowledge filters what we see,
while part three, "Acting," deals with updatspective

histology to patient simulators now used for
training medical personnel (in order to re-

ing our knowledge as a consequence of interaction with the environment. Part four,
"Seeing," looks at providing the basic data
with which we construct our image of the

duce discomfort and risk ofinfection in real

patients) to high-tech anatomical imaging.

The reading is at times fascinating. But
given the price of this book, designers who

environment.

seek a clearer understanding

The book begins with its most compel-

ling and readable chapter. Dr. Joseph

communication would be better off with the
complete works of Bradbury.

P.

Allen's "Physics at the Edge of the Earth" is
a firsthand account of his experience in the

frictionless void of outer space. Allen,

of pictorial

murder weapon since it refers not to an ob-

jective or constant value with legibility as a
polar opposite, but rather to a standardized
measure and historical convention. Architecture, for example, has not always been
legible, which does not mean that architecture once was illegible, but only that architecture needed to be construed in very

a

physicist and former astronaut, describes a

mission to retrieve

a wayward

llraztan Tnitlian,the
issue's editor, " Semiotext( e )l Architecture is
not a book, a fatal object." While it must be
said that rumors of the death of the book
have been greatly exaggerated, Semiotex(e)lArchitecture may well be less a fatal
object than a moribund book. In Semio'
text(e)lArchitecture's fantasy of being an
avenging angel, the death of the book is enacted by enveloping its contents in an illegible shroud of suffocating complexity.
Illegibility, however, is not a dependable

satellite

using a Manned Maneuvering Unit
(MMU). The MMU, which is basicallY a
jet-propelled chair, is akin to a ship's dory
which permits the astronaut to wander a

speciflc terms before its legibility could be-

limited distance from the spacecraft, outside
in the silent void. Allen relates his physical
sensations as well as his revelation about
the laws of physics as his sensory-motor

come conceivable. Moreover, the invention
of the idea of a legible architecture made

possible the notion of illegible architecture
and the historical complicity of these terms

system adjusts to the alien environment.

Most of the following chapters describe
controlled experiments, which provide
mathematical models in support of hypotheses such as motion information is fundamental to everyday perception. memory
distortions are biased toward symmetry,
"cinerama" sickness (motion sickness with-

renders both relatively harmless.

out physical movement) results from sen-

voked to produce new forms of architectural
legibility (and illegibility) and technology,

While illegibility may be the most legible
feature of

S e mi

ot e xt ( e ) I Arc hi

te c t

ur e, it seems

less the point of the publication than a device

used to suggest architecture's engagement
with the convergence of contemporary criti-

cal theory and technology-theory is in-

sory conflict, and so on. For the nonspecialist, British psychologist Richard L.

Gregory's piece, entitled "Seeing by Exploring," is a highly readable and eloquent
argument for hands-on experience and the
leaming-by-doing method promoted by

YESTERMORROW: OBVIOUS ANSWERS TO
IMPOSSIBLE FUTURES, Ray Bradbury, Joshua
Odell Editions, Capra Press, 1991,240 pp., $19.95.

PICTORIAL COMMUNICATION IN VIRTUAL
AND REAL ENVIRONMENTS, Stephen R. Ellis,

such institutions as San Francisco's

editor, with Mary K. Kaiser and Arthur

Exploratorium. Chapter fi ve, "Cartography
and Map Displays," provides an excellent

J.

Grunwald, Taylor & Francis, 1991,594 pp., illus.,
$91.00.
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particularly in the form of the computer, is
mobilized to instantiate and disseminate
those legibilities. Indeed, in recent years,
while architecture has become increasingly
concemed with its own potential to constitute
a

theoretical practice, and theory has become

concemed with the implications of its own
design, both have explored the impact of
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This text by Felix Guattari is designed such that the reader must flip back and forth through it rather than read it from left to right. (FromSemiotext(e)l
Architecture.)

For example, in an attempt to engage both

pronounced problems concems computer
programs that enable text and images to be
dealt with in an identical manner. Rather

the idea of the "death of the author" and the

than explore the possibilities offered by this

threats, but because it aspires to a kind of
progressive egalitarianism between text and

technology ofhypertext, one ofthe texts (by

technology,

cture seems

image, between verbal and visual literacy, in

Felix Guattari) in Semiotext( e )Architecture
has been designed such that a reader flips
back and forth through it rather than reading
from left to right. However, when this idea

to have succumbed to it by making images
textual and texts into images and then simply
pasting one over the other. While both text

a context where equality is a distracting red

technology on these issues and the result has
often been an aesthetic of complex legibility.

S emiotext( e ) I Arc

hite

reader's idiosyncratic proclivities and poten-

and image lose efficacy in this reduction, a
kind of constrnt graphic texture emerges as
winner. This forceful privileging of pseudodesign suggests that theory and discourse, in
recognizing their own "design," have pro-

tial wanderings. The design of Guattari's

voked anxiety in a profession that claims de-

text, however, works quite the reverse, re-

sign as its own territory. Semiotext(e)l
Architecture seems to fantasize about merging the writing of theory and the designing

and this technology have coincided most pro-

ductively, the result has been a liberatory attitude toward knowledge meant to reflect a

quiring readers to flip back and forth in a prescribed and well-defined fashion. The result
is the utter disarming of the capabilities af-

forded by either the idea or the technology.

The scars of similar games played with
serious ideas mar many of the pages of
Semiotext(e)lArchitecture. One of the most

tiveness does not constitute a very satisfactory form ofrevenge, even in the face ofreal

herring. The value of what writing theory
and designing architecture may have to offer
one another derives in no small measure
from their very substantial differences.
The fear of difference and of different
ideas, projected by S emiotext( e )l Ar chitec ture throtgh its persistent use of the computer as a homogenizing agent, belies the
book's claim that it was made in an egalitarian way without overall editorial or design
control. Although the editorial call to arms

of architecture into a homogeneous and uniform activity. This fantasy is indeed fantastic, not only because it seems imposed like
some unwanted and alien liberty (particu-

stresses that contributors were able, or were

required, to design and tend to their own
projects, tuming the pages of this book the

reader finds an editorial hand that has
quarked and morphed all the individuality

larly on the texts), or because its reduc35
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A page from Semiotext(e

)l Architecture

of its component projects into an undifferentiated soup. If some of these projects
were removed from this context and pulled
away from the heavy critical mass they
form as a whole, they would undoubtedly
read very differently. Unfortunately, the
space deflned by the covers of this book

seem unable to retain enough individual in-

tegrity to hold any of them responsible-it
would be like holding army grunts respon-

could not quite see or read. In fact, while the
publication's intention may be that illegibil-

be the only person we see holding a gun, and

ity should work like a smart bomb that falls
on readers and cataclysmically explodes
them into a new and potentially cleansed

we may regret their participation in military
activities, but somehow we understand that

of the futurist fetishization of war and ag-

seems to forcefully compress its contents

they exist as part of a large and complex sys-

gression, ,m echo that makes the publication

into a single and monotonous mold.

tem.

S e mi o t e xt
I Ar c hit e c ture' s inability or
unwillingness to confront and make legible

read not as a radical and transformative

its own structures of power-which we
know exist and can recognize their impactaffects not only the participants of this

unhappy militaristic fantasy. That Semiotext(e)lArchitecture has not addressed but
rather has been seduced by new ideas and
technologies, hence mobilizing wom-out
strategies destined for outdated avant-garde

sible for the wars they fight in. A soldier may

)lArc hitectu re constitutes
above all an effort to use superficial aspects
of contemporary critical theory and technolSeniotert(

e

ogy as weapons to arm a new avant-garde.

While individual projects in Semiotext(e)l

(e
)

printed war game but its spectators as well,
for it denies us the chance to be critical read-

Architecture seem designed to play the role
of patriot missiles intending to disarm enemy ideas, once fused into a collective
whole they are forced to suggest that ideas

ers, transforming us instead into enchanted

viewers. Looking through Semiotext( e )l Architecture was like watching the Gulf War

themselves are the enemy. Where to lay the

on television: we saw endless images of end-

responsibility for this fear of ideas, how to
decipher the chain of command so to speak,
seems by far the most complex issue posed
by this publication. The individual projects

lessly seductive technological devices that
used their very seductiveness to outsmart
and distract us from the true desffuction they
wrought----of which we were fully aware but
-rt)

world, the result is more like some faint echo

weapon but as a sad piece of nostalgia for an

battles, constitutes a tragically missed opportunity, perhaps a fatal error, but in no mea-

sure a significant reconsideration of
prevailing standards of legibility.

SEMIOTEXT(E)/ARCHITECTURE, Hraztan
Zeitlian, editor, Semiotext(e) Publications, 1992,
160 pp., illus., $15.00.
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JUAN PABLO BONTA

kens." "Operators" are tools for manipulat-

The Logic of

ing tokens in the design world, from knives
for cardboard shapes to computer progrirms

Architecture: Desig n,
Computation, and
Cognition

tion; it does not advance the current limits of

understanding. Later, however, Mitchell
comes back to the point: "Different critics
may, and sometimes do, have different interpretations ofa critical language in a design

for CAD. "Critical languages"-English,
symbolic logic, or computer languages-are
used to validate claims about states of the
design world. The design world is a mapping

William J. Mitchell

of

Typically, literature for architects about

construction world, which encompasses
the traits of the real world that architects and
critics deem pertinent to the design problem.

computer-aided design (CAD) promises a
quick payoff for little or no intellectual effort: break the seal, insert the diskette into

Conventions of interpretation define the correspondences between these various worlds.
As in language, there is a design "grammar"

the disk drive, rype "there we go," and start

to eliminate meaningless, inelevant, or unin-

counting your savings. Not so with The

teresting design possibilities. The framework
is universally applicable to architectural de-

Logic of Architecture by William

J.

Mitchell, dean of MIT's school of architecture and planning: no diskette, no savings,
just lots of thinking.

world." At this stage, Mitchell rigorously
"interpretation," "critical language,"
and "design world"; the statement, illustrated with historical examples, becomes
more illuminating than in its earlier, nondefi nes

a

technical formulation.

The author never states that his goal is
the computerization of architectural work.
In fact, he often insists that his points are as
applicable to the manipulation of drawings
and models as they are to CAD, and that
what is stated in symbolic logic and evenfually in computer languages may just as well

sign, regardless of time or media.

This effort toward abstraction and generalization can be justified as a means to estab-

Digital technology is primarily used in the
middle and final stages of architectural
work-for drafting, engineering, quantity
surveying, and management. But Mitchell's

be said in plain English. The point remains,

lish a more incisive theory of architecture,
and/or as a prerequisite for the computerization of certain architectural tasks. Mitchell's
contribution to architectural understanding
can be ascertained with an example: In one
of the early chapters, he concludes, after re-

goals are much more ambitious: he proposes
an integrated approach to the entire architec-

tural design process, from the early steps of
programming and conceptual design to the

final stages of criticism and feedback. Although it is based on what architects have
been doing for centuries-working on paper
or with models-his approach is intended to

however, that his type

tronic office, albeit somewhat of an intellec-

tual curiosity in the context of traditional
teaching and practice. Furthermore, several
of his points-such as the discussions about
shape recognition, the distinction between

symmetry, and beauty, "We should not look
for a universal definition of aesthetic value in

primitive and composite forms, or the dif-

of particular formal qualities,

ference between parallel and sequential re-

but

placement processes-are only relevant in a

should recognize instead that different
people, at different times, will seek and
value different formal qualities in compositions." This is not a momentous contribu-

computerized environment.
Because Mitchell is equally interested in
architectural theory and computation, he is

forced to address two different audiences.
Readers with a humanistic bent

tural machine has yielded a book on
architectural principles that (perhaps

perplexingly) joins the humanistic
scholarly tradition spanning from
Vitruvius to Le Corbusier. This is as

it should be, for automatization

re-

quires not only better machines, but
also a finer understanding ofwhat the
machine is expected to do.

Architects deal with descriptions
of objects that can be conveyed in

verbal language, symbolic logic, or
values assigned to data structures in
computers. They also manipulate
graphic tokens on a drawing board, a

model, or a computer screen linked
to a database. Whatever the medium,
the design process unfolds in a

world

populated by "descriptors" and "to-

formalization

viewing various theories about proportion,

terms

facilitate interactive processing on machines.
Mitchell's quest for an electronic architec-

of

seems an essential prerequisite for an elec-

may become impatient with the in-

creasingly complex examples of

:
, -

formalization, while technically
minded ones may resent his fre-

I

quent admonitions about implications not discussed in the text.
Some of the architectural ex-

tltl

amples are brief and funny, as when

pink triangles are presented as possible clues for postmodem work. In
other cases, readers might be left

rl
rl

i__1

wanting more. An excerpt by Peter

g
:

Eisenman about his House

X

is

quoted in length, to demonstrate the

paucity of his critical vocabulary.

Alternative abstractions of the essence of the Doric, as defined by seven
eminent authorities; from left to right: Vitruvius, Serlio, Vignola, palladio,
Scamozzi, Perrault, and Gibbs. (From infte Logic ofArthiteiture.)
37

Does Mitchell approve of this sort
of architectural discourse? He does
not say because he is not evaluating
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architecture but only discussing the mechanisms whereby architecture is evaluated.
Those who are unimpressed with the dis-

tinction should stay away from The Logic of
Architecture.
Part of the architectural evidence used in

the book is derivative, and the same is ffue
of the philosophical, linguistic, psychological, logical, and computer-science material,

but this is how architectural literature has
always been. In the grand tradition of architectural theory of the past two millennia
there are only two types of works: those
which are based exclusively on other architectural books, and those which bring new
blood into the body of architectural literature by taking into account contemporary,
extra-architectural developments. T he Lo gic

JUAN PABLO BONTA

texts written by female scholars and male
scholars? Do writers favor architects of
their own sex in their choice of examples?
Are writers today more receptive to the
work of female architects than they have
been in the past? These questions may not
be as titillating as discovering someone's
sexual preferences, but they are exciting in

Learning From the
Computerlzed Analysis

of lndexes:

Women in Architectural
Literature
a condensed version of
material further explored in luan Pablo
The following is

Bonta's upcoming book, Ameican Architects and Architectural Tests: An Introduc-

tion to

Computer-Aided Analysis of

Architectural Discourse ( M IT

P r e s s ).

In his novel Cat's Cradle, Kurt Vonnegut
portrays a scholar of dubious sanity who is
capable of determining the sexual preferences of the indexer of a book merely from

of Architecture belongs to the latter group.

A general systematization of
tural design principles suitable for comarchitec-

puter-aided design and criticism may not
yet be fully operational, but Mitchell helps
to bring it closer. If and when Autoarchitect

tual, not technological, and that it originated

in academia.
This review is reprinted with the permission

o/ Progressive Architecture, where it first
appeared (August 199 I ),

work on the subject----essays, criticism, his-

tecture and its history that could not have

texts. Asterisksx are used thrcughout the article to identify topics glossed over here but
subject to detailed discussion in my book.)

been derived from traditional scholarly
techniques. Digital technology has contributed very little to architectural scholarship

The texts are a representative sample of the
literature, ifnot the literature itself. Fifteen
percent of the texts are credited to female

and history up until now. According to a re-

scholars.a

cent survey, many distinguished architectural and art historians are adverse to using
computers, even for word-processing; and
those who are not against computers, only
envision using them for sorting data.2 This
is a very shortsighted view. The electronic
analysis ofindexes oftexts (in short, index-

Many of the texts in the corpus are outdated, out of print, or no longer in use for
other reasons. There is only a finite stock of
active architectural texts at any point in
time, composed of the items published that
year in addition to those of preceding years

tectural writing. How many among the architects most often cited in the literature are
female? How many among the chroniclers

and critics of American architecture are
women? How does gender distribution

among writers and architects vary with
time? Are there any differences between

38

the last two hundred years. Every major

too.x (Because of space limitations, I cannot
enumerate the criteria used to select the

a

Of the many topics to be illuminated by
index-analysis, I selected for this article one
area alone-issues of gender impacting the
choice of architects to be featured in archi-

$ 19.95 (paper).

problem should refer to the significant literature produced during the past two decades.3
I collected a corpus of 325 texts on
American architecture published throughout

than what meets the naked eYe, From

analysis) is a new frontier in the application
of digital technology to the humanities.

'THE LOGIC OF ARCHITECTURE: DESIGN'
COMPLI-IATION, AND COGNITION, William J.
Mitchell, MIT Press, 1990,292 pp., $35.00 (cloth);

My focus is on the factual and descriptive. Readers interested in the causes or the
ideological and political dimensions of the

tories, textbooks, encyclopedias, guide
books-is included, and many minor ones

I can obtain insights into American archi-

Autochair, not Autodesk, to signal that the
primary thrust of the enterprise is intellec-

a new analytical technique.

the organization ofthe index.' I, too, profess
to know how to deduce more from indexes

computerized analysis of the lists of American architects cited in hundreds of writings,

and Autocritic become available, I expect
the manufacturers to call themselves

their own way because of the importance of
the issues raised and because of the usage of

that are still remembered and consulted; as
new fexts continually appear, the oldest
ones fade away.* Changes in gender distribution among the authors of active texts are

more revealing than the global figures. Figure I shows the number of active texts of
the corpus year-by-year since 1900, classified according to the sex of the author. Female authorship starts to increase

in

1980,

reaching near parity a few years later.
The universe consists of all architects
cited often enough to become established in
the popular perception of American architecture, at least as reflected in the profes-

Computers'R'Us

sional literature.* How often

is

often

h

enough is a matter of judgment; the larger

x

the number of citations expected,

!J

F

the

smaller and more selective the universe.
Laypersons are likely to know of only very
small universes, populated by superstars.
Students are familiar with larger groups,
and professionals and scholars command
still wider horizons.
Index-analysis reveals the composition
of the universe for various levels of citations. There are 6,725 architects cited in at

ll.l.
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least one text of the corpus, and 3 percent of
them are female;2,671 archilects are cited

in at least two books, with 2.3 percent of
them being female. As the number of citations per architect increases and the architects in the group become fewer and more

,.too

,.9l.o

L920

193t,

19aO

'.95{)

1960

l9?o

,'tao

famous, female participation gradually
shrinks: it is 2.5 percent among architects

Figure I . Active American architectural texts classified according to the gender of the author.

with five or more citations, 1.8 percent

slowly come into the picture. Many male architects also access the universe during the
same period, but the female gains are pro-

among those with ten citations, and 1.5 per-

cent among those with twenty or more text
citations to their credit.

The number of citations received provides another measurement of the imbal-

ance. Male architects are cited, as an
average, in twelve texts of the corpus; in
contrast, their female counterparts are only
cited in eight texts.

All this

is consistent with what we know

about female participation at other levels of
the profession. Women account for 30 to 40
percent ofthe student body in architectural
schools; in 1987 they composed 7.1 percent

of the AIA membership.s Because of the
natural sequencing of stages in a professional career, it is only to be expected that

differences, which are more likely to be cultural than natural, between male and female
architectural writing. According to wom stereotypes, women are more interested in interior design or domestic architecture, whereas

A review of the historical evolution of
the positive direction of the trend. Figure 2

shows the yearly change in the number of
male and female architects cited in at least

two texts of the corpus. Not a single female
architect appears in the universe during the
first half of the century. In 1950 women

list of illustrations. More conveniently, they
can be derived automatically from the list

of

names cited. Once the coverage of every

text is known, it is possible to figure out
how many texts of the corpus potentially
cover the work of an architect, depending

l8 percent! (Figure 4b.)

nition, and only

gender distribution in the universe confirms

in the case of the
example, the span would be from 1867 to
1910. Spans could be deduced from the
text's title, preface, names of chapters, or
chitects concerned;

tween 1941 and 1960) reaches a sweeping

teresting one. It would be fascinating to
know whether there are any gender-specific

final step among the lu-

with the modem movement could deal with
developments from Frank Lloyd Wright to
Eero Saarinen. Coverage spans can be expressed in terms of the btth dates of the ar-

A more encouraging sign appears by
looking at the distribution of birth dates
within the universe. Figure 4a gives the
numbers of male and female architects in
the literary universe bom within twentyyear periods. Although the overall female
presence is low, their participation among
the youngest generation (those bom be-

student population, then in the profession,
later in the lower echelons of literary recogas a

that may be expressed in terms of the architects featured.* For instance, a text dealing

literary universe as a percentage ofthe total:
,n 1992, it is past the 2 percent level.

Quantitative issues are but one side of the
gender gap, and not necessarily the most in-

minaries.

Each book has a coverage span, or the
chronological period covered in the text,

portionally higher. This is visible in figure
3, which shows the female population in the

redress of gender inequity occur first in the

r.99(}

on his or her birth date.

Architects' birth dates are represented
horizontally in figure 5. The curves reflect,
vertically, the numbers of texts potentially
dealing with their work for various cutoff
publication dates. As time passes and more
texts are published, the number of possible
citations grows.

men write more about bridges and regional
planning. Index-analysis is ill-equipped to
deal with such differences, except for one

past. There is a heavy

significant aspect-the temporal span cov-

tects bom around the mid-l9th century: not

ered in the texts.

only are there more architects of that period

The curves reveal the attention devoted

in the literature to various periods of

39

the

tilt in favor of archi-
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Figure 4. Architects and firms classified according to gender and date of birth.
(The overall female presence is low, but women's participation in the youngest
generation, those born between 1941-60, reaches a peak of l8 percent.)
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Figure 2. Architects and firms, classified by gender, featured in American
architecture texts since 1900.
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approximately 2 percent of all published architectural texts.)
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Figure 5. Number of texts covering the work of architects in function of their
birth dates. (A great portion of architectural literature has been devoted to
periods in the past, particularly to architects bom in the mid-19th century.)
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Figure 7. Receptivity to female architects among active texts.
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Figure 6. Number of texts covering the past discriminated by gender of the
author. (Wornen writers displayed a more comprehensive, less fragmented
view of the nation's architectural past.)

featured

in the literature (as reflected in

flgure 4a), but there itre more texts devoted
to their work than to any other age $oup.
The diagram also illuminates shifts in at-

tention through time. A notorious breakpoint
in the curves occurs at 1743, the year

Thomas Jefferson was bom. Remarkably,
twenty-seven texts in the corpus start their
coverage of American architecture precisely
at this point. But even more significant is the

fact that this discontinuity only starts to be
noticeable in the years following 1940. Disregard for the colonial tradition (which is the

a male affair. Women writers always
displayed a more comprehensive, less frag-

mented view of the nation's architectural
past.

Do writers give preferential treatrnent to

rians dealing with colonial architecture

architects of their own gender, citing them

could hardly cite any women architects, no

more often than those of the opposite sex?

matter how genuinely they might try,

In other words. is chauvinism rampant in
the architectural literature? Judging from
the works in the corpus, the response is a

whereas those writing about contemporary

I

computed the percentage of female architects within the population of each

First,

inevitable corollary to the view ofJefferson
as the initiator of American architecture) is
historically coincident with the rise of the
modem movement. The demise of modemism, in tum, is congruent with the reevalua-

This means that out ofevery one hundred ar-

male citations in male-written texts is almost

is similar to figure 5, except that the texts are

exactly the same: 1.59!
Equivalent results are obtained by tallying the citations of male and female archi-

broken down by the sex of their authors

tects from male and female writers. As an

rather than by publication date. The disconti-

average, 17.4 percent of the citations of
male architects come from female writers.
The percentage for female architects is al-

authored literature: Jefferson is no longer the

starting point of the historical narrative, nor
is the colonial past as often ignored. The ar-

tificial break in the historical tradition during
the modern movement, it appears, was pri-

result of feminist criticism) and becoming
available, so to speak, for further citations;
consequently, when a text is written also
impacts the likelihood of encountering the
work of women. In conclusion, the percentage of female citations in a text is govemed
by both the period covered and the time of
its writing, more than by the inclinations of
the writer. The receptivity index is based
not on the actual number of female citations, but on the relationship between that
number and the one that might have been
expected in function of the period covered
in the work and its publication date.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the two texts
with the highest receptivify for women are
John A. Kouwenhoven's Made in America

chitects cited in an average female-written
text, 1.63 are women. The percentage of fe-

An interesting difference between male

nuity of l7 43 is all but gone in the female-

are only recently becoming recognized (as a

female citations for all texts written by females, which tumed out to be 1.63 percent.

and female writers emerges from comparing
the coverage of the texts they wrote. Figure 6

architecture have a much better chance to
do so. In addition, even the few female architects who lived and worked in the past

resounding No.

text. Next, I found the average percentage of

tion of the earliest past.

distributed along the temporal continuum
very unevenly; according to the literature,
few of them lived and worked before the
middle of the last century (figure 4a). Histo-

marily

most exactly the same: 17.6 percent.
There is a subtler measurement for each
text's (or writer's) receptivity to the work of

(New York: Norton, 1948) and

The

Tastemakers by Russell Lynes (New York:

female architects.* Female architects are

4t
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Harper, 1949), with their heavy tilt towards
domestic design. More poignantly, two out
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sion and in their recognition in the literature

the literature (text-analysis) and, more spe-

of the three "worst" cases (the ones with the
least sensitivity for women architects) were

tomorrow. The struggle will continue until
societal goals of equity have been met. The
curve of figure 7 may be allowed to stabi-

written by women-Ada Louise Huxtable

lize, and it will, when the curves of figures

cifically, of the indexes of texts (indexanalysis) will be highly pursued in the
coming years because they can be used to illuminate a variety of topics of interest to

and by Barbaralee Diamondstein.6

24have

scholars in architecture and the humanities.

I

averaged the receptivity for all male
and female writers and obtained, incredibly,

almost equal values!

The results reported have varying degrees of credibility, depending on how
many generalizations have gone into their
formulation and how sweeping they are.
The curves of figures 2,3, and 4 are quite
reliable, for they arise directly from name
counts, gender attributions, and birth dates,
all of which are unambiguous and can be
ascertained with a low level of error. The
preliminary conclusion about the lack of
chauvinism among writers as evidenced by
the similar ratio between their male and female citations is equally firm. The curves of
figure I are affected by only one assumption, and a noncritical one at that, about the
useful life of texts. The results reported in

I found no traces of

chauvinism in the architectural literature.
There is an interesting connection, however, between a text's receptivity to female
architects and its publication date. The average

reached acceptable levels.

receptivity for active texts year-by-year

is reported in figure 7, on a scale from 1 to
I 00. Disregarding short-term fl uctuations,
the overall tendency is unmistakable: sensi-

tivity to female architects has been increasing consistent in the literature throughout
the century.

The importance of this finding must not
be underrated. It does not mean that there is
an increasing participation of women in the
profession and the literature, as evidenced
in flgures 1-4; this has already been factored into the equation. All other things being equal, the curve of figure 7 would
become approximately horizontal at midlevel. But all other things were not equal.
Sensitivity to the contributions of women,
as well as the contributions themselves, has
also been growing. Whether this came as a
result of political activism, I do not know. It

flgures 5 and 6 are somewhat weaker episte-

mologically, because they depend on the
measurement of text coverage, which in
tum rests on several especially developed
formulae. In addition, receptivity measurements hinge on a number of hypotheses not
spelled out in this paper; the curve of figure

7 must be used guardedly. How believable

may have been the other way around:

are the conclusions in the final analysis?
Much more plausible than impressionistic
appreciations based merely on whim. They
result directly from empirical data and ex-

index-analysis may reflect shifts in underly-

plicit criteria and

ing societal attitudes, in the very climate of
discourse that makes activism and change

and verified. The database can be enlarged,

possible and fruitful.
Receptivity measurements are relative
(e.g., a text is assessed in relation to other

the entire package reprocessed for increasingly more convincing approximations to

texts) instead of absolute. It follows that
there is no reason for complacency with the
status quo as reflected in figure 7. Midlevel
receptivity would be good in an environment ofjustice, but abhorrent in the midst of

The analytical technique presented could

as such, they can be tested

the criteria challenged and modified, and

the truth.

be applied to study the architectural litera-

ture of other countries, or of disciplines
other than architecture: fine a.rts, literature,
philosophy, economy. Any field in which
there is a body of literature is amenable to

prejudice.

index-analytical scrutiny. The technique

Like affirmative action, increased recepan environment conducive to
the success of greater numbers of women
architects. Gains in receptivity today foretell gains in their participation in the profes-

tivity fosters

could be used to examine comparable issues

such as, for instance, race and ethnicity
among writers and architects (or poets or
painters, etc.). The computerized analysis

^a
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NOTES
1.

I am indebted to Christopher Jones for this ref-

erence.

2. Marilyn Schmitt, general editor, "Present Use

of Computers," Object Image Inquiry: The Art
Historian at Work (Santa Monica: The Getty Art
History Information Program, 1988).
3. I recommend especially Susana Torre, ed.,
Women in American Architecture: A Historic and

Contemporary Perspective (New York: Watson-

Guptill, 1977) or, among the more recent literature, Design Book Review 25 (Summer 1992).

4. The figure is computed disregarding a few
in which the sex of the authors or editors is
unknown, and distributing equal credit to males
and females in the case of collaborative efforts.

cases

5. Ellen Perry Berkeley, ed., Architecture: A
Place for Women (Washington and London:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1989), pp. xv and

xvii.
6. Ada Louise Huxtable, "Twentieth-Century Architecture," Art in America 4 (1960): 4G-55; and
Barbaralee Diamondstein, American Architecture

Now (New York: Rizzoli, 1980).
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MARYLY SNOW AND
ELIZABETH DOUTHITT BYRNE

Art & Architecture
Thesaurus
Toni

P

etersen, director

with the Art & Architecture Thesaurus,
so do not be misled by its title: 80 percent of
its contents currently contains architecture,
landscape architecture, city planning, and

"take real collaboration among architectural
historians," or at least the vocabulary should

design terms. The fine arts components are
being added and will be available in the sec-

agencies such as the Council on Library Re-

case

be reviewed and approved by scholars in
the field. Wending its way through ganting
sources and the National Endowment for
the Humanities, the AAT was adopted by
the J. Paul Getty Trust in 1983, where it is
now an ongoing Art History Information
Program (AHIP) project. The first edition of

ond edition, due out in 1994.
Designers of all stripes or zigzags, whether

or not they use computers in their work,
Art & Architecture
Thesaurus, or the AAT.ln a world of proliferating information, not to mention acronyms, the AAI enhances the ability to
need to know about the

control, e.g., organize and retrieve, mounds

ofpaper and scraps ofdesign. For those de-

The AAI is a marvel of a project, a welldesigred book, and, in its software version,
is reasonably priced. So, what exactly is it,

how did it come to be, and who, besides librarians, should actually buy and use it?
The AAIis so monumental in scope and
execution that it defies easy description. In

three volumes was released

in

1990, as was

an ASCII-format tape version. Supplement

just been released, along with the first
PC version, labeled with the rather highblown acronym of ARI for Authority Ref-

I

1978 an architectural historian was so frustrated trying to assemble her slide lectures

has

erence Tool.

that she gathered together a goup of information specialists in an attempt to standard-

Both versions of the AAT have the following organizational and informational

across light tables, articles and books

ize architectural terminology. After several

heaped and strewn about, pencils and paper

meetings, the ideaof the AAT was bom with

features. The vocabulary, currently about
15,000 main terms with 25,000 synonyms

everywhere, this new resource tool may offer hope for restoring order. The AAT wlll

Dora Crouch of Rensselaer Polytechnic In-

or lead-in terms, is organized into seven fac-

stitute, Pat Moholt, who was also

ets or classes (see table below).

not automatically straighten up your work
environment, but it will provide you with a
consistent and reliable vocabulary for organizing information. With the ubiquity of

Rensselaer but is now at Columbia Univer-

The first edition con[ains twenty-three of

sity, and Toni Petersen, then executive edi-

the planned thirty-two hierarchies. The hier-

signers and educators whose personal envi-

ronments are littered with slides spilling

computers in the design environment, either

during the actual design process or when
providing organizational and management
support for design, controlled subject vocabularies take on a critical importance for
all individuals who work in design-related
fields.

If your information needs are limited to
the names of your last five projects, then
you probably do not need the AAI. But if
you want access to design motifs, urbandesign features, building components, the
names of garden structures, product literature, and other information, the AAf will
provide you with a structured, almostready-to-use vocabulary for information
storage and retrieval. The vocabulary is also

useful for organizing samples files, photog-

raphy and slide collections, architectural
drawings, indexing joumal articles, and
writing project proposals.
All too often, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and other reference books with both
art and architecture in their titles focus more

on art than on architecture. This is not the

at

tor of the International Repertory of the
Literature of Art (RILA) and now director of
the AAT. Their idea was to establish a definitive, controlled vocabulary for art and
architecture. Henry Millon, dean of the
Center for the Advanced Study of the Visual Arts (CASVA), made two suggestions
that have become guiding principles for the
AAT: the vocabulary should "be arranged
hierarchically, so that it collapses within itseli to make a nest of terms"; and it should

archies are subclasses or chapters within the
classes. The core of the vocabulary centers
around the Objects facet. Depending on your

professional orientation, you might find certain hierarchies more interesting and useful
than others. Architects and landscape archi-

will favor the five hierarchies composing the Built Environment (Settlements,
tects

Systems and Landscapes; Built Complexes
and Districts; Single Built Works and Open

Spaces; Building Divisions and Site Ele-

Facet

Hierarcht Ttpes

Sample Terms

Associate Concepts

abstract concepts, qualities, phenomena

illusionism, beauty, culture

Physical Attributes

appearance, qualities of objects

shape, color, design

Styles

& Periods

art

& architectural styles and movements

Renaissance,

Deconstructivist
Agents

persons

& groups associated with roles,

architects, designers

occupations

Activities

events, processes and techniques

performing arts, restoration,

Materials

substances, whether natural or manufactured

chalk, marble, adhesives

Objects

built environment

libraries, cathedrals

fumishings & equipment

chairs, awls

visual & verbal items

daguerreotype

landscaping
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ments; Built Works Components).
Interior and industrial designers will
favor the three hierarchies making
up the Fumishings and Equipment

group, while artists and curators
might focus on the Visual and Verbal Communications group with its
Drawings, Photographs, and Document Types.

All

the other facets and

their hierarchies can be used alone or
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AAIhave scope notes. After the
publication ofthe second edition in
the

dachas

RK29I

ALT dacha
SN Country houses, summer houses, or

CN

villas in Russia. (W)
V.RKAFU.ALO.ALO.AXC.ALO.
AXC.AFU.AFU.AFU.ALO

graphic terms (saints, dragons,
madonnas, and the like). The

AAIis

based on American English, but
foreign terms that have no American counterparts also appear in this
reference tool (yalis, muqarnas, cololche).

a relatively simple term in that it has a scope note but no synonyms or
UF's (use for's). (From the Art & Architecture Thesaurus.)

ample, "blue Victorian wood chairs" con-

rial to precede the style and period, resulting

tains three modifiers and one object (chairs).

in "molded walnut American chair."
Whether "walnut" precedes or follows
"American" does not change the fact that
there is only one noun (chair), or focus
term, in the modifled phrase. In both these
cases, the singular "chair" is an accepted al-

AI1 the hierarchies are detailed and care-

fully constructed. Some contain terminology not available in any other thesaurus,
such as occupations, genres, building types,

building components, styles and periods,

temate form of the plural descriptor, chairs.
Strings, or complex syntactic configurations
with two or more focus terms (for example,

and ethnic arts. Any one of these hierarchies

alone is worth the purchase price of the entire set. You can rely on these terms to be

In

will begin in which every term will
be defined. Not intended for cover-

age in the vocabulary are icono-

Figure l. The term dachas as shown in the alphabetical listing. This is

as modifiers to the objects. For ex-

complete and authoritative.

1994, a three-year transition period

"Renaissance

addition,

oil paintings-restoration")

Nonetheless, the current focus of the

AAI

is

on Westem art and architecture, with African and Asian to be considered as a further

development. Also under consideration for
development are French, Spanish, German,
Italian, and British English translations. Not
yet available in the vocabulary, but awaiting

publication of the second edition, are nine
hierarchies covering sound, recreation, costume, transportation, and communications.

are the most complex groupings of the AAT

Also not yet included in the AAT

brand-new terms. Every vocabulary, to remain useful and alive, grows and changes:

the standard authority. This solidifyhg of a

vocabulary. Strings are currently in use in
only a few book libraries and archives.
Each term can have, but is not required

common architecture vocabulary is con-

to have, all of these features: an altemate

new words come into use, and old ones fade
away. As AAT users discover terms they

of the AAI by the

form, synonyms, broader terms, scope notes

need, the terms are submitted as candidates

Avery Index to Periodical Literature and
other indexing and bibliographic services,

(definitions), historical notes for changes
and deletions, and a source code in case you

for inclusion inthe AAT and are subject to
rigorous editorial evaluation. Candidate

libraries, museums, and archives.

are interested in literary warrant (where the

terrns are submitted by vocabulary users at

and the "Application Protocol and lndexer's

term has been used before adoption by the
AAQ. Major sources of terms include the

the rate of about seventy-five terms per
month. Obviously, the AAT is an ongoing

Guide" permit users to decide exactly how

Library of Congress Subject Headings

they want to apply the vocabulary. The hierarchic structure allows you to decide how

(LCSH, or "the big redbook"), RIBA Architectural Periodicals Index, Avery Index,

and vital vocabulary. Because new terms
are continually added or revised, Supplement I updates the three-volume main set.

specific you want to be (e.g., houses, coun-

Chenhall's Revised Nomenclature for Mu'
seum C atalo ging, and RILA. A complete list
of sources consulted in establishing literary

since the

AAI

was created with the intention

of establishing a standard,

A,4?" spellings

and definitions are increasingly accepted as

firmed by the regular use

Both the well-written "Guide to Use"

ffy

houses, or dachas), and application
choices permit you a range of indexing
complexity. At the very simplest level is the
application of a single descriptor, such as

warrant runs seventy-six pages and contains
over sixteen hundred citations. A relatively
simple alphabetical listing for dachas ap-

"chair." More common and much more
valuable is the ability to apply multiple,

The most important issue for such an endeavor is to establish a well-crafted vocabu-

lary, and in this sense, the AAI has clearly
succeeded. But it is also important to have a
well-crafted object. The three-volume set of
the AAT has been carefully and inexpen-

l. The unwieldly classification notation, or CN, is useful only in
automated systems, and will not appear in

sively crafted, nicely balancing ease ofuse
with a reasonable publication price. If you
elect to purchase the book edition, you will

the printed second edition.

be constantly referring to a three-volume set

pears as figure

single descriptors-"chair, molded, walnut,
American." This seems to be the current
practice in slide libraries. Rearranging the
multiple single descriptors into a natural

are

AAI include? As won-

comprising over seventeen hundred pages.

language order is relatively simple by fol-

derfully useful as the scope notes are, not

lowing the order of the hierarchies. This

every term has a scope note. Because the

The volumes are both sewn and glued, and
are designed to hold up under considerable

produces "molded American walnut chair,"

scope notes have assumed an unanticipated

use. The pages

although some users might prefer the mate-

importance, all new terms being added to

Printed thumb-indexes along the fore edge,

What doesn't the
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lie flat; the books stay open.
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not dictionary cut-out thumb tabs, are used
to differentiate the various hierarchies.

Rh,J;

While these arc essential and were used to

RK.:;:}
RK:7.I

reduce costs, some users are hoping for ac-

tual thumb cuts in the second edition, rumored to be eight volumes! The hierarchy
volumes are nicely laid-out, with altemating
gray columns to facilitate reading the hier-

fuwtion)
houses

model
seassral

RKg78

helped keep readers' fingers running up and

RK28:

down the columns consistently. The hierarchy volumes intelligently use headers and
footers. Running headers across the top provide easy reference for your place in the hi-

RK285
RK284
RK285
RK286
RK28?
RK288
RK289

and Periods; upholstered + chairs in Processes and Techniques). The layout of the
pages, especially the alphabetical listings,
which contain much complicated informa-

by

RK27S
RK28O

*Kt8i

through the pages. The footers change hierarchy by hierarchy (for example: Baroque +
churches; Japanese + enameling in Styles

gable-front houses
{houses

RK:75
RIL!?ti
RK:77

archies (see figure 2). Tiny numerals at the
bottom of each gray column would have

erarchy, so you do not have to look back

(lrnuser hyfiinn: rooJ anentilion-t

I

RK.:;:

cabins

llwuscs

by

srea)
houses

R.K290

RK29I
RK292
RK293

ru*ticae

Figure 2. The term dachas as shown in the hierarchic listing (from the Single Built Works and Open
Spaces hierarchy). Headers and footers do not appear in this photograph. (From the Art & Architicture
Thesaurus.\

tion, are clean and easy to read. Readability,

however, could have been enhanced by
printing main terms in bold. The headers
and footers of the hierarchy sections are so
clear that it is a wonder why more attention

wasn't paid to the headers and footers in the
alphabetical section. ThreeJener page headers are sometimes insufficient where four

are needed ("Traf-Tran" is more precise

than "Tra-Tra"). And running footers
showing the full hierarchy names and hierarchy codes would have been useful, as in
Styles and Periods (FL). And in both sec-

tions, the gutters are too niurow, making
photocopying diffi cult.
While the three-volume set with its accompanying supplement can provide any

designer or information specialist with

a

consistent and sufficiently complex vocabu-

lary, it is the PC version, ART,that will enable architecture, landscape architecture,
and design firms to more readily adopt the

vocabulary for everyday usage. ARI provides seamless search capabilities and
easier handling than the four print volumes.

A Macintosh version is currently in production, and will be followed by a Windows
version.

The rather highfalutin acronym ART actually refers to its search format, Authoriry
Reference Tool,whichthe Getty is consider-

documents into accord with scholarly, academic, and professional standards for spell-

ing using for other authority lists, such as the

The AAT and its computer counterpart
A-Rf will continue to shape the access and
retrieval of architectural and design informarion. Ar $125, the AAT nitsAl?Tformat

ing and terminology.

as yet unpublished "Union List of Artist
Names" and "GeoName" (previously the
"Thesaurus of Art Historical Place Names").

It is an easy-to-use format that

comes with
its own user manual, although one can prob-

is a valuable tool for design firms and scholars alike.

ably figure out ARf independently wirhour
risk of ruining the data. Afi7 is available on
either 3.5-inch or 5.25-inch diskettes, and re-

quires 5 megabytes of hard-disk space and
DOS 3.1 or higher.

/RI

allows users to navigate across the

hierarchies and alphabetical sections transparently. It is designed for use with a variety

of database and word-processing software.
Once a term has been located in

ARI

ART AND ARCHITECTURE THESAURUS, Toni
Petersen, director, Oxford University Press, 1990,
1,745 pp., $250.00 for three-volume ser.

it can

be pasted into a document in one step using
the "replace" feature. The "previous" function allows a user to see the previous ten
searches performed on the AAI vocabulary.

AAI SUPPLEMENT I,

This means that the vocabulary can be used
to bring publications, proposals, and other

AAT (three volumes), Supplement I, and ARI,

216 pp., $50.00.

AUTHORITY REFERENCE TOOL (electronic
edition of
$425.00.
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A/I),

$125.00.
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YEHUDA E. KALAY

Cadline: A Blbliographic
Database of CAADRelated Publicatlons

lish a bibliographic database that would be

year indexing and entering part of our large

based on the following premises:

collection of publications into that database.
We found the software less than user-

(l) It would include

all, or at least the
majority, of the publications relevant to
CAAD research and education.
(2) It would rely on a powerful bibliographic database software, which will allow cataloging of different kinds of

The number of professionals who use computers as an aid in architectural design has

publications in the most suitable format,
and will support searches for all relevant

been growing by leaps and bounds since the

inception of computer-aided architectural
design (CAAD) in the early 1960s. Recent
estimates show that at least 70 percent of all
architectural firms in the United States use
CAAD in one form or another, and their
number is expected to grow as new generations of architects are educated early on in

publications in the most flexible and efficient manner.
(3) It would be sustained by an ongoing
commitment to update the database on a
timely basis, so it will not become obsolete within a year, drawing on the broad-

est possible range of publications and

the use of computers, and as new software
systems become available that can better

interests.
(4) It would be accessible to all research-

serve their needs.

ers and educators in the fleld of CAAD,

The growth in number of CAAD users
has been accompanied by a growth in

either through its physical dissemination
or by providing a service that will act as

CAAD

research and education whose aim is to un-

an information brokerage.

cover the underlying principles of design and

The first attempt to establish the databibliographic soft-

its computability, develop new CAAD tools,
and educate students in their use.
The proliferation ofpublications and conferences attests to the vigor of the discipline.

It also makes it frustratingly diflicult for any

ness" are often grave: research proposals and
on

software, using dBase

III

Plus as the imple-

mentation environment. The resulting soft-

ware was a compact, simple, and cheap
system that provided many of the more im-

portant facilities required from a bibliographic database software. We found,
however, that it was too slow for handling a
professional-size database, and that it
lacked the flexibility and report-generating
capabilities expected from such software.

We have also leamed that setting up and
maintaining a professional bibliographic database is a serious, well-established form of
modern librarianship, with its own set of
rules, conventions, and practices.
For the third (and current) approach we
selected a professional, state-of-the-art PCbased bibliographic database software. We

ware (REFERR) running on a Digital
Equipment Corporation multiuser VAX
mini-computer. It relied on the efforts of a

chose Pro-CiteR, developed by Personal
Bibliographic Software, Inc. (Ann Arbor,
Michigan). Considered to be the leading
software of its kind, it is available on both

Auth

Akin, Omer

Affl

Dept. of Architecture, Camegie Mellon Univ. Pittsburgh, PA
How Do Architects Design?
in
Artifi cial Intelligence and Pattem Recognition
New York
North-Holland Publ. Co.

Titl

grounds that the authors are not familiar with

CoPh

the state of the art in their fields. The consid-

Titl

erable effort invested in conceiving and writ-

PlPu
Publ
Date

ing these proposals and publications

personal computer-based bibliographic

A typical book-chapter record

field. Consequences ofthe proverbial "blind-

scholarly publications are rejected

our own research group.
A second attempt to establish the database was made through developing our own

base used a UNIX-based

student research assistant who spent one

single researcher, research group, or educator to keep abreast of all, or even a significant portion, of the new developments in the

friendly, and inaccessible to users outside

is

wasted, as are the efforts to reinvent theories,

Loc
Note
Abst

methods, and techniques that were previously developed. Important cross-fertilization of ideas cannot occur.

The idea of setting up a bibliographic
will include indexed and abstracted entries of publications that are rel-

database that

evant to CAAD research and pedagogy was

born at State University of New York at
Buffalo's CAD Research Center in 1987,
out of widespread frusffation due to the dif-

1987

pp. 65-98
Latombe, ed.
This study proposes a descriptive model of the desiga behavior of architects. In the
first section a framework for the model is proposed. In the second section the framework is tested against empirical data. Information acquisition, problem interpretation, problem representation, solution generation, solution integration, solution
evaluation, perception and sketching, are used in developing design solutions. The
three remaining mechanisms, design "plans," transformation rules, and design-symbols represent the categories of apriori knowledge used in design. In the third section
these knowledge mechanisms are explored in detail using the results of rwo addi-

tional experiments with designers.
Call
Indx

ficulties mentioned. Consequently, over the
past five years we have attempted to estab46

design; design methods; design behavior; design plans; architectural design; design
research; problem solving
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IBM-compatible personal computers and
on Apple Macintosh computers, hence it

A typical article record

enjoys a large installed base and wide availability. The decision to employ a PC-based

Tirl

bibliographic database software rather than
a

multiuser, mainframe-based software was

driven by accessibiliry considerations (cost,
availability, and convenience), and the pro-

jected eventual size of the database, estimated to comprise several thousands of
records (multiuser, mainframe-based systems are designed to handle millions of
records, and are, therefore, expensive to

Auth

Hubka Y., and W.E. Eder
Desigr Knowledge: Theory in Support of hactice
Joumal of Engineering Design Date 1990

Jrnl

VoId
Isld

I

Loc
Note
Abst

pp.97-108

1

The snrdy of Specific Design Knowledge (SDK) is part ofdesign science, and contains the knowledge of the specialist's domain, particularly the know-how of real2ing a technical system. SDK, at present, is incomplete and does not posses a fully
developed form, since it consists partially of personal, often unconscious knowledge
of design experts. Finding the right content and form for presenting SDK is, nevertheless, crucial for the quality of the designed product, and for the efficiency and effectiveness of the design process. Beyond that consideration, computer-based expert
systems depend fully on the kind of knowledge available in SDK, and its form of
presentation. The aspects that are discussed in this paper include the character, t)4)es,
forms, and ways of obtaining the available SDK.

purchase and difficult to maintain).

We also hired a professional librarian
who specializes in information management
systems to oversee the implementation of the
database, and attracted a graduate student as-

Call
Indx

design practice; design knowledge; design theory; design science; expert systems;
knowledge representation; design process

sistant from the UB School of Library and
Information Science. Together, they abstract, catalog, index, and, with the help of a

ports). The first sample illustrates a typical

socretary, enter records in the database.

record type.

This six-year, trial-and-enor experiment
has linally resulted in what we consider to
be a professional bibliographic database
named Cadlineru (similar to other profes-

Pro-CiteR, the software in which
Cadlineru has been implemented, was de-

ters that vary from record to record, e.g.,

for

can be generated in soft and hard formats
(disk-based or printed forms), in any one of
over twenty bibliographic formatting stan-

sional databases, like MedlineR and
QuakelineR). At present it contains one
thousand records (see samples). We expect

it to eventually contain six or seven thousand indexed and abstracted records. Byproducts of the database itself include a
thesaurus of key words and a list of authors

in the field. Cadlineru has been supported
so far by the

University at Buffalo School of

Architecture and Planning, and by resources

made available through an Income Fund
Reimbursable (IFR) account generated by
other projects.

A typical record in the

database refers to

an article, a technical report, an audio-visual
resource, or a book, and consists of informa-

tion such as author, title, source, language,
and additional bibliographic information con-

forming to the American Library Asso-

signed explicitly

managing biblio-

graphic databases. Each Pro-CiteR database
can contain up to 32,000 records (with an

actual

file capacity of 8.2 megabytes),

which is more than enough to hold the projected ultimate size of the database.
Pro-CiteR offers extensive and flexible

searching capabilities. Entries can be
searched by author, key word, or any string

(less-than, greater-than, etc.), parentheses,
and truncation characters (to match charac-

"algorithm" versus "algorithms"). Reports

dards (e.g., ANSI, APA, MLA, Science,
Turabian, UMI, Vancouver, etc.).
The hardware requirements for the IBM

PC version include an IBM compatible
computer, 320K RAM, DOS version 2.0 or
higher, and a hard disk drive (recom-

of text that appears anywhere in the record
(including the abstract). Boolean combina-

mended). For the Macintosh, hardware re-

tions of search keys are supported ("and,"
"or," "not," etc.), as are logical operators

better, 512K memory, System 4.1 orhigher,

quirements include Macintosh 5l2e or
and a hard disk (recommended).

Sample Bibliography
Calderaro, Valerio; Giangrande, Alexandro; Mirabeli, Paolo; Mortola, Elane (University of
Rome). Decision support system in computer aided architectural design. int Proceeding of the European Conference on Teaching & Research Experience with CAAD
(4th: 1986: Rome, Italy): pp. 20-38: ill. Note: Includes bibliognphy.

ciation's (ALA) most recent version of the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR2). An abstract is included, along with indexed key-words. If relevant, a field
indicating the location ofthe resource is also
included (e.g., for audio-visual materials,

A new procedure of design management and the results of its application to architectural design in an exercise developed in a didactic context (an exercise ofarchitectural
design developed by the students of a post-graduate course in CAAD recently instituted at the faculty of architecture of the university of Rome) is described. The new
procedure requires the participation of all those involved in the design process and
who contribute, dkectly or indirectly, to obtain the results. By generating and develop
ing altemative design solutions, this procedure allows the exploration of the performance space which is generally more vast than that explored by the traditional

master's and Ph.D. theses, and technical re-

designer.
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The software is available in full form or

cantly-the methodology

The Architect's
Brand-New Toolbox

in search-only form, which is adequate for
users who wish to access the database for
information retrieval only. Current list

Not so long ago every other paper presented
at conferences on the computerization

already own a licensed copy of the program,

further reducing the cost of accessing the
bibliographic database.
Recently, we have also made Cadlineru
available in text form, a version that includes the same information as the database
but which does not rely on [to-CiteR. This

ofar-

search abilities the database version has.

To maintain the broadest coverage possible, professional competence, and accuracy, CadlinerM relies on the input, advice,
and guidance of an intemational editorial
board comprised of noted experts in the
field. Members of the editorial board repre-

book is the revised proceedings of an academic conference. It describes ongoing or
fundamental research that might find its way
into commercial CAAD systems in the near
future but not necessarily exactly as presented in The Electronic Design Studio.The

involved in the computerization of processes and representations that architects

requirements and objectives ofeducation and

use. All but a few architecture schools offer

those of the profession. The CAAD industry

no-nonsense education on the use of standard computer tools, from drafting to

reforms the experimental products or even

spreadsheets.

of the latter. The book should therefore be
treated less as a precise description of future
CAAD tools and more as an indication of the
overall framework of these tools. As such it

sent twenty-six universities and research

This new mentality is clearly reflected in
The Electronic Design Studio, appropriately

and distribution guarantee broad topical and

subtitled Arcft itectural Knowledge and M e -

geographical coverage of the publications

dia in the Computer Era.It consists of revised papers from the CAAD (ComputerAided Architectural Design) Futures '89
Conference held in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in July 1989. Most of the papers are

search, including such issues as building
engineering,

construction management, design education,
energy, design integration, human factors in
design, knowledge-based design, solid mod-

excellent and the volume as a whole is representative of current tends in CAAD re-

eling, visualization, and computer graphics.

search and education.

The preface boldly states: "Design is the

computation of shape information that is
needed to guide fabrication or construction
of artifacts." This obviously partial definition is open to conffoversy, as it does not do
justice to the multifaceted problem-solving
that designers are required to do. But rather
than criticize the definition, perhaps the
reader need simply accept it as the book's
prevailing perspective on design. Handbooks of computerized drafting offer de-

CADLINER, Research Foundation of State University of New York (operations relocated to U.C. Berkeley), $100.00 for database version (searchable
through the Pro-CiteR bibliographic database management software) or text version (searchable
through most word-processors). Available in IBMPC and Macintosh formats.

tailed views of the technology that

PRO-CITER, Personal Bibliographic Software, Inc.
(or available through the Research Foundation of
SUNY), $280.00 for full program, $150 for searchonly.

prolifera-

architecture has become more conscious of

centers in twelve countries. Their expertise

relevant to design methods and CAAD re-

ences. Given the state of computer

tion in architectural education and practice,
the kind of research presented inThe Electronic Design Studio appears to be the primary determinant of things to come in
CAAD in the following decade.
The reader should bear in mind that the

computer technology to architecture. Many
others focus on the real theoretical problems

cessor, but does not have the field-speciflc

the only chance for an application domain
such as architecture to mold incoming influ-

chitecture centered on yet another computer-based design or drafting program. It
seemed that every school of architecture
had a single ambition: to develop drawing
software. But today a new mentality prevails. Research into the computerization of
the technological and methodological tools
available in computer science. Some efforts
investigate the applications of advanced

version is searchable through any word pro-

civil

of

domain knowledge and practice is probably

prices are $395 for the full program, and
$195 for the search-only form. Dealers offer
up to 40 percent discount of these prices.
The wide availability of Pro-CiteR also
means that most researchers and libraries

economics, evaluation,

and techniques

applying computer technology to architecture. The linking of general-purpose tools to

is

academic research are quite different from

the failures of the former to cater to the needs

can still be invaluable to the inquiring reader:

the size and subdivision of a toolbox often
say quite a lot about the tools it holds.

The papers of The Electronic Design
Studio, excluding the introduction and an
afterword, are subdivided into four sections:

"Theoretical Foundations," "KnowledgeBased Design Tools," "Information Delivery Systems for Design," and "Case
Studies: Electronic Media in the Design
Studio." This subdivision is somewhat confusing, even though the book constitutes a
more or less steady progress from general to
particular. The second section, for example,
includes papers that have very little or nothing to do with knowledge systems. Also, the

differences in subject and orientation between papers of the second and third and
even some of the fourth section are often
minimal. For example, papers on CAAD

available today. The Electronic Design Stu-

education and the teaching

dio addresses the extensions and implica-

of

design

CADLINER and PRO-CITER package, $395.00

tions of this technology: the new or expected

through CAAD are dispersed all over the
four sections. A paper by 6mer Akin is

through the Research Foundation of SUNY.

technological advances and-more signifi -

placed in the fourth section, as a case study,
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Computers'R'Us

while the course the author refers to is just
an example of an approach to CAAD in
education, as in the paper by William J.
Mitchell, Robin S. Liggett, and Milton Tan,
which appears in the second section, or the
contribution of Bharat Dave and Robert
Woodbury in the first section.
The volume contains thirty-five papers in
all; unfortunately, the space of a review limits my discussion to only some of the more
interesting papers. In making the selection I
paid less attention to what is representative
of the book's quality and more to which pa-

issues such as variability, flexibility, and
multiplicity (much underrated in the CAAD
community) in the conventional architec-

This informed introduction to associative

tural drawings on paper. Such validation of
traditional practices has a sobering effect
that can be valuable to researchers and stu-

at a time when new Hypercard stacks and

mechanisms in computer science is a muchappreciated addition to CAAD bibliography

similar software are appearing at a rapid
rate. Dana J. Vanier complements Coyne's
paper with a comprehensive introduction to
the potential of hypermedia as design infor-

dents of architecture.

"Tools for Exploring Associative Reasoning in Design" by Richard D. Coyne focuses on two specific types of computer
systems: hypermedia and neural networks.

mation systems in "Hypertext: A Computer
Tool to Assist Building Design."

"Top-Down Knowledge-Based Design"

pers addressed new issues and signified
promising new approaches, following a belief that the primary contribution of The
Electronic Design Studio is its coverage of a
wider spectrum of computer applications in
architecture than have been previously ex-

plored in other conferences or CAAD texr
books.

The book opens with the excellent "Introduction: A New Agenda for Computer-

Aided Design" by Mitchell. The aurhor
builds on the structured nature of computer
drawings to give a comprehensive account
of design as the computation of shape information. The paper is a deep and knowledge-

able review of existing tendencies and
fruitful new directions and extensions to
CAAD, from geometric modeling and its
manipulation to design production systems

hffficrbsMhd4

and their control.

The introduction is followed by the
equally stimulating paper, "What Designers

Do That Computers Should" by George
Stiny, the prime developer and motivator of
"shape grammars"

in architecture. Here
Stiny presents probably the most comprehensible summary of formal shape generation in architecture. He starts from a point
diametrically opposite to the one adopted by
Mitchell in the previous paper, namely that

"the uselessness of computer drawings is
precisely their structured nature." In other
words, the common complaint that the fixed

character of design descriptions and description manipulations in CAAD impedes
creative and inventive treatment of a design.
The author argues that the appropriate descriptive structures and their formal expres-

sions can be derived through analyses of

A Hypercard stack and links formed by associations between pictorial elements. (FromThe Electronic
Design Studio.)
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sents a top-down design production

amazement at some very obvious
omissions, such as the conspicuous

approach that has been already made

absence of any reference to the rich

popular throughThe Art of Computer
Graphics Programming by Mitchell,

erature on shape recognition/transformation and computer-aided teaching

Liggett, and Thomas Kvan (New

in papers by Takehito Nagakura and

York: Van Nostrand Reinhold,

Rob Van Zutphen. Some other papers,

1977). Whether architectural design
and drafting should proceed bottom-

like one by Mark de Vries and Harry
Wagter, fail to include any references

up (from a deflnition of the parts to a
definition of the whole) or top-down

to relevant literature whatsoever.

(from the whole to an elaboration of
the parts), the paper proposes a reasonable way of coordinating the ele-

ture denote ignorance

ments that make up a desigr.

such devastating criticism. An altema-

The paper that probably gives the
most clues to the future evolution of

tive explanation is that this

the CAAD workstation is Patrick

way of introducing new solutions to

Purcell and Dan Applebaum's "Light

scientific problems through a concise
evaluation ofprecedent research. It is
undeniable that the merit and novelty
ofa solution should not bejudged by

by Mitchell, Liggett, and Tan, pre-

Does the absence ofrelevant litera-

of

previous

work in the field? I think that most of
the papers are too advanced to accept
absence

represents a reaction to the established

Table: An Interface to Visual Information Systems." The combination
of laser-disc, computer network, and
interactive video technology it describes is an accurate picture of the

the exhaustiveness of references to related and altemative approaches. Still,
comprehensive overviews of prece-

state ofthe art and indicates the pos-

sibilities for integrating different information media.
"Computational' Design Instruction: Toward a PedagogY" bY Omer
Akin should be of particular interest to

lit-

Ulrich Flemming outlines a plan for teaching students architectural
composition with computer assistance, such as software that would
allow students to explore the effects of loosening the rules of
engagement between panels. (From The Electronic Design Studio.)

dent research are extremely useful in
at least two ways. First, such an overview clarifies the innovations of the
solution and its approach relative to

similar attempts. It sets up a reference
framework that is essential to the understanding of the exposition. Even experts

teachers. The author stresses that the
computer, even if it may never replace

reads like an updated summary of
Mitchell's classic 1977 book, Computer-

the human designer as originally assumed in

CAAD circles, is not a mere addition to existing design capabilities but a significant

Aided Architectural Design (Van Nosnand
Reinhold), complete with the history of the
field, a learned and sober account of the

force of change in the way we design. A way
to exploit this force in design education is

state of the art, as well as the approaches
and developments that seem likely to influence the future of computerization in archi-

presented in an excellent account of a studio

course that clearly identifies the problems
and possibilities offered by the adoption of
computer technology in design.

tecture-a most appropriate conclusion to a
varied collection of current ffends.

Earl Mark's "Case Studies in Movie-

In all the wealth of information in Tfte
Electronic Design Studio, however, something vital is missing: literature overviews
and bibliographic references to earlier re-

making and Computer-Aided Design" is
one of the more stimulating in the volume.
The comparison of different representations
of the built environment, movies, and archi-

search. Many papers treat their subject as

computerization of architecture.
The book closes with another excellent

implying that these papers necessarily constitute rediscoveries of the wheel----on the con-

"AfterIt
Future."
of
the
Studio
word: The Design

contribution by Mitchell, entitled
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precedent or related research can be invalu-

able to the reader as a guide to further indepth reading. An essay of quality normally
acts as a qualification for the literature it refers to. Many papers inThe Electronic Design Studio missed these two points,
consequently undermining readers' appreciation of their quality and making the credibil-

ity of their conclusions difficult to judge in
the absence of relative measures of success'

if it

tectural drawings is exemplary of new directions for cognitive research into the

had never been discussed before.

appreciate a presentation of new ideas and
products relative to known approaches and
competing solutions. Second, an overview of

am not

trary, they may offer insightful solutions to
real problems. I am simply stating my

THE ELECTRONIC DESIGN STUDIO: ARCHITECTURAL KNOWLEDGE AND MEDIA IN
THE COMPUTER ERA, Malcolm McCullough,

wiltiam J. Mitchell, and Patrick Purcell, editors
MIT Press, 1990' 505 pp., illus'' $19'95'

History, Theory, and Landscape

ANNABEL JANE WHARTON

Archltecture and
ldeology in Early

has interwoven in the text convincing assessments of the role of ideology in the con-

the year 1000.

struction

Further, Dodds' book may inspire some

Medieval Spain

Aft of

to the Goths and Moslems, the
peninsula's past has been written in the service ofthe author's present. Second, Dodds

their typologies and technologies. Each sec-

It is appropriate that these volumes be reviewed together. Jerrilynn D. Dodds is the
author of one and the general editor of the
other. The material and time frame covered
in the two volumes are distinct but overlap-

tion of Architecture and ldeology in Early
Medieval Spair raises issues ir addition to
those of chronology and form. The first
chapter introduces the reader to the political
and scholarly marginalization of the region
as well as to the Christian architecture pro-

in an ethnically

png. Al-Andalus: The Art of Islamic Spain
deals with the Islamic works produced in
the Iberian Peninsula between the 8th and
the 15th centuries, whlle Architecture and
Ideology in Medieval Spair focuses on

duced

church construction from the early Christian

tectural expression of Christian identity. In
another chapter. Dodds traces the Islamic

period to the First Romanesque. The two
works can be considered as complementary
parts of a single project: the annexation of
the previously peripheralized art of medieval Spain into the mainstream of westem

divided Visigothic Spain. Subsequent chapters explore the Christian reaction to Islamic
power both on the edge of Al-Andalus and

and the consequent modification of space in

practice as affective spectacle. Thus rirual
and architecture give depth and texture to
historical notions of Moslem/Christian cultural intersection; they are not flattened into
a sterilizing scheme of "influence."
In all, Dodds' volume on the monuments
of early medieval Spain is notable for its
methodological sophistication as well as its
archaeological and descriptive sensitivity.
The work marks a significant advance in
our knowledge of an understudied area of
European architectural history. Just as significantly, this book also provides medieval

appropriation of Christianity's most effective spatial strategies.
Two aspects of Dodds' approach emerge

from this summary of the contents of her

First, she considers in some detail the historiography that has modeled the intelpretation of the monuments on which her work

Early Medieval Spain monograph, Dodds

the mosque represented an ideologically
complex exploitation of Christian liturgical

within it, particularly in terms of an archi-

premises, which were imposed by their distinct genres: scholarly monograph and exhi-

in

that the introduction of an elaborate entrance procession focused on a Koran-relic

book to distinguish Architecture and ldeology in Early Medieval Spain from conven-

In the Architecture and ldeology

not only uses history to bring meaning to
buildings, but also treats early medieval
monuments as sources of historical understanding. For example, in her discussion of
the Great Mosque of Cordova, she argues

and religiously

European cultural understanding. Despite
these many coincidences, these two volumes were constructed on very different

bition catalog.

tional histories of medieval architecture.

architectural historians with a possible
model for rethinking and rewriting the field.
An exhibition held in the Metro-

focuses. Though she does not provide a uni-

tary account of her own assumptions,

she

deals in a broadly chronological or-

der with the Christian churches of
Visigothic, Asturian, and Islamic
Spain. Throughout the work, individual monuments are expressively
described and effectively characterized in the best art historical tradi-

tion. The illustrative

materials,
plans, and photographs are well se-

lected and well produced. Dodds'
analyses of such churches as San

politan Museum of Art in New York
from July to September, 1992, provided the raison d'dtre as well as the
tjtle of Al-Andalus: The Art of Islamic

#,

r

Spain. As justly claimed

*^{
#l

I

I

de Escalada should make it difficult

in

the

volume's acknowledgments, this was
"the largest and most comprehensive

exhibition ever held of Spanish Is-

lamic art." Over sixty collections
worldwide lent a spectacular array of

L

Pedro de la Nave, San Julian de los
Prados at Oviedo, and San Miguel

for art historians to continue to ig-

history. From the

ness

her consideration to the dates ofbuildings,

Jerrilyn D. Dodds, editor

of Spanish

eulogistic presentation of Reccared's conversion from Arianism to Orthodoxy by
Isidore, 7th-cennrry bishop of Seville, to the
nationalist debate of the 1940s and 1950s
on the degree of Spain's cultural indebted-

of those same art historians not only to add
new monuments to their canon of researchworthy buildings, but, also, more generally
to modify the questions they ask of their
monuments. The author is unwilling to limit

Jerrilyn D. Dodds

A!-Andalus: The
lslamic Spain

nore the contribution of Spain in their assessments of European architecture before

San Miguel de Escalada, nave arcade; early 10th century. (From
Architecture and ldeology in Early Medieval Spain.)

5l

works displayed first in Granada and
then in New York. [n the book's last
two hundred pages each of the objects
included in either show (as well as a
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vided into thrce parts, including two chronological sections, "The Emirate, Caliphate,
and Taifa Period" and "The Almoravids and

Almohads," and the third part treating one of

the latest and best-known sites of Islamic
Spain, the Alhambra palace (built during the

l3th and 14th centuries). The contributions

ry

I

I

!,

ffi

are mixed in their quality, reflecting the
variation in the skills of the sizable team of
scholars asked to participate in the project.
Even if it were possible to read these offerings while viewing the objects (and it is not;
carrying this four-hundred-page quartowhich weighs nearly six pounds even in pa-

perback-through an extended viewing of

d kffi

the exhibition would be something of a feat),

the lack of reference within the articles to the

objects on display makes it difficult to construct their spatial or even their speciflc his-

l

f

I

I

consequence of its
separation from its context, the artwork remains an object of contemplation, without

torical context.
i5k

qq

ffi**
.

In

the capacity to provide access to the past. The

dyadic character of the Al-Andalus catalog
does, however, reveal the developing

rift be-

tween academics and museum professionals.

Admittedly, it is unfair to comment on

p

what books do not accomplish. Nevertheless, the absence of two perspectives in both
these volumes is regrettable. Little is heard

L

from the third cultural contributor to the
uniquely rich cultural mix of medieval

Spain-the Jews. The exhibition entitled
Patio de Comares at the Alhambra Palaces; completed 1370. (From Al-Andalus:The Art of lslamic Spain.\

these ravishing artworks was their extraordi-

few that appeared in neither) is lavishly illustrated in at least one high-quality color plate,
often reproduced at overlife-size scale. The

narily high level of craft. All the works displayed in the Metropolitan's exhibit were
originally produced for royal patrons; here
the elite culture of the past is re-presented to
the elite culture of the present. Al-Andalus
deals with this production of luxury in a no-

form, history, and even, in many cases, the
function ofthe piece is described by one of
the twenty-four specialists representing five
different countries invited to contribute to
the volume. The objects are extraordinarily

ticeably schizophrenic manner. Although the
second half of the text has the form of a conventional catalog, its first two hundred pages

beautiful; the texts are useful. Presented are

elaborately worked precious materials-

ivory, gold, silver, and silk-as well

are occupied by a series of scholarly articles
on different aspects of Hispano-Islamic art,

as

works of wood, marble, stucco, and bronze
made precious through virtuosic elaboration.
Indeed, the criteria for the selection of

history, and culture (though, oddly, there is
no offering on literature). This first half is di-
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Convivenc'ia: Jews, Muslims, and Christians in Medieval Spain and its weighty
catalog (edited by Vivian B. Mann, Thomas
F. Glick, and Jerrilynn D. Dodds, published
by George Braziller and the Jewish Museum, 1992) helps compensate for this silence. Also unmentioned, presumably for
political reasons, is the year of recent commemoration: 1492. The abundant cultural

complexity in southern Spain constructed
by Moslems, Jews, and Christians after the
establishment of Arab control in e.p. 7l I
ended with the defeat of the last Nasrid sultan by the forces of Ferdinand and Isabella
in 1492. It is, ofcourse, appropriate to celebrate the luxurious production of eight
centuries of a relatively tolerant Moslem
rule on the 500th anniversary of the year

History, Theory. and Landscape

KATHLEEN JAMES

cious of its 20th-century replacement: technology. Thus in l92l he declared that he

Hans Poelzig:
Reflections on Hls Life
and Work

hated "history when it tries to restrict me
and love[d] it when it arouses my artistic in-

stincts," and he concluded a decade later
that "there is . . . no point in trying to attach

Julius Posener

artistic significance to technical forms."

Throughout his career Poelzig mapped
out a highly personal approach to design in
which he combined vigorous massing (clay

More than any other architect,

Hans
Poelzig's career perfectly captures the complicated transition from 19th-century eclec-

models were an essential phase of his design

ticism to the modem movement of the

process) disciplined by extremely understated detailing. This method, an almost exact reversal of the attention lavished in the

1920s. This is true even though Poelzig, a
German, did not participate in the bestknown aspect of that transition: the brief

tum-of-the-century flowering
Detail from the side of a wood and ivory minbor
(pulpit) from the Kutubiyya Mosque, Marrakesh;
from Almoravid period, I 125-30. (From
Al-Andalus: The Art of Islamic Spain.)

of

last third of the l9th century on omament,
proved particularly congenial during the

Art

Nouveau. Instead, he first attracted public
attention in the last decade before the outbreak of World War I with a series of buildings in the eastem province of Silesia, now
part of Poland. These early works defy easy

brief period in which Expressionist architecture flourished in Germany immediately af-

ter World War I.

best-known building, the Grosses Schauspielhaus, opened in 1919. This transformation of Berlin's Schumann Circus into a

categorization. Both then and in the postwar
that marked the end of that culture and the
beginning of Christian Spain's brutal suppression of the world's "others"-not only
in the Americas, but in its European domains as well. It is unfortunate, however,
that these circumstances go unmentioned,
even with respect to the effects they have
had on art in many parts of the world.
Both books attest to the richness, multiplicity, and historical significance of the art
of medieval Spain. The appeiuance of these
volumes, like the staging of major exhibitions of Spanish work at the Metropolitan
and the summer Olympic games in Bar-

3,500-seat auditorium (for theater director
and producer Max Reinhardt) was the most

years, when he had become the elder states-

man of the Germany's architectural com-

munity-a figure respected by all regardless
of generation or political beliefs-he was

tangible realization during those years of
Bruno Taut's utopian visions of community.
Here experimenrs with indirect lighting un-

ambivalent about history, the source his
predecessors most cherished, and suspi-
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characteristically replaced structural integ-
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luded to in both volumes, is soon to be itself

only a subject ofhistoriographical interest.
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the country, suggest that Spain is now well
within the compass of the first world. The

i-vis other European countries, which is al-

t
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celona, and the high price oftourist travel in

Spanish sense of isolation and inferiority vis-

Indeed, Poelzig's
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ARCHITECTURE AND IDEOLOGY IN EARLY
MEDIEVAL SPAIN, Jerrilynn D. Dodds, Pennsylvania State University Press, 1990, 174 pp., illus.,
$4s.00.

AL-ANDALUS: THE ART OF ISLAMIC SPAIN.
Jerrilynn D. Dodds, editor, Metropolitan Museum of
Art and Harry N. Abrams, 1992,432 pp., illus..

Grosses Schauspielhaus, with stalactitic "supports," Berlin, Germany; Hans Poelzig, 1919. (From Hazs

$75.00.

Poelzig.)
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ofboth the architect

worked in the Jerusalem office of fel-

and his collaborator, his second
wife, the sculptor Marlene Moe-

low Jewish emigr6 Erich Mendel-

schke. More rypical are the chemical

school in Kuala Lumpur. Now nearly

factory in Luban outside Posen in

ninety, he has been for the last three

Germany (today's Lubon

decades

as the focus

sohn, and founded an architecture

and

a prolific and

insightful

Poznan in Poland) of 191 I and the I.

commentator on the history of mod-

G. Farben administration building in

ern German architecture, and

Frankfurt-am-Main, completed in
1930. The conventional stylistic labels "medieval" and "classical" are

been especially successful at drawing

attention to the varied Wilhelmine
roots of what often appears as
Weimar-era uniformiry. Opinionated

only marginally useful in describing

these

two ultimately

has

but broad-minded, he is today one

ahistorical

of

buildings in which the architect es-

his native city's best-loved citizens,

chewed the oppormniry rc celebrate,

and counts among his friends even
those such as Zaha Hadid, who departs most radically from his own ar-

or indeed even refer to, industry. Instead Poelzig's own claim, that "in
most cases, today's steel or concrete

il

building needs clothing," but that
"this clothing must, however, allow
the structure of the material that is

actually carrying the load of the

The chemical factory at Luban, Germany (now Lubon in Poland);
Poelzig, 1911. (From Hans Poelzig.)

building to shine through," best captures the underlying respect for con-

chitectural roots in the tum-of-thecentury reforms of Hermann Muthesius. He has also been effective at
offering to talented students much
Hans
the same encouragement and guidance he himself received from Poelzig. This, the first monograph on
Poelzig in English, is Posener's second on

struction that unifies the pre- and post-

Germany from Britain, and later at several

Expressionist phases of his career.

in Berlin after 1920. Here, Julius
Posener, his pupil and author of Hans
Poelzig: Reflections on His Life and Work,
remembers him as singularly undogmatic.
"He talked," Posener writes, "about the position of the dining room in relation to the
kitchen, about comfortable and uncomfortable staircases, about the structure of roofs
with large spans, about how different spaces

his former professor.
Posener leaves to younger scholars such
as Matthias Schnirren, the editor of Hans

with different functions could be made to relate to each other. He attached great importance to the basic facts of daily life and how

lent catalog written in response to

schools

Poelzig's reluctance to expose the structure ofhis buildings (a reinforced concrete
commercial building in Breslau, completed
in 1911, is an important exception) was not
accompanied by any desire to escape the re-

alities of modern life, Although he built
very little housing, he forthdghtly addressed
most of the more public aspects of the modem urban environment: office buildings and
shops, theaters and cinemas, and civic and

industrial architecture. In both his completed buildings and his largely unrealized
urban planning schemes, he balanced nu-

one should build for them." Poelzig's studio,

whose graduates included Egon Eiermann
and Rudolf Schwarz, attracted the most

anced attention to site and scale with a fun-

damental clarity of organization. Thus his
buildings are often imposing, but never

modem-minded architecture students in Berlin, as well as those simply looking for more
freedom ofthought than was tolerated by his

overwhelming, and his respect for tradition
remains quite distinct from those of his
overtly antimodem colleagues who em-

colleague, neoclassical architect Heinrich
Tessenow. In many ways Posener's book is
a final tribute to the "master" with whom the

braced national socialism.

author studied between 1926 and 1929.

Poelzig was also a distinguished teacher,
first at the Royal Academy of Art and Applied Arts in Breslau (today Wroclaw, Po-

As Victoria Newhouse recounts in her
foreword, Posener became an architectural
historian late in life. Before retuming to Berlin in 1961 , he was a founding contributor to

land), which he directed from 1903 to 1916,
and where the workshop method made famous by the Bauhaus was first imported into

L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui
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in

Paris,

Poelzig: Die Plaene und Zeichnungen aus
dem ehemali gen V erke hrs- und Baumuseum
in Berlin (Cologne: Emst & Sohn, 1989), the

task of uncovering new information about
the circumstances of individual commissions. Schnirren is responsible for an excelthe

discovery of more than 1,150 Poelzig drawings to which Posener devotes an approving
postscript. Posener chooses instead to focus
on what he is uniquely able to provide: a his-

torically grounded meditation upon individual buildings and projects and the
intellectual climate that inspired them, punctuated at times with his own often poignant

memories and characterized above all by
thoughtful analysis rooted in the lessons he
leamed from Poelzig himself. Thus, although he is not afraid to find fault, he operates much like an exceptionally unpolemical
guestjuror, judging the formal and theoretical clarity of the work on its own terms, at
times tactfully reminding us that good intentions, no matter how excellent the theory

HisIory, Theory, and Landscape

upon which they are based, are never a suffi-

signed the chemical factory in Luban, that

cient substitute for excellent design.
The book offers little new information to

"probably every fifty years one factory build-

appeal to many of Posener's readers.

the specialist familiar with Posener's earlier

ing will make way for a new one." Just two
years ago, the company's management-

Poelzig declared, "Anyone who tries to steal
only the formal aspects of tradition will be

writings, but for the larger audience unfamil-

struggling to modernize the factory's clearly

dazzled and dominated by it. On the other

iar with the German literature on Poelzig, it
will serve as an excellent introduction to the

antiquated facilities in order to compete in
newly open markets--demolished a large

hand, anyone who admires tradition but ap-

central issues of architecture in the first third

part of one of Poelzig's most widely pub-

those elements that are in organic harmony

of the century. The author intersperses chap-

lished buildings. Local preservation authori-

ters devoted to specific buildings with more

ties finally stopped the demolition, but not
before the interior wooden framing, which
was formerly invisible in the familiar views
illustrated by Posener, was exposed. One

with our times will be richly rewarded by
tradition; it will help him to lend his design

general analyses. He supplements the major-

ity of his chapters with documentation sections, standard in contemporary German
architectural history, in which he reprints
key primary sources. The format leads to
some repetitiveness, as both buildings and

theoretical writings are often discussed
twice, but Posener's unassuming, almost

gration ofpast and present, lessons that will

lnl922

proaches it critically and takes from it only

something of etemal value." Whether or not
we continue to believe in the possibility of

may hope that a by-product of this book will

timelessness, it was certainly this attempt
that inspired the aspects ofPoelzig's designs

be a greater appreciation of Poelzig's work

that remain most interesting today.

by an intemational audience able to view the
specifically German circumstances that produced Poelzig's architecture, and to view its

conversational tone, in which he places argu-

significance within a larger European culture.

ments before the reader-much as he would

As well as raising issues of preservation,

explain them to a student---encourages toler-

Poelzig's career offers lessons on the inte-

HANS POELZIG: REFLECTIONS ON HIS LIFE
AND WORK, Julius Posener, edited by Kristin
Feireiss, translated by Christine Charlesworth, The

Architectural History Foundation (distributed by
MIT Press), 1992,287 pp., illus., $50.00.

of the documents, drawn
largely from Posener's own Hans Poelzig,
Gesammehe Schriften und Werke (Berlin:
Gebr. Mann, 1970), have been previously
published in English.
A subtle undercurrent that flows rather
quietly through the book is Posener's belief,
typical for a student of his generation, that
ance. And few

Poelzig was a better architect than the more
famous Peter Behrens, whose star had faded

by the mid-1920s when much of his work
was frankly derivative. Much of today's disparity between the reputations of the two colleagues can be credited to the iconic power

of

a single building, Behrens' AEG Turbine
Factory in Berlin, but some is due to the fact
that Behrens' buildings were much more accessible to Westemers after World War

II

than Poelzig's. The Federal Republic contained only two key Poelzig buildings, the

iil,

il

L G. Farben administration building and, in
West Berlin, the Broadcasting House, both
completed in 1930. I personally witnessed
the demolition of the shell of the Grosses
Schauspielhaus in East Berlin in 1985, and
many of Poelzig's surviving buildings are

L,l

situated on land that now belongs to Poland,
where they are, ofcourse, less valued than if
they were considered part of that country's
own national tradition. Poelzig himself com-

mented

in

1911, the year in which he de-

I. G. Farben administration building, Frankfurt-am-Main, Germany; Hans Poelzig, 1928-30. (From Hans
Poelzig.)
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stands the need to expand our knowledge

Surface (Schumacher on
Terragni) and Symbo!
(Leet on Albini)

of

Terragni beyond the Casa del Fascio and
one or two Milanese apartment buildings;
and he rightly, I think, sees that, to do justice to the difficult issues ofTerragni's rela-

tionship

to fellow Italians and

the

relationship of Italians in general to their
colleagues in the North, something other
than a chronological/biographical outline

Thomas L. Schumacher's Surface and Sym-

bol: Giuseppe Terragni and the Architecture of ltalian Rationalism states that

-,$s$S\si I
,dr'i$>:ds:
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needs to be developed.

But the rejection of chronology requires
another organizing principle, which this
book never reveals. The sections are titled
"Part I: Background," "Part II: The Evolution to Modemism," "Part III: Symbolism."
The progression from Part I to II might
seem chronological but is actually a distinction between a cultural background and a
srylistic discussion; Part III deals with a typological category-the major public buildings of the thirties-and there is little clue
as to the conceptual meaning of "symbolism." This methodological schizophrenia is

historiographically, the problem of Terragni
(and Italian Rationalist architecture in gen-

eral) is the problem of Italy: fascism. By
this he means that architectural historians,
elsewhere able to deal with modemism as a
social and formal phenomena, in Italy have
to deal with the unseemly politics as well.
The dilemma for the historiarvcritic is this:
to link the examination of the buildings to
the disastrous, antidemocratic politics unnecessarily degrades good architecture; to
not link them degrades the meaning, both
intended and unintended, of the buildings.
Schumacher is not only correct in pointing
this out, but seemingly correct in his desire
to do a revisionist text that will liberate
Terragni from merely being seen as a sideline figure to the "purer" (stylistically and politically) modemists of
northem Italy.
But if the problem of Terragni is
the problem of Italian fascism, the
problem of Surface and Symbol is
the problem of architectural postmodemism. For while the desire to
broaden the scope of inquiry be-

ru

il

Novocomum Apartments, Como, Italy; Giuseppe
Terragni, 192'7-29. (From Surface and Symbol.)

poststructuralist self-scrutiny, the book
might in fact be interesting. Unfortunately,

symptom of the book's missing soul. Such

however. the postmodemist expression rep-

I suppose, as

resented by this text is the most uninterest-

itself a postmodem condition, and were
Schumacher interested in this sort of

ing pursuit of stylistic second-guessing. I
think (and this is a guess, for the authorial

a

a misplacement can be seen,

voice is so vague) that Schumacher

knew that his real interest-the
manner in which Terragni leamed

ffiffiffi',;ffisw

his modernism and the chronology
of stylistic adaptations-was not really going to address Terragni conceptually enough; hence he packed
it into a text that aspires to be much

Wffi

more.

yond a modernist apologia (as
Schumacher sees it) is admirable,
the actual result is a trivialization of

The problems with this approach
aren't surprising given postmodem-

both the issue of modemism andthe
manner in which we understand

tics and culture on the one hand and
modemism (which it wants to reject

Terragni.

but to which

This is not for lack of good intentions. Schumacher rightly sees

bound) on the other. In this particular

ism's difflculty in dealing with poli-

instance, Schumacher's struggle

the necessity of presenting Terragni

rI

cessiry of going beyond the merely

lr
II

I-

l

rltl

formal evaluation of Tenagni d la

transcend dry historicism; he under-

with the cultural issue is indicated by

|:l

in his own context; he sees the ne-

Peter Eisenman, and yet he also
sees that formal analysis can help

it is so intimately

the highly circumscribed and simplistic discussion on how modemism
was viewed by Italy's cultural leaders. While he indicates that any black

Meeting in front of the Casa del Fascio in 1936 (above); front facade (below)
Como, Italy; Giuseppe Tenagni, 1932-36. (From Sutface and Symbol.)
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and white distinction between a "rear

guard" holding up the value of tradi-
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tional forms and an "avant-garde" promoting

opporruniry to work the recontextualization

new forms is impossible to maintain, he nev-

ofTerragni that he aspires to, but also pre-

of

vents himself from achieving an even more

the issue as it was debated. Schumacher does

profound recontextualization of modemism

point out that the more traditional groupled by Pio Piacentini, based in Rome and

itself. Terragni's (and the Rationalists')

ertheless glosses over the full complexiry

represented by Architettura-was often sup-

what the rest of Schumacher's book so
sorely lacks-namely, an understanding of
how form-making is necessarily a cultural
and political act. As it is, the formal analyses that Schumacher provides are left unsubstantiated. While these analyses are
interesting and perceptive-this is clearly a
forte-the book gives the impression that
Schumacher himself feels uncomfortable
with the place these analyses might have in
a text that is nominally historical and "revisionist."

situation in Italy exacerbated the enormous
strain inherent in the issue of where, pre-

portive of modern architecture while the
modem group--the Rationalists, based in

cisely, modemism's social service lay. The

Milan and Como and

represented by
Casabella-was intensely interested in traditional Italian architecture. But he ignores
the far more interesting (because it goes to

propaganda, as well as those between autocratic dictum and democratic choice were

the heart of modemism's claims to meaning)

commitment to formal analyses ultimately

and culturally revealing tensions within the

Schumacher presents a stylistic reading of
Rationalism, and of modemism as well, and

Rationalist group itself. The Milan-based

as such, one that delivers an inert and un-

While the written and visual analyses of

group that gathered around Eduoardo
Persico and Giuseppe Pagano, the editors of

challenged Terragni.

someone like Peter Eisenman are equated
with ahistorical, acultural object reification,

Casabella in the 1930s, was committed to
the idea that Rationalism's gift to Italy lay in
its social pragmatism-that is, functionalism, the repetition of forms, and the use of
standardized, industrial materials. As a consequence, they had little tolerance for
Terragni and his Como-based Gruppo 7
(which was supported by the magazine
Quadrante and its editor Pietro Maria Bardi,

from 1933 to 1936) who believed

that

Rationalism's contribution to Italian architecture lay in its formal language-that is,
the transparency of glass and the gridframe
structure to express the openness of fascist
society; the rhetorical capaciry of a modem
"language" nor bound by functionalism; and
the interest in difficult, demanding construc-

tensions between an economic and a formal

an aspect of modemism everywhere; they
were simply more extreme in Italy. Instead

The irony is that the author's lack of
distances the reader from Terragni, the man.

The second problem with

treating
Terragni and modemism as an issue of style

is the inability to directly

Eisenman has amply demonstrated that the

discuss of

formal rigor, complexity, and conceptual
layering of Terragni's buildings are evidence of the passions of the man. Because

Terragni's formalism. One might think that
a stylistic reading would be, if short on cultural critique, long on formal analysis; in
fact (and this is the double limitation of architectural postmodemism), a concern for
style ultimately implies a suspicion of the
authorial intention that usually motivates
formal analysis. The most valuable part of
Schumacher's book (although one has no
idea of what Schumacher intends with this

Schumacher's book is neither a convincing

cultural history nor a committed architectural investigation, one loses sight of why
Terragni matters to the author, let alone to
the reader.

While the exhibition catalog Franco
Albini: Architecture and Design, 1934-1977
is very different in scope and nature from
Schumacher's book on Terragni, it provides
in many ways an informative point of comparison. Although Albini's major contribution to architecture is in the realm of

piece) is the translation of Tenagni's own
report on the Casa del Fascio, published in
Quadrante 35-36, in which the architect so
articulately links his passion for form-making with fascism. Terragni himself provides

exhibition design and his major commissions

tion that relied on local materials

came after World War II, Albini, like

and building craft. For Perisco and
Pagnano, Terragni's formal "sym-

Tenagni, was an integral part of the
Milan-based, C a s ab e lla-dominated

bolism" was merely self-indulgent.
Late in the text, Schumacher notes

debate on modem architecture. Thus

in passing that Pagano rarely

the material covered in the three es-

sup-

/

ported Terragni or gave him expo-

sure

in

Casabella,

but

of Pagano's or Casabella'sideological point of view, we

knowledge

are

merely some competitive personality problems.
By refusing to talk about such
ideological debates head on, Schumacher not only denies himself the

of this catalog----one by

the

book's editor, Stephen Leet, who organized the traveling exhibition on

without

get the impression that there

says

which the book is based, one by

r
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Albini's partner Franca Helg, and one

ffi

Franco Albini's apartment, Milan; 1938-40. (From Franco Albini.\
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by his colleague, Alberto Sartoris-is

similar to that of Schumacher's on
Terragni.

The two

contributions by
Albini's contemporaries give this
book a clear advantage as they im-
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Section and staircase, New Baths, "Luigi Zoja,"
Salsomaggione, Italy; Franco Albini with Franca
Helg, 1967-71. (From Franco Albini.)

part the flavor of the passion with which the
issue of modemism as a social vehicle was

w

embraced in Italy in both the periods be-

tween the wars and after World War II.
Albini was greatly influenced by Persico
and Pagano, so the whole issue ofhow stan-

dardization is or is not realized (or is or is
not intrinsically "fascist") comes immediately to the fore (whereas it is completely
missing in Schumacher's text). Especially
in the devoted but clear essay by Helg,
which presents a view of Albini, the man
(who, we learn, is integrally bound with
Albini, the architect), the reader senses immediately how the issues of form, function,
and rationalism were seen as extensions of a

philosophical, cultural, and political life.

It is perhaps unfair to draw

a

comparison

between the two books, for the essays on
Albini gain in fire what they need not main-

an architectural opinion. Certainly Leet
might be too close to his subject (he, too, is
an exhibition designer who has clearly
learned his lessons regarding the leanness
and precision of potential solutions from
Albini) as evidenced by the resonance of
words such as "essence," "objectivity,"
"fact," used by both Leet and Helg-asvoice-for-Albini. But the affinity that Leet
clearly shows for Albini's conceptual rigor
and architectonic minimalism not only
grabs the reader and demands a close look
at the plentiful drawings and images, but
also provides a platform from which to ask
the broader questions ofcultural debate. Together, the three essays, the photographs

of

tain in objectivity. But even in the principal
essay by Leet, which gives the more "his-

the works, and the detail drawings make
Franco Albini a pleasure to read, look at,

torical" overview of the work, one recognizes the advantage of having and holding

and contemplate.

In the end, one feels badly for disparag-

ing the impressive, scholarly contributions
that Schumacher has devoted to this complex, little understood, and rarely translated

subject. But while author doubtless deserves thanks for his many contributions to
Terragni scholarship, it remains unfortunate
that pleasure was not among the book's textual by-products.

SURFACE

AND SYMBOL:

GIUSEPPE

TERRAGNI AND THE ARCHITECTURE OF
ITALIAN RATIONALISM, Thomas L. Schumacher, Princeton Architectural Press,l991, 295
pp., illus., $34.95 (cloth); $24.95 (paper).
FRANCO ALBINI: ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN, 1934-1977, Stephen Leet, Princeton Architectural Press, 1990, 138 pp., illus., $14.95.
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RIITTA NIKULA

Temptations of Nordic
Architecture

This was related to the development of

a warm background

Finnish society, in a country which first

for the splendors ofthe

gained national independence in 1917. As

newest Finnish architecture.

We Finns are always delighted to see an intemational publisher devote a book to our
culture. International grants allow foreign
researchers to discover the subtleties of

Finnish architecture and to write about it
from fresh viewpoints. In addition to architecture, these researchers often also introduce their readers to Finnish scholarship,

thereby inspiring a welcome international
discussion on Nordic culture in general.
Last summer brought high spirits in Finland when the intemational publishing firm
Rizzoli released Scott Poole's handsome
book,The New Finnish Architecture. Rizzoli
is renowned not only for the beauty of its
books but also for the effectiveness of its
marketing. The book would not remain a secret treasure in limited circles, but instead,

would serve as a basic reference for some
time.

Modern architecture has strongly
marked Finland's national image. Eliel
Saarinen and Alvar Aalto are subjects

cism of nature, sauna, and Kalevala compose

The critic, however, carurot help but ask;

expected, Wilson emphasizes Alvar Aalto's

What is the vision of this elaborate book,
and what, as a result, will be held as the
"ruth" of Finnish architecture?
The book begins with thrce introductory
essays and a selection of Aulis Blomstedt's
aphorisms, which serve to outline the background and create an atmosphere for the
book. Next, the main section presents the
work of thirteen architects or offices, em-

contributions. Describing Finland's synthesis of many influences, Wilson makes an

phasizing the 1980s. The book is clearly orgNized, its spacious layout accentuating its

1920s and 1930s. By comparison, the archi-

important general point about the potential

of a peripheral culture: "Neither England
nor the United States provided any compa-

rable engagement or contribution to the
give-and-take of innovation and promotion,
of practice and polemic, that we now iden-

tify

constructivism of Russia was as active as
the classicism of Sweden, and the purism of
Paris as provocative as the new objectivify
in Berlin) from the late 1920s onward grew
contemporaneously with the original innovations."
When discussing the development of
Aalto's municipal library of Viipuri, Wilson
brings up the Stalinist plans for alterarions

are abundant, and photographs and drawings are impressively juxtaposed. The result
is a very elegant book.

In his introduction, Colin St. John Wilson surveys Finland's relation to the modemist tradition. According to Wilson, from
the 1920s on, the architectural culture of
Finland advanced at the same pace as the
innovations of intemational creative mod-

drawn in the 1950s by Soviet designers. The

"croquant classicistic" coating they proposed to place over the pure forms of
Aalto's building is quite a shock. But it is a

emism. In Finland, modemism encountered
resonance.

of

national pride. Finnish architects and researchers, happy about the frequent visits

s

of

foreign colleagues, do their best to satisfy
international curiosity by giving lectures
and disseminating their writings.

L,

The Museum of Finnish Architecture, the

central source of intemational information
on Finnish architecture since 1956, has orga-

{-

numerous books either independently or in
collaboration with commercial publishers.
Yet, unfortunately, the intemational distribu-

tion of these books is difficult, the production costs and cover prices are high, and the
editions are small. So we Finns anxiously
anticipated the arrival ofPoole's book. Supported by Colin St. John Wilson's inrroduction, Poole reignites the myth of the
uniqueness of Finnish architecture with
almost stupeffing pathos. The age-old symbols of "Finnishness" related to the mysti-

E;

'1

nized more than three-hundred exhibition
events all over the world and has published

II

m

of the

tectural culture in Finland (in which the

fundamental me$sage: that Finnish architecture is unique in its clariry. The illustrations

an exceptionally deep social

as the great modemist adventure

E
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Lytikkiniemi, six semidetached houses, westend, Espoo; Erkki Kairamo of Arkkitehdit Ky, 1990.
(From The Neu, Finnish Architecture.)
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pity that Wilson does not tell us who found

he traces the line of Finnish rationalism and

these drawings in Viipuri's vast archives.
Their existence was completely unknown

the search for pure beauty in architecture,
applied arts, and visual arts as a dynamic
dream of a better, more beautiful, and more
real life. The references to visual arts and

until Sergej Kravchenko brought copies of
them to the Museum of Finnish Architecture, which published them in Kravchenko's sensational article in the 1990
yearbook, Acanthus. To acknowledge a
Russian colleague living far from the spotlight would not have diminished Wilson's

applied arts, however, remain superficial.
Poole's writing becomes more natural

importance.
Wilson continues the story, from Aulis

and Timo Airas's day nurseries, Mikko
Heikkinen and Markku Komonen's
Heureka science center and Rovaniemi Air-

port-all of which demonstrate

the strength

of Finnish building.

In

addition

to completed

buildings,

when he discusses architecture. When de-

Poole also presents a number of important
unbuilt projects that will, it is hoped, serve

sign is the subject matter, his forced elo-

as a reminder to those who have power over

quence yields to tranquil pondering. The
scale of the works presented varies, as does

the built image

the number of works selected from each ar-

of Finland: When will

Aamo Ruusuvuori's extension of the Na-

Blomstedt, the rationalist, through Aamo
Ruusuvuori, the minimalist, to today's
trendsetters, those heroes Poole later presents. Poole is an American architect who

chitect. Poole follows his thesis throughout,
gently looking for clarity and harmony. He

focuses on tradition, place, silence, and
light-the living dimensions of architec-

tional Museum be constructed, or the joint
extension of the Museum of Finnish Architecture and the Museum of Applied Arts,
designed by Tuomo Siitonen? When will
Juha Leiviskii's Art Museum be erected in

has made extended visits to Finland, where

ture-with a markedly formal approach.

Kajaani?

he has traveled widely and formed friendships with many architects. He knows his
subject well, and his many sources include

Historical facts are inserted in the text in
some special cases in order to clarify the

As sympathetic as Poole's depiction of
Finnish architecture is, as marvelously as it
tickles our national vanity, the book's con-

function of the building. The author has entered his material carefully, evidently observed most of the buildings on site, and has

tents and organization cannot fail to draw
attention to an important issue of research

tionalistic trend of Finnish architecture:

read Finnish descriptions of them conscien-

ethics: What is this selection based on?

those architects who have sought stnrctural

tiously.

Where does Poole's vision come from?

material in the Finnish language.
Poole proposes to concentrate on the ra-

All

clarity, simplicity, and purity. According to
Poole, these elements, nurtured in Helsinki
University of Technology, have been dominant in the theoretical discourse of Finnish
architecture during the last thirty years, but
have not been given adequate intemational
attentlon.

Poole's introductory chaPters
survey the meanings of the new

areas of design are included in the

The architects presented in the book are
as those featured by the
Museum of Finnish Architecture in its exhi-

book, from Georg Grotenfelt's small sauna
to Arto Sipinen's proposal for the center of

virnrally the same

Helsinki. Pallasmaa's buildings are accompanied by his industrial and graphic designs. Poole describes realized buildings
such as Kristian Gullichsen's Poleeni cultural center in Piekszimiiki, Kari Jdrvinen

bitions and publications during the last few
years. The museum's exhibition, "An Architectural Present-7 Approaches," first
displayed in the summer of 1990, covers the

major part of Poole's book. Only
one architect in that exhibition was

Finnish architecture from two premises. The first essay calls attention

a

e

t t

omitted in Poole's book. While it is
reassuring to see that out of the

discussion all over the world during

more than two-thousand architects
active in Finland. exhibition organizers Marja-Riitta Noni and Severi
Blomstedt were able to make a selection that is unquestioningly ac-

the 1980s (after the translation of

cepted,

to Aalto's Villa Mairea via the
French philosopher Gaston Bachelward, whose poetic approach was
deeply influential on architectural

it is a

shame that the

The Poetics of Space, written in the

exhibition or the catalog related to it

1960s, into English). His influence

anywhere in

is not mentioned

erary quotations and free associa-

Poole's book.
The "7 Approaches" exhibition is

tions occasionally obscure

the

now on a successful intemational

In another chapter, "The Con-

tour, currently in Japan. The exhibition catalog is almost sold out. The
situation will be awkward when the

on Poole is so overwhelming that lit-

subject matter.

struction of Silence," Poole echoes
the writings of Juhani Pallasmaa.

Continuing Wilson's introduction,

Cu@@Nffi

Cutaway axonometric of Heureka, the Finnish Science Center, Helsinki,
Finland; Mikko Heikkinen and Markku Komonen, 1988. (From
The New Finnish Architecture.\
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exhibition comes to the United
States in 1993, because it will look
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GREG CASTILLO

ings or favorite architects missing. Some of
the author's favorites are missing as well.
The effort here has been to achieve a reason-

Thermonuclear
Family Values

able balance among the accomplishments
within the several nations, bearing in mind
that the national boundaries have not always

,plllfi

1
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I
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Grundwig Church, Copenhagen, Denmark; P. V.
Jensen-Klint, 192M0. (From Architecture in the
S ca

ndi nat,

ia

n

C o u nt r i e s.)

been what they are today."

The year was 1949, and participants at an

Architecture in the Scandinayian Counfries presents an enofinous number of buildings in their general historical context. The
author proceeds with such briskness that
Nordic specialists will certainly find faults
with her account. Admifedly, there are mi-

American Institute of Architects convention
in Houston were attempting to divine what
the atomic age held in store for their profession. The likelihood of buildings being subjected to an atomic blast was thought to be,

for some places, even greater than the threat
of natural disasters like hurricanes or earthquakes. For a session on civil defense the
speaker was Rear Admiral William S. Parsons of the Navy. He had just received a
draft of a new handbook on the effects of

nor mistakes in the book, but specialists can
be answered by asking them to produce a

work as concise as Donnelly's. Not many
could do it. Nor would many attempt to
master such a mass of material. Scandinavian researchers tend to restrict themselves
to relatively niurow fields, and to keep to
them with criticality, often to the point of

atomic weapons, compiled by the scientists
at Los Alamos, New Mexico. The progno-

sis was grim. Complete protection could
only be achieved at the impossible expense
of moving entire cities underground. Archi-

becoming arcane.
as if the exhibition was based on Poole's
book, rather than vice-versa.
We Finns are very pleased with the sympathetic attitude of many foreigners toward
our culture, but it is difficult for us to under-

stand why such friends could not be more

honorable in acknowledging their debt to
Finnish exhibitions and publications. We
make great efforts and spend a lot of money
in order to express ourselves in foreign lan-

In Donnelly's book, the course of history
weaves the culture of Scandinavian building

tects, urban planners, and their clients
would simply have to accept the limited

into an interesting story that can easily be
followed without prior knowledge of the

protection afforded by conventional bomb
shelters. In light of this, the most important
element of an atomic defense plan was atti-

subject. This is what makes the book so use-

ful: it serves

as a valuable

introduction to a
subject whose deeper issues, values, and

tude. To avert "a hysterical effort to buy ab-

solute safety we should make every
effort to add atomic facts of life-subtle and
obvious, pleasant and unpleasant-to our

will unfold to readers in subsequent work, possibly with the help of
meanings

Donnelly's respectfully ample bibliography.

folklore."rln other words, rather than being
physically constructed, our mode of survival was to be culturally construed. The

guages, most often in English. Why, then, are

the intemational rules of research etiquette
overlooked with respect to our writings?

tenuous foothold at the brink of nuclear war

Marian C. Donnelly's book Ar c hit e c t ure
in the Scandinayian Countries takes a to-

tally different approach to the architecture
and research of peripheral countries. With
the courage ofan outsider, she has taken on
a massive subject,

introducing readers to the
building traditions of a huge geographical
area from prehistoric times to the 1970s.

Donnelly's sympathetic attitude is that of
a modest mediator. Without imposing her
views, she openly admits the difficulty of her
task: "An introduction of the kind offered
here is necessarily highly selective. Readers
familiar with the Scandinavian countries
may well find some of their favorite build-

was to be normalized in a worldview that
would desensitize its beneficiaries and allow them to get on with the business of
THE NEW FINNISH ARCHITECTURE, Scott

postwar prosperity.

Poole, introduction by Colin St. John Wilson, Rizzoli,
1992,224 pp., illus., $50.00 (ctoth); $35.00 (paper).

Forty years later, from a vantage point
overlooking the dusk of the Cold War, Rear

ACANTHUS I 990: PAPER-ARCHITECTURERUINS, Marja-Riitta Norri and Maija Kirkkiiinen,
editors, Museum of Finnish Architecture, 87 pp.,
illus., $25.00.

Admiral Parson's cultural prescription seems
to have been instituted with mixed success.
The Atomic Cab Company, Atomic Under-

AN ARCHITECTURAL PRESENT-7 AP.
PROACHES, Marja-Riitta Norri and Maija

garment Company, and atomic motels, cafes,
burgers, and cocktails are mostly gone, their

K?irkk[inen, editors, Museum of Finnish Architecture, 1990, 192 pp., illus., $35.00.

ARCHITECTURE

IN THE

memory bathed in the friendly neon glow of
'50s kitsch. But "fallout" lives on as a term to
describe, for example, the consequences ofa

SCANDINAVIAN

COLINTRIES; Marian C. Donnelly, MIT press, 1992,
401 pp., illus., $39.95.

political fiasco; rhe word "bikini" also sur6l
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the

South Pacific rendered uninhabitable

by thermonuclear testing (despite a
fresh layer of uncontaminated top-

tions, such as Comell's 196l

ro

charrette for the design of an under-

ground industrial community connected by a conveyor belt of chairs
running through subterranean tunnels, or Rice University's proposals
for a fallout-sheltered factory. Architectural magazines were graced
by fanciful designs for tubular castin-place highrises, concrete houses

soil shipped in from Nevada).

Parson's admonition to not at-

F.

tempt to buy survival through architectural innovation was bY no

*

means universally accepted. The

spectrum

of

environmental responses, both visionary and realized, that attempted to blend the

N

with sensor-actuated steel shutters,

"atomic facts of life" into the landscape of daily life remains an unwritten chapter in the history of the

q

t

postwar era.

and announcements of atomic age
building materials like "flex-seal,"
the hinged, shatterproof window,
and a blast-resistant curtain wall.
Urban planning's flirtation with

ffiffi
.'ffi"k
'iiSS

The self-effacing character of
thermonuclear culture has permitted many of its architectural artifacts lo slip quietly from view.

$d
*r
ry

wr t

doomsday was more methodical.
When nuclear scientists pitched the
notion of urban dispersal in the mid-

I

.1940s

bers of the planning community were

quick to jump on the bandwagon. Although their motives were altruistic,
they came to the nation's aid with a

desert town known altemativelY as

"Survival City" or "Doomstown,

of its

,h
\ry

tract

homes, steel industrial sheds, parking structures, and exPerimental
concrete domes and vaults stand in

of

atomic attack, highly placed mem-

Examination of some of these is
strictly regulated or generally prohibited. Such is the case of the

U.S.A." Remnants

as an answer to the threat

U.S. Civil Defense advertisment. 1950s.

ruinous ensemble on Nevada's inaccessible Yucca Flats test site, forty years

hidden agenda. The dispersion lobby

saw the defensive requirements of
the atomic age as an opportunitY to
bring America into conformity with

The design profession's contributions to

modemist urban ideals.
The ploy was one with a venerable past.
It had been used in the 1930s by Ebenezer
Howard's biographer, Dugald MacFayden,

well-in

to push garden city planning. Recalling the

libraries and archives. Joumals of the period

sporadic zeppelin forays over London in
World War I, he wrote: "If England is to be
liable to air raids . . . then a Garden City

a

ments and agencies such as the Federal Re-

after the atomic demolition that brought
their moment of mass-media fame.2 Other

serve.

relics of an atomic age building culture are
concealed by design-I am referring of
course to the family bomb shelters that still
lurk beneath suburban backyards across
America, as well as the deluxe versions

a nuclear culture are buried as

show crew-cut students proudly displaying
the results of Pentagon-sponsored competi-

where houses and factories are spread over a

built to safeguard elected officials. An in-

wide area with plenty of spare room is

ventory of those would include the expansive facility secretly constructed beneath
West Virginia's posh Greenbriar resort to

offers a perfect target for a bomber in a
raid."r A similar argument was advanced by

much safer place than a great

city-which

another 2Oth-century urban revisionist, Le
Corbusier, in his treatise La Ville Radieuse.
He depicts his towers-in-the-park under attack with most bombs falling harmlessly in

serve the needs ofa Congress-in-hiding; the
"underground Pentagon" blasted into Raven

Rock Mountain, six miles north of Camp
David, Maryland; a similar refuge complete
with a television studio for post-apocalypse
addresses, intended for the president and
Supreme Court justices, located beneath
Mount Weather, Virginia; and numerous
downscale models built by state govem-

a

'-r*

the greensward, and an armored roof deck
deflecting the few direct blasts. Lifting the
slabs on piloti is commended for allowing
Second-grade schoolchildren are taught to take
cover in the event of a sneak attack; New York
195

62
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City'

clouds ofpoison gas to dissipate, instead of
pooling in street channels. State-of-the-art
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destruction was also invoked to sell

CIAM

(Congrds lntemationaux

d'Architecture Modeme) planning a
decade later in Jose Luis Sert's Can
Our Cities Sunive? (Cambridge:

i

t

4^t,

Harvard University Press, 1944).

Postwar dispersion proponents
assumed the task of simultaneously
courting the public and a wealthy

falter upon its first step: just assembling the relevant literature unwittingly documents contradiction as the
norm. This fragmentation of purpose
and perception is well represented in
recent publications.

Le Corbusier's sketch of La Ville Radieuse under attack, ftom Sur les 4
Routes,

patron: this was to be a New Towns
program backed by the rank and file but enacted by Pentagon mandate. The spirit of
the movement was summed up in a call that

l94l

Nuclear Disasters and the Built
Environment, a report to the Royal
Institute of British Architects

(RIBA) by its Nuclear Working
popular press that envisaged the spectacle of
a nuclear burst over a major metropolitan
center, gory details included. Richard Plunz,

Group, was conceived as an impartial assessment of the likely effects of a military

sell

chronicler of New York City's housing, has

attack or reactor meltdown on the inhabited
landscape. Typical urban buildings and a

this dispersion, not necessarily as defense
against military threat, but as a better way of

called this "a national mass-media campaign,

variety of bomb-shelter designs are ap-

made with the complicity of the federal gov-

praised for their protective merits in the face

life."4 Most advocates, in fact, did both.
Tracy Augur, ex-officio president of the
American Association of Planners, informed his readers that American cities,
with their bull's-eye pattern of a central

emment, which shamelessly contributed to

of various

the destruction of whatever remained of cred-

treatment of the same issues is presented in
Quonset Huts on the River Sryx: The Bomb

Although it wasn't the orderly pattem of
greenbelt-insulated new towns envisaged

business district, weren't just vulnerable but

by planners, urban dispersion

appeared in the Bulletin of the

AIA, "to

actually provoked attack. Dispersal would
yield safe and pleasant garden cities, and
would protect us from the intemal threat of
sabotage by removing slums and thus eliminating the subversive ideas festering there.
Clarence Stein, promoter of decentraliza-

tion through an American New Towns program, championed his earlier concept of the
regional cify as an ideal defensive strategy
serving the purposes of dispersion with little

or no modification. Ludwig Hilberseimer,
the former urban design director at the Bauhaus who had newly seffled in Chicago with

Mies van der Rohe at Illinois Institute of
Technology, claimed that a judicious program of demolition and reconstruction
could tum America's ubiquitous grid-plan
towns into a visionary low-density settlement pattem. Here, leafy greenbelt parks
would serve double duty as barriers to the
spread of a nuclear firestorm. "Decentralization," he insisted, "is less a problem of
money than it is of will." The same methods
used to finance an army could just as easily
reconstruct America, and "the compelling

ible, urban middle-class life."6

disaster scenarios.

An

ironic

Shelter Design Book, prepared by Architects, Designers, and Planners for Social
Responsibility. With irony and black humor, it catalogs entries in a hypothetical design competition for bomb shelters intended
to protect officials of FEMA, the Federal

occurred
nonetheless, courtesy of the National System of Defense and Interstate Highways.

High on its list of design priorities, as presented to Congress in 1955, was the provision of a means of escape from major urban
areas in a civil defense crisis. According to

Emergency Management Agency. Despite
contradictory approaches, both publications

the commissioner of public roads, the needs

gies would provide marginal protection at

of commuters and commanders overlapped,
as mass evacuation routes would also be

best from nuclear catastrophe, and none
from the ensuing social and ecological col-

'..escape routes for all of us when we go
home every nigh1."r The lnterstate system,
the largest public works project ever undertaken, is another veiled artifact of a nuclear

lapse.

share a basic tenet: that civil-defense strate-

Two books by members of America's
survivalist subculture stand that premise on
its ear. "For most Americans, survival is not
only possible, it is almost unavoidable," as-

culture, its civil-defense origins obscure and
largely forgotten.

serts Bruce D. Clayton

The built legacy of the atomic age remains unapparent because its artifacts have
not yet been gathered into an identifying
chronicle. This eclectic harvest, ranging from
bomb shelters to freeways, and its disparate

audiences----civil-defense officials, antinuclear activists, survivalists, and suburban

commuters

to name a few-negates

any

claim that might be made for the consffuction
of a normative history. A seamless narrative

necessity for the use of these techniques"

based on the continuities of a shared postwar

was at hand.s

culture would be a willful distortion of its

Urban planning's postwar assault on the
traditional city was aided by articles in the

Any intention to write such

the discreet maximum-security remodeling

ofyour average suburban home, as well as a
treatise on the necessary corresponding
modifications demanded of your average

patchwork genesis and conflicting readings.s
a

nLife After Dooms-

day.He proceeds to outline everything you
need to know to survive Armageddon, including a detailed survey of bomb-shelter
design. For those who would prefer to
weather the worst in the comfort of familiar
surroundings, there's The Survival Home
Manual by custom-home designer Joel M.
Skousen. He provides a complete course in

suburban life. Both authors argue with missionary zeal for a survivalist consciousness

history would
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that accepts the inevitability of impending
catastrophe, and that prepares for it now.

cago Fire, which was embraced by a con-

of the 1950s and reproduces them in all their

siderable number of citizens as a barely dis-

banal, drafting-manual glory.

Photographers Peter Goin and Richard

guised blessing.e Because the disciples of
calamity, then as now, discem its underly-

touches on the fortified basement shelter, as

ing promise of purification, total annihilation becomes an unthinkable (not to
mention counterproductive) outcome. "God
will not permit the desffuction of the world
by nuclear exchange. It isn't in the plans,"
explains Joel Skousen in The Survival
Home Manual. Bruce Clayton, who wields
a Ph.D. in ecology from an institution that
would probably prefer to remain unnamed,
informs us in Life After Doomsday that

throw together at a moment's notice, since
"a war might start while you are on vacation
with relatives." Skousen's mdtier, on the
other hand, is the top-oftheJine custom survival home. His desigrs represent the maturation of a building type proposed by many
during the apogee of cold war tension, and

Misrach, on the other hand, present the case
that the catastrophe has already happened.
Their respective collections of color photo-

graphs and commentary, Nuclear Landscapes and Bravo 20: The Bombing of the
American lYesr, unveil a world that we live
beside and yet cannot enter: the ravaged
proving grounds of our Cold War prowess.
Both photographers present pictorial evidence that a limited war using conventional
and nuclear weapons has been waged over

"nuclear war will be the greatest social and
biological catastrophe the world has ever

ttre past forry years against the environment,

notably on secluded tracts of government

known. It will be unprecedented, but it will
not be difficult to survive it." Both authors
ground these statements of faith on a war
scenario in which bombing is strictly limited to strategic military targets and not ci-

land in the West.
Its vast space and sparse population have

made the westem landscape the main theater of operations not just for military spoliators, but for militant survivalists as well.

vilian communities-World War II's
register of urban destruction, which in-

The latter are a diversified bunch who range

from adherents of mystical sects to heavily
armed misanthropes. All share a vision of
the impending apocalypse and a determination to survive at any cost. A suggestion of

cluded innocents like Dresden and Hiro-

the breadth of this normally clandestine

ark for riding out their anticipated thermonuclear deluge is the standard radiationshielding underground model. Clayton pulls

shima, notwithstanding.
Skousen and Clayton agree that the best

movement surfaced in March 1990, when a
doomsday call by New Age oracle Elizabeth Claire Prophet sent as many as 3,500
believers off packing to prepaid

his examples from civil-defense brochures

well as a makeshift version that one

cible" and "Heart of the Inner

built for the New York World's Fair of
1964. The idea never caught on, and rightly
so, says Skousen. The

world through its weird architectural form.
The needs of survivalists are better met
through paired domiciles: a true bomb shelter on a rural site, and a survival residence

in the suburbs (or wherever paycheck

ac-

cess permits). For the latter structure, discretion is the watchword. The look should
be completely conventional, "maintaining a

suitable profile matching your surroundings." A built-in fallout shelter with a.camouflaged entrance is mandatory. Clayton
concurs, advising "no one but you and the

sponsored blitz, exhorting families
to stockpile rations, devise shelters
and to "duck and cover," was quietly

contractor need to know about it."
Other desirable custom features in-

clude a wood and metal shop,

a

chemical lab ("Few realize how de-

hold chemical products"), a
separate canning kitchen, expansive food storage facilities, a security-monitoring area with telephone
scrambler and electronic detection
equipment, and an indoor pistol/archery range ("Care must be taken
in labeling these facilities on floor

retired after the Cuban missile crisis
threatened to plunge the nation into

plans so as to avoid revealing their

a hysteria. In the ensuing decades,
not everyone found solace in a strategy of denial. Fundamental to

cited in responses to the Great Chi-

fully habitable bunker

is extravagantly expensive and defeats its
purpose by advertising its existence to the

4

is the wayward child of 1950s civildefense preparedness. That federally

political woes. Parallels have been

can

pendent we have become on house-

Reffeat," in the Montana hills.
Today's survivalism movement

survivalism, but not original to it, is
the anticipation of an instantaneous,
cataclysmic solution to social and

also

realized by Texas contractor Jay Swayze in
the Underground World Home prototype

r

spots in forty-five underground bunkers with names like "Shelter Invin-

He

actual purpose"). Constnrction
methods and materials are assessed

with an eye toward durability in
worst case scenarios ("In manY
homes, the roof is one of the weakPermanent exterior below-ground shelter; after the Home Fallout
Shelterby the Office of Civil Defense, January 1969. (From Life After
Doomsday.)
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est security links, especially with
an intruder toting a chain saw").
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Clayon expands on this combination of
homespun virtue and nascent brutaliry in a
chapter devoted to firearms. We are told
what arms to buy, in what order, and what
tasks they are useful for ("For a nuclear war
situation, I suggest hunting with a military
assault rifle"), as well as how to tum a house
into a fortified stronghold through thejudicious placement of sandbags and hidden

loopholes. Acquisition and rehearsal of
these skills and the development of total
commitment are paramount.

But preparedness has its price. Ifthe triumph of survivalism is its capacity to envision a mode of inhabiting a hostile
postnuclear landscape, its tragedy is that ad-

'::

herents are condemned to live out that sce-

nario in the here and now. For example,
Skousen admonishes true-blue survivalists
to practice methods for coping with armed
daytime inffuders when answering the front
door: "If in doubt, have a nonlethal chemical unit in your hand, ready for use." The
possibility of mob invasion dictates that you
"prepare your home with automatic tear gas
injection canisters so that it can be made
unlivable if a group attempts to occupy it in
your absence." And, "if long+erm persecution is expected, sell your home early and
rent it back." It is a worldview of unbridled
paranoia, easy to dismiss from an American
mainland perspective, less so from mine as I
write this review in Germany, at a short remove from the ongoing "ethnic cleansing"
of Bosnia. Once we rule out denial as a coping strategy, the goals and methods of
survivalism force us to weigh which is the
more constructive: a solitary trek toward
preparedness or a communal struggle for
prevention.

Philip Steadman and Simon Hodgkinson, the authors of Nuclear Disasters and
the Built Environment, opt strongly for the
Iatter. Their report, carried out at the behest

of the Royal Institute of British Architects,
is modeled after the British Medical
Association's 1983 report, The Medical Effects of Nuclear War. Both aim for an objective assessment of the likely outcome of
a nuclear catastrophe, address a

as

professional

well as a lay audience, and are intended

Bomb, Destroyed V'ehicles, and Lone Rocl<; photograph by Richard Misrach. (From Bravo 20: The
Bombing of the American West.\

to contribute to public awareness and ac-

fects

tion. Both studies are definitive summaries
of their field, painstakingly pieced togerher
through review and assembly of available

catastrophe and attempted cleanup at

will continue to be tabulated with an
inexorable momentum-the account of the

Chemobyl is the most arresting segment of

research. However, in the seven years separating these publications, the term "nuclear

the RIBA report.

disaster" has been redefined by the explo-

The intangibility of the scale of disaster
is only the first problem. Because reactor

sion and fire at Chemobyl. In response,
fully half of the RIBA report is devoted to

radioisotopes decay much more slowly than
those from weapons detonations, contami-

the effects of reactor accidents.

The difference between weapon and reactor disasters is conveyed by the responses

nation from the former must be measured in
decades. Put more concretely, a year after
the bombing of Hiroshima, a city began to

of

postcatastrophe eyewitnesses in
Hiroshima and in Pripyat, Chernobyl's
company town. What was shocking to

reappear on the site. [n contrast, none of the

Hiroshima's observers was that nothing was
left where there had once been a city. By
contrast, in the case of Pripyat it was that

safely to their homes within their lifetimes-this despite measures like stripping

135,000 evacuees from the danger zone
around Chernobyl will be able to retum

and replacing topsoil, bringing in conscript

nothing seemed changed in a city that had
been rendered uninhabitable virtually overnight. As a result, some residents simply refused to leave, hiding during the evacuation
or returning home immediately afterward.
For whatever reasons-perhaps because it
is fresh in our memory, or because its ef-

labor to vacuum, hose down, and scrub en-

tire towns, and cropdusting the countryside
with polymer compounds to trap radionuclides. These efforts were judged a failure
and abandoned in 1988. They were replaced

by a program of demolition: lacking upkeep, by the time these communities be-
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lapidated to occupy. Casualties include the

basis" release of radioactivity could render
swaths of densely populated land uninhabil

logs the entries, which were also displayed
in an exhibit entitled "Give Them Shelter;

town of Chemobyl, founded in the l3th

able, possibly for generations. A Home Of-

It's Not For Everyone." Nor, it must be

century, leaving the use of its name by the

fice assessment of the effects of a nuclear
exchange on British soil is scrutinized and
found to be deceptive, as are the protective
merits of govemment-distributed homeshelter plans. In the absence of funding to

said, is the catalog. Its jacket blurb assures

come radiologically safe they will be too di-

concrete-entombed hulk ten miles away uncontested. The ultimate price of a techni-

us that "because the competition did not re-

quire compliance with state and local build-

equip designated public facilities as shelters, Home Office civil-defense prepared-

ing codes, the result is the free-flowing
imaginative process of architects at their
best and least restricted." If this is true, the
profession is in trouble deep. Had there

denial, and the future of an estimated
fifteen-hundred country folk who continue

ness planning is excoriated as a misleading

been a stalwart weeding process, the inter-

to lead furtive agrarian lives in the forbid-

The bone of contention for the northern
Califomia chapter of Architects, Designers,

minable review of forgettable student
projects might have been avoided. Less
amenable to editing is the cloyingly self-

and Planners for Social Responsibility was,

righteous "us versus them" tone that per-

on the other hand, the U.S. government's
extravagant willingness to devote public
funds to bomb shelters. A 1986 federal pro-

vades the text and designs. Too many of the

cian's error will include the building of new
towns like Borodanski and Slavuticn to
house evacuees, the writing off of major ag-

ricultural areas through programs of land

paper exercise.

den zone.'o

Despite the authors' commitment to
keep their study an "objective and dispassionate exercise"----or, on second thought,
perhaps because of it-the RIBA report in-

cludes tough criticism

posal

of Britain's civil-

defense and nuclear-power programs. It rec-

ommends that serious consideration be
given to shutting down poorly located reactors, from which a severe "beyond design

to build

six-hundred-and-fifty-six

latter take the shape of devices for the extermination of bureaucrats, who apparently are
the sinister race of creatures responsible for

the mess we're in.

sions. Quonset Huts on the River Sryx cata-

wake-up call to the "atomic facts of life" is
demonstrated by photographer Peter Goin in

A

more sophisticated use

A

of art as a

sequence

of

three

scientific photos shot by a high-speed camera recording the world's first atomic deto-

RO^D

I.EA.THa( Ro^D

were only that

simple.

Nuclear Landscapes.

A.L.

If it

Emergency Operations Centers for a
postattack administration occasioned the
chapter's sardonic call for design submis-

nation serves as prologue to Goin's stark
documentation of sites devastated by subse-
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quent testing. His uninhabited, sun-bleached
views trace an apocalyptic pilgrimage route

I
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t

that begins at the Nevada Proving Grounds,
moves north to the Hanford Nuclear Reser-

9Htf5

vation, and ends at the toxic paradises of Bikini and Enewetok in the South Paciflc. The
accompanying text surveys the nuclear test
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Site plan for the proposed Bravo 20 National Park. (From Bravo 20: The Bombing of the American West.)
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landscapes.

As one of the first "outsiders" to

be

granted permission to set foot on some of
these sites, the photographer's sojourn was

initiation to the customs and conventions
of a realm inhabited mostly by technicians,
and in which hazardous exposure to radioactivity is an everyday risk. Here, just as in
the twilight world of survivalism, the familiar is remodeled by the norms of disaster.
Goin leamed to read a tagged landscape in
which yellow is the color of contamination
and "gardens" are waste burial sites; to
dread windy days, which stir up radioactive
an

History. The ory. and Landscape

particles, and the prospect of a "survey" (an

westem frontier: the weather-beaten loner's

intimate geiger-counter inspection of
clothes and body); and to regard a bathing

appreciation of the solitude of open, unspoiled land, and the military's need to se-

suit as a standard undergarment (to preserve

quester wastelands as vast as the destructive

modesty, should survey results demand a

full body scrub by decontamination personnel). According to Goin, the lingering sense
offoreboding, ofbeing stalked by a vague

but lethal presence, is the most compelling
quality of the nuclear landscape. He explains the intention of his work as an attempt to photograph the invisible stigmata
of radiation. In his shaping of a new landscape iconography, we are told that any resemblance to old-fashioned notions of
beauty-and there are many-are purely
accidental.

Such disclaimers are not for Richard
Misrach, whose collection of large-format
color photographs is the centerpiece of

Bravo 20: The Bombing of the American
West. He is one of a number of recent
American landscape photographers who
have found inspiration in the churned panoramas that signal our expulsion from Eden.

To read his account of dawn on the Bravo
20 target site is to witness an epiphany in
which the luminous tmnsparency of a cool
desert sunrise reveals the epicenter of "the
most graphically ravaged environment"
ever seen by the photographer. The resultant images convey this intoxicating blend

of

beaury and terror.

"From Dante to Doomsday: How a City Without
People Survived a Nuclear Blast," Design Book
Reyiew, Issue 17, (Winter 1989): 26-28.
3. Dugald MacFayden, Sir Ebenezer Howard and
the Tov'n Planning Movement (Cambridge:

MIT

capacity of its technology.
The remarkable conclusion of Bravo 20.
a proposal to transform the bombing range

kess, 1933), p. 100.
4. William E. Burk, Jr., "Defense by Dispersion,"
Bulletin of the American Institute of Architects

into a national park, is, at first blush, preposterous. An environmental memorial with a

5. Ludwig Hilberseimer, The Nature of Cities

bunkerlike visitors' center, boardwalks over

(Chicago: Paul Theobald

bombfields, a diner, a gift shop, a campground? Misrach presents a design sketch
as something to "spark the imagination."
And the more the idea sinks in, the more

6. Richard Plunz, A History of Housing in New

(Nov.-Dec. 1954):

177

-8.
& Co., 1955), p. 284.

York Ciry: Dwelling Type and Social Change in
York: Columbia
University hess, 1990), pp. 277-79.
7. United States Senate, "Hearings before a subthe American Metropolis (New

sensible it becomes. The proposal belongs
to a postmodern landscape tradition, more

committee of the Committee on Public Works:
Eighty-fourth Congress" (1955), p. 43.

or less invented by earthworks artist Robert
Smithson, that advocates reclaiming wasted

8. This proposition is advanced in the larger con-

text of environmental design by Dell Upton in
"Architectural History or Landscape History?"

landscapes without whitewashing the cause

of their devastation, giving us a chance to

Journal of Architectural Education, vol. 44, no. 4
(August 1991):195-99.

comprehend these processes and to draw
our own conclusions. Does the $9 million
budget proposed for the Bravo 20 National
Park seem too much to pay for an opportunity to take the family on an outing into a
demolished panorama in search of insights

9. Ross Miller,

A

merican Apocalypse: The Great

Fire and the Myth of Chicago (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990).
10. As reported in Der Spiegel, vol. 46, no. 42 (12
October 1992):247-50.

to our passage through the atomic age? Be-

fore judging, one might consider the $60
billion it will cost to transform the Hanford
Reservation's toxic wasteland into what
will look like just another sagebrush plain,
its contaminated soils fused into twentyfoot-thick vitreous discs buried just beneath

As Goin notes in the introduction to
Nuclear Landscapes, p\rveyors of this updated version of the 18th-centuryflsson of
the sublime must confront the implications
of their visual celebration of ecological
blight. Misrach sidesteps any misinterpretation of intentions by framing his images
within a decidedly partisan context. Brayo
20 opens with an detailed account of the
history of the site and closes with a proposal
to tum it into a national park. Written by
journalist Myriam Weisang Misrach, the
site history is a critical foil to her husband's

the surface; or the improbability that such

photographs, anchoring them to a past characterized by a climax ecosystem and shaped
by successive waves of human habitation.
The narrative is also a legendary confronta-

NOTES
1. William S. Parsons, "Problems of Passive Defense," Journal of the American Institute of Architects, vol. II, no.5, (May 1949):20'l-10.

tion of two antithetical approaches to the

2. See Carol Ahlgren and Frank Edgerton Martin,

sums

NUCLEAR DISASTERS AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT: A REPORT TO THE ROYAL IN.
STITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS, PhiIiP
Steadman and Simon Hodgkinson, Butterworth Ar-

will ever be spent on comparable

former Soviet Union-sites believed to be the most contaminated on the
face of the earth. With the Cold War over,
areas in the

chitecture, 1990, 134 pp., illus., $95.00.
QUONSET HUTS ON THE RIVER STYX: THE
BOMB SHELTER DESIGN BOOK, Architecrs,
Designers, and Planners for Social Responsibility,
Nonh Atlantic Books, 1987, 72 pp., illus., $12.95.

perhaps the most appropriate monument to

those years in which our fate hung in the
balance would indeed be a memento mori

LIFE AFTER DOOMSDAY, Bruce D. Clayton,

of the landscapes that suffered the apocalyptic future that, for most of us, defied

The Dial Press, 1980, 185 pp., illus., $14.95.

THE SURVIVAL HOME MANUAL, Joel M.

imagination.

Skousen, Survival Homes Corporation, 1982, 421
pp., illus., $19.95.

NUCLEAR LANDSCAPES, Peter Goin, Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1991, 151 pp., illus.,
$29.9s.

BRAVO 20: THE BOMBING OF THE AMERICAN WEST, Richard Misrach with Myriam
Weisang Misrach, Johns Hopkins University Press,
1990, 133 pp., illus., $29.95.
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The Making of the
Urban Landscape

ban landscapes, the relationship between
planning and outcome, and the ways in
which these matters vary over time.
The urban landscape is divided into ftree

employment of local architects and builders,
development remained true to the local vernacular. With the tum of the century, prop-

J.W. R.Whitehand

subgroups: commercial cores, institutionaV

exert influence. These property owners were

public areas and residential areas. White-

generally large finance and insurance institu-

hand does not provide comprehensive cov-

tions, which hired nonlocal architects to execute their redevelopment proposals. Such

erage (for example, industrial landscapes
and their associated housing receive little

Urban environments are never solely the result of satisfying the basic needs of their in-

erty owners from outside the city began to

extemal influences introduced marked
changes in the architectural style and scale of

habitants; they also embody the endeavors

attention); instead, he directs analysis to a

of past societies as cultural and educational
resources of inestimable value. Although
much energy is exerted in developing and
maintaining these environments, rarely are

few environmental types to ensure the depth
of the investigations.

the commercial center of the city along with

The retail districts of many British cities
retain a structure that dates back to preindus-

(as opposed to traditional local stone, for ex-

the people and forces responsible for shap-

trial times. A walk through London's inner

ments in London than to those in its adjacent

ing ordinary town and city landscapes systematically investigated.
The Making of the Urban Landscape, a
social geographic study, is a product of such
a systematic investigation. With the urban
landscape retuming to the research agenda in
the 1980s, urban morphology has recently

city adjacent to St Paul's Cathedral reveals

architectural contexts.
The period between the two world wars
bought more evident influence from outside

a

street layout that remains true to its medieval

origins. Even in the late 18th century, most
buildings in commercial cores were dwellings in which shopfronts had been inserted.
The erosion of this domestic scale began in
the early 19th century as small sections of
Britain's larger cities started to redevelop in
response to the growing pace of economic

enjoyed a renaissance. This new publication
is a sequel to Whitehand's The Changing

an increasing use of nonvemacular materials

ample) more appropriate to new develop-

organizations, as national retail chains, such
as F.

W. Woolworth & Co., began to favor

in-house styles and corporate images specifi-

cally designed to create altemative identities
that contrasted with their sunounding context.

Economic downturn in the mid-1950s

Face of Cities (Oxford; Blackwell, 1987) in
which he explores the cyclical process of ur-

and industrial expansion.

In Huddersfield, in central England, for

created a credit squeeze on all but the largest

ban change, land value, economic fluctu-

example, there is evidence of changes to the

ations, and the adoption of innovations
within a central theoretical framework that

physical fabric throughout the Victorian
era-primarily undertaken by local individu-

institutions, limiting new building to the
financially secure. Most notable of these

stresses the economics of land use. From this

als and organizations. Changes in the urban

springboard attention is now tumed to the

fabric were small in scale and, through the

individuals and organizations responsible for this cyclical process of

were the life assurance companies who began pursuing property development beyond
personal needs into the speculative market,

anticipating potential clients rather
than building to a specific brief gen-

Local

urban landscape development-

erated by an identifiable user.

12

Similar scenarios were played
out in most British urban centers,

property owners, developers, build6
4
2

ers, architects, and planners, to name

of change have,
until recently, been slighted in favor
of more quantitative social and ecoa few. These agents

nomic data.

Using a wealth of published research on several British towns and
cities, Whitehand uses building applications. planning applications. in-

terviews, correspondence, and
minutes of meetings from public
and institutional agencies to illustrate his work. From such groundwork, this book promises to clarify
the agents of change, as well as the
attirudes toward the identities of ur-

and Whitehand draws additional de-

o

:

o

4

tail from personal research of comparable centers in Watford and
Northampton, and refers to ex-

lndividuals and

2

o 0
o
b 2

Religious

amples such as Newcastle-under-

E

2

Lyme, Liverpool, Edinburgh, and

4

London.

Unlike commercial cores that

PriYato enterprise

have traditionally been heavily influenced by market forces, institutional

Other

land (or land set aside for public use)
1750

1800

1850

In an analysis of the development of institutional and public sites in
Birmingham between 1730 and 1973, R. F. Broaderwick recorded the
endeavors of religious, political, social, personal, and altruistic motives.
(From llre Making of the Urban Landscape.)
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has responded to a different set of
stimuli. In medieval times such com-

munal areas were commonly used
for traditional games, festivals, and
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Lf..
E

B

the emergence of the large municipal authorities in the early 1900s do we find development with a more varied agenda.

The rise of the garden city movement

l
W
ilrsrg

i-

l

heralded new recommendations conceming

style, density, and environment. Private-

NllIff

house building was reserved largely for the

middle-class owner-occupier and was undertaken by firms acting as both developer
and builder. Planning for the layout ofroads

D
ia

and plots was now in the same hands

houses. The interwar years saw the emer-

t1*-. 4
I

as

those who oversaw the construction of

,

gence of large developers and building
firms that increased the scale and unity of

E;::3:?

ffili.,,*,i

developments considerably. Following the
second world war. with growing concem

about the rapid change occurring in most
urban centers, the central govemment
passed the Town and Country Planning Act
(1947). Although hailed as a savior to the
integrity of urban landscapes, its critics

A simplified pseudo-vernacular was the dominant style for speculatively built houses in the interwar years
which saw the emergence oflarge developers and building firms. Clockwise from top left: neo-Georgian
cottage-style; semi-detached house; detached Tudor; Anglo-Scandinavian style. (From The Making of the
Urban Landscape.)

claim that
military training; the largest and most numerous community buildings were either
churches or buildings for religious orders. In
the l6th century secular public buildings and
spaces began to appear as a major feature

of

the urban fabric.

In 1839 the publication of the findings of
the British govemment's Select Committee

on Public Walks provided a catalyst for the
public-park movement that swept through

many fast-expanding industrial cities and
led to the creation or protection of large
public open spaces. Although credit can be
given to the govemment for passing legislation, much of the park movement was gen-

erated by the efforts and generosity of
individual philanthropists, religious organizations, and public bodies that raised money

sis, l98l) recorded the endeavors of a mix
of religious, political, social, personal, and
altruistic motives in the generation of public
lands. The Cadbury family, for example,
motivated by strong Quaker principles,
wielded considerable influence in the creation of several parks, hospitals, and educational institutions at the beginning of the
20th century. Additionally, the influence of
local government on the urban landscape
was also seen to relate directly to the composition (and constituencies) of its members. When Birmingham's cify council was
largely composed of small-scale businessmen, as in the Birmingham of the 1850s, it
had little inclination toward large-scale activity. Only in the early 1900s when the city
council included more members accus-

through private donation and public sponsorship. But not all fund-raising comprised

tomed to running big business did the large-

acts of selfless giving; in some cases land
donations for the creation of public parks
were specifically designed to boost adjoin-

Residential development provides us
with the shortest history, for it is only since
the l8th century that most British towns

ing land values.

have undergone any substantial postmedieval residential expansion. Here landowners, developers, and builders primarily

In an analysis of the development of institutional and public land uses in Birming-

ham between 1730 and 1973, R.

F.

Broaderwick (in his unpublished Ph.D the-

it merely pushed the building

boom beyond the greenbelts around existing urban cores into the greenfield sites of
new towns.
Whitehand devotes the rest of the text to

scrutinizing the work of Local Planning
Authorities, created to manage the urban
landscape under the Town and Country
Planning Act. Case studies undertaken in
southem England question the planning
authority's ability to manage, rather than to
purely react to, pressures from other parties.
Rarely were the l,ocal Planning Authorities
able to look beyond measurements of building density and the geometry of highways
to more significant factors of the genius loci

in new development

proposals. Seldom
of property
owners and developers realized in the final
built product. The resulting urban landscape
appears to be a mere by-product of the conflicts between Local Planning Authorities
and applicants. What remains is a system
that seems to provide little encouragement
for small developers seeking small-scale local change, for it appears that only larger
organizations with financial resources and

were the original intentions

scale municipal activity begin.

influenced by economic motives have traditionally instigated development. Only with

expertise are able to carry proposals through

its exhaustive bureaucracy.
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MARC A. WEISS

As an urban mo{phologist Whitehand at-

five cases to illustrate their arguments. For
example, they discuss the importance of in-

Downtown, lnc.:
How America Rebuilds

tempts to understand rather than to change
urban environments. In acknowledging the
book's value as a methodological and re-

novative entrepreneurs from both the private and public sectors, and make their
point by profiling developers James Rouse
(Faneuil Hall) and Ernest Hahn (Horton

Cities

search resource, it should be noted that this

work will have less value outside the geographic discipline of urban morphology.
Moreover, as the book was written under

Bernard J. Frieden
and Lynne B. Sagalyn

Plaza and Plaza Pasadena) and govemment

officials George Latimer (St. Paul), John
Clise (Seattle), and Gerald Trimble (Pasa-

the auspices of the Institute of British Geog-

it

Downtown, Inc. is a well-written and engaging book that focuses on "public-private
partnerships" of the 1980s that led to the
development of new retail centers in the
central business districts of several American cities. The book is organized around a
series of case studies of five relatively successful urban revitalization efforts: Faneuil
Hall Marketplace in Boston, Horton Plaza
in San Diego, Town Square in St. Paul, Ptke

draws on research undertaken
only in Great Britain, which may limit its

raphers,

appeal to foreign readers.

"The Making of the Urban Fabric" might
have been a more appropriate title, as White-

hand fails to provide a clear definition of
"landscape." At times the research boundaries are bluned, with too much attention
paid to architectural style and design.
Seeking fresh insight into the noneco-

dena and San Diego).

While the retail projects include both
new construction and rehabilitation, the
common element is that in each of the six
cities, public subsidy and private redevelopment of a shopping center became the vehicle for urban revitalization. Bemard
Frieden is often critical of big govemment
and excessive public intervention, a viewpoint he argues in his previous book, Ifte
Environmental Protection Hustle (Cam-

nomic motives of the agents involved in urban change is a valuable endeavor. Such a

Place Market in Seattle, andPlaza Pasadena

pursuit certainly needs the benefit of further

on each development, the authors inter-

bridge: MIT Press, 1979). He and colleague
Lynne Sagalyn initiated the research project

illumination from a wider discipline base.
In time I hope that this research will move

sperse their material around thematic chapters and use stories and examples from the

that led to Downtown, Inc, with the goal of
demonstrating that market-oriented public

in Pasadena. Rather than present a chapter

beyond the makers of change to address the
issues of individuals and organizations impacted by dynamic urban landscapes.
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THE MAKING OF THE URBAN LANDSCAPE,
J. W. R. Whitehand, Institute of British Geographers Special Publications Series-Number 26,
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Basil Blackwell Limited, 1992,239 pp., illus.,
The precedent to the modem-day shopping mall, Milan Galleria; late-1800s. (From Downtown, Inc.)
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rising economic growth, real estate booms,
and very favorable demographics for retail-
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Horton Plaza are experiencing
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shrinking demand. More importantly, there
have not been any successful new, centralcity retail malls developed in America in the

*

last five years. Thus we do not yet know

Downtown, Inc. represents a good longterm solution or a 1980s phenomenon
whose time has already passed. Frieden and

Sagalyn, in strongly advocating their idea,
emphasize its benefits much more than they
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consider its costs or the communiry activist
critique of this type of public-private development partrership.

t*

Despite these problems, Downtown, Inc.

't

is an extremely important and skillfully

F
$xr
q

written book. Frieden and Sagalyn discuss
design issues of interest to architects and urban planners. Further, their book gives an
excellent picture ofthe relationship between
private developers and govemment policymakers. While Downtown, Inc. may not be
the "hot" new prescription for the 1990s, it
certainly gives a vital portrait of a key trend

{t

Borrowed images from Siena and Venice mix with contemporary architecture at Horton Plaza, San Diego,
Califomia; Jon A. Jerde, 1985. (From Downtot'n.Inc.)

partnerships with private retail developers
can be more effective in promoting central

city growth than the 1960s-style urban renewal land-clearance guided by government planners. The historical review of
urban renewal and five city studies presented by Frieden and Sagalyn make a persuasive case. However, there are numerous

if

the urban revitalization strategy outlined in

lr)
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shopping malls are also suffering from

r
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financial difficulty due to the declining forfunes ofreal estate values, offlce space use,
retail sales volume, and the general economic recession. Many other downtown

\
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market activity. Today even some of the apparent success stories like Faneuil Hall and

t

ofthe

instances where efforts to create downtown

1980s.

festival marketplaces in smaller cities such
as Toledo, Ohio, or Richmond, Virginia,
have failed to attract sufficient credit-worthy shoppers and to economically revitalize
their surrounding districts.
The five cases in Downtown,Inc. are all
from the early to middle 1980s, a period of

DOWNTOWN, INC.; HOW AMERICA REBUILDS CITIES, Bernard J. Frieden and Lynne B.
Sagalyn, MIT Press, 1990,382 pp., illus., $24.95.
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A list of recently published books on architecture and urbanism compiled for the Society
of Architectural Historians by Judith Holliday, librarian at Cornell.

DESIGN BIBTIOPHILIA
4 Studios in Barcelona: Afredo
Arribas, Pepe Cortes, Enric Miralles,
O scar Tusquets. London: Architectural
Associa-tion, 1992.48 pp. (Mega;

Brett, David. C .R. M ackinst o s h-T he
Poetics of Workmanship. Cambidge,
MA: Harvard Univ. Press, 1992. 152
pp. (Essays in art and culture) $35.00.

xrv) f 16.00. rsBN

rsBN 0-674-54065-4

1-870890-41-8

NA Architectural Guide to Nassau
and Suffolk Counties, Long Island.

American Institute of Architects,
Long Island Chapter and the Society
for the Preservation of Long Island
Antiquities. New York: Dover, 1992
205 pp. ISBN 0-486-26946-9
Aman, Anders. Architecture and ldeology in Eastern Europe During the
Stalin Era: An Aspect of Cold War
History. New York: Architectural
History Founda-tion; Cambridge,
MA: MIT hess, 1992. 285 pp.
$35.00. Trans. of Arkitektur och
ide olo gi i stalintide ns O s t e ur opa.
ISBN 0-262-01 130-l

Bunting, Bainbridge. Taos Adobe:
Spanis h C olonial and T e r ritor ial Ar chitec'ture of the Taos Valley .2d ed.
Albuquerque: Univ. of New Mexico
Press, 1992. 82 pp. ISBN 0-8263-

t32t-3
Campbell, Robert. Cityscapes of Boston: An American City through Time.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1992.220
pp. $35.00. ISBN 0-395-581 19-2
Campen, Richard N. Distinguished
Homes of Shaker Heights. Fon Myers,
FL: West Summit Press, 1992. 144
pp. $40.00. ISBN 0-9601356-7-7

Archilektur 1988- I 99 I von Gerkan,

.},r

LlvlNG !N

eq

Marq und Partner. Stuttgan:
Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1992. 436
pp. DMl48. ISBN 3-421-03021-9
Baljon, Lodewijk. D e si g ning P ar ks :
An Examination of Contemporary
Approaches to Design in Landscape
Architecture, Based on a Comparative Design Analysis of Entries for
the Councours Internqtional, Parc de
la Villerte, Paris, 1982-33 .
Amsterdam: Architectura & Natura
Press, 1992. 322 pp. Dfl79.50. ISBN
90-71570-10-X
Bamrol, Guy. Dauphine roman.La
Pierre-qui-Vire : Zodiaque, 1992. 404
pp. (La nuit des temps; 77) ISBN
2-7369-0193-2
Beaton, Elizabeth. Ross & Crom.arty
An I llustrated Arc hite c tural Guide.
Edinburgh: RIAS, 1992. 108 pp.
(Landmark series of architectural
guides to Scotland) f,6.95. ISBN

1-873t90-04-2

of

Bisgrove, Richard. The Gardens
Gertrude JelcylL Boston: Little

Brown, 1992. 192 pp. $45.00. ISBN
0-3 16-096s7-1

i

Boudon, Phrltppe. Introduction
l' ar c hite c tur ol ogle. Paris: Dunod,
1992.258 pp. (Sciences de la conception) F160. ISBN 2-04-020714-7

Dolkart, Andrew. Guide to New York
City Landmarks. Washington: Preservation Press, 1992. 253 pp. ISBN
0-89133-166-2

Gifford, lohn. Highland and Islands.
London: Penguin, 1992.683 pp.(The
Buildings of Scotland) L30.00. ISBN

Durant, David N. The Handbook of
ritish Arc hite c tural S ty le s. London:
Barrie & Jenkins, 1992.208 pp.
f 8.99. ISBN O-7 t26-4862-3

Gooding, Mel. William Alsop: Buildings and Projeus. New York:
Princeton Architectural Press, 1992.

Elliott, Cecil D. Technics and Architecture : The Development of Materi-

Guimard: Paris, Musee d'Onay,

als and Systems

for Buildings.
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1992.
467 pp. $65.00. ISBN 0-262-05045-s

de la Reunion des Musees Nationaux,
1992.451 pp. F350. ISBN 2-71 l82329-6

Ensminger, Robert F. The Pennsylvania Barn: Its Origin, Evolution and
Distribution in North America. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univ. Press,
1992.238 pp. (Creating the North
American Landscape series) ISBN 08018-4304-9

Hays, K. Michael. Modernism and
the Posthumanist Subject: The Architecture of Hannes Meyer and Ludwig

B

Foster Associates Recent Works,
New York: St. Martin's Press, 1992.
143 pp. (Architectural monographs;

20) $45.00. rsBN o-3t2-01242-2
Frampton, Kenneth and Philip Drew.
Harry Seidler: Four Decades ofArchitecture. New York: Thames and
Hudson, 1992.431 pp. $80.00 ISBN
0-500-97838-7

Castellucci, Leonardo. Living in
Tuscany. New York: Abbeville Press,
1592.236 pp. Trans. of Ahitare in
Toscana. ISBN I -55859-320-9
Colson, Jean and Marie-Christine
Lawoa. Dictionnaire des monuments
de Paris. Paris: Hervas. 1992.917
pp.

Fl 150. ISBN 2-903 I 1 8-66-3

ntonio da Sangallo il
Vecchio e I'architettura del
C inq ue c e nto in Valdic hiana. Genoa'.
Sagep, 1992. 174 pp. L70000. ISBN
88-7058-424-0
Cozzi, Mauro.

A

Dayalan, D. EarlyTemples of Tamilnadu: Their Role in Socioeconomic
Life (c. A.D.550-925). New Delhi:
Harman Pub. House, 1992.268pp.
Rs600. ISBN 8l -85 I 5 I -55-5
Diamonstein, Barbaralee. Landmarks
EighteenWonders of the New York

World.New York: Abrams, 1992.
160 pp. $35.00. ISBN 0-8109-3565-l
74

Freely, John. Sinan: Architect of
Suleyman the Magnificent and the
Ottoman Golden Age. New York:
Thames and Hudson, 1992.141 pp.
$95.00. ISBN 0-500-34 r 20-6

0-14-071071-X

$29.9s. rSBN

1 -8'1

82'1
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avril-26 juillet 1992. Paris: Editions

Hilberseimer. Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 1992. 336 pp. $39.95. ISBN 0-

262-082t2-8
Heinz, Thomas A. Frank Lloyd
W ri ght. London: Academy Editions,
1992, 143 pp. (Architectural monographs; no. 18) $45.00. ISBN 185490-105-2
Hejduk, J ohln. T he Lancaster I H anov er
Masque. London: Architectural Association,1992.104 pp. (Text; 8)
$r9.95. rSBN 0-920785- 19-0
Highsmith, Carol Embassies of
W as hington. Washington, D.C. :
heservation hess, 1992. 1l pp.

rsBN 0-E9133-190-5

Gamer, John 5., ed. The Company
Town: Architecture and Society in
the Early Industrial Age. New

York:

Oxford Univ. Press, 1992. 245 pp.
$39.95. rSBN 0- l 9-507027-5
Garrett. Wendell D. C lassic America
The Federal Style & Beyond. New
York: Rizzoli. 1992.297 pp. $65.00.
ISBN 0-8478-1585-4

Hines, Thomas S. Franklin

D.lsrael:

Buildings and ProTecls: Essays. New
York: Rizzoli, 1992.224 pp. ISBN
0-8478- 1538-2

Hoffmann, Donald. Frank Lloyd
W ri ght' s H ollyhoc k House. New
York: Dover, 1992.118 pp. $10.95.

ISBN 0-486-27133-1

Winter

Imamoglu, Y acrt. Ge I e nekse I Kayse
evleri. s.l.: Turkiye Halk Bankasi,
1992.268 pp.

r

i

Ivy, Robert Adams. Fay Jones: The
Architecture of E. Fay Jones, FNA.
Washington, D.C.: American lnstitute of Architects, 1992. 224 pp.
$60.00. ISBN 1-55835-075-6

Lluis Nadal. Almeria: Colegio
Oficial de Arquitectos de Andalucia
Oriental, 1992.68 pp. (Documentos
de arquitectura; 21)

The Protection of the Architectural
H eritage Agains t N atura I D isa st er s :
Proceedings of the European Colloquy on Regulatory Measures.Frav-

Stan, Eileen E. Architecture in the
Cowboy State, 1849-1940. Glendo,
WY: High Plains hess, 1992. 199
pp. $14.95. ISBN 0-931271-07-X

Lowe, David. StanfordWhite's New
Izart. New York: Doubleday, 1992.
339 pp. $45.00 ISBN 0-385-26016-4

ello, Italy, 15-17 November 1989.
Strasbourg: Council of Europe Press,
1992. lO3 pp. (Architectural Heritage
series; no. 21) ISBN 92-871-2004-8

Szambien, Wemer. De la rue des
Colonnes d la rue de Rivoli.Pais:

Mark, Robert and Ahmet S. Cakmak,
eds. Hagia Sophia from the Age of
Justinian to the Present. New York:
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1992.255
pp. $85.00. ISBN 0-521-41677-9

TAYJOi$ES

ffi

1993

McCormick, Frark. Sir John
Vanbrugh: A Reference Gude. New
York: G.K. Hall, 1992.228 pp.

rsBN 0-8161-8990-0

Ravetllat Mira, Pere Joan. Block Housing: A Contemporary Perspective.
Barcelona: Gustavo Gili, 1992. 189 pp.
Ptas5600. ISBN 84-252- 1567-6

Jahn, Helmut, et al. Building ldentiry*:
die Geschichte eines grenzenlosen
Efolges. Dusseldorf: Eron, 1992. 224
pp. DM68. ISBN 3-430-15014-0
Jones, Edward and Christopher
Woodward. A Guide to the Architecture of London.2d ed. London:

Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1992.444
pp. f25.00. ISBN 0-297-83 1 l4-3
Kisho Kurokawa: From Metabolism
to Symbiosis. New York: St. Martin's
hess, 1992. 311 pp. $79.50. ISBN 0312-07893-5
Knapp, Ronald G., ed. Chinese Landscapes: The Village as Place. Honolulu: Univ. of Hawaii Press, 1992.
313 pp. $46.00. ISBN 0-8248-1413-4

ta

oriente e occidente. Florence: Alinea,
1992. 83 pp. (Saggi e documenti di
storia dell'architetnrra; 18) L15000

Morolli, Gabriele, et al.,

eds.

L'archi

tettura di Lorenzo il Magnifico :
Firenze, Spedale degli knocenti, 8

apile-26 luglio 1992. Cinisello

Rigau, Jorge. Puerto Rico 1900:
T urn-of-t he C e nt un Archi te c t ure i n
the H ispanic C aribbean, I 890-1 930.

veloping world) f36.95. ISBN
85574-Ot1-7

New York: Rizzoli, 1992.232 pp.
ISBN 0-8478- 1400-9, 0-8478- 1430-0

Thomas, Christopher A. The Architecture of the West Building of the

Roberto Ercilla. Almeria: Colegio
Oficial de Arquitectos de Andalucia
Oriental, 1992.69 pp. (Documenros
de arquitectura; 20)
Roser, Matthias. Paul Bonatz:
W ohnhauser. Stuttgart: Hatje, 1992.
95 pp. DM38. ISBN 3-7757-0305-5

Balsamo: Silvana, 1992. 31 1 pp.
L80000. rsBN 88-366-0362-9

Paternoster Square and the New
C las s ica I Traditian. London: Academy Editions, 1992.96 pp. L9.95.

San Martin, Eduardo. La arquitec-

ISBN 1-85490-131-1
Pemberton, Delia. Ancient Egypt,

tura de la periferia de Santiago:
experiencias y propuestas. Santiago:
Andres Bello, 1992. ll8 pp. ISBN
956-13-097-5-K

San Francisco: Chronicle Books,

1992. 150 pp. (Architectural guides

for travelers) ISBN 0-87701-E47-2

Schneekloth, Lynda H., et a1., eds.
hanging P laces : Remaking Institutional Buildings. Fredonia, NY:
White Pine Press, 1992. 430 pp.
C

$30.00.

rsBN

1

-87 7 7 27

-M-0

Lahuerta, Juan Jose. Anlani Gaudi,
852 - I 926 : Arc hitettura ide olo gia e

Skalecki, Liliane. Das Reithaus:
U nter suc hunq en zu einer B auaufgabe
im 17. bis 19. Jahrhundert. Hlldesheim: Olrns, 1992.303 pp. (Studien

a. Milan: Electa, 1992. 346 pp.
L140000. rsBN 88-435-3491 -2
i t ic

Laseau, Paul and James Tice. Frank
Lloyd Wright : Between Principle and
Form.New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 1992.204 pp. ISBN0442-23478-3

o/Arl. Washington,
D.C.: National Gallery of Art, 1992.
57 pp. ISBN 0-89468-184-2
Varma, Pavan K. Mansions at Dusk.
The Havelis of Old Delht.New
Delhi: Spantech, 1992. 126 pp.
Rs650. ISBN

8

18521-5 14-6

and the Prairie School in Wisconsin:
An Architectural Touring Guide.
Madison, WI: Prairie Oak Press,
t992.252 pp. $24.9s, $15.95. ISBN
r-879483-07 -7 , 1 -879483-08-4

Waldeier Bizzato, Tina. Ro-

riti cism : A
Pre-History. New York: Cambridge
Univ. Press, 1992.253 pp. $65.00.
rsBN 0-521-41017-7
mane s q ue Ar c hi t e ctural C

Woodbridge, Sally. B e rnar d
Maybeck: Visionary Archirecl. New

York: Abbeville Press, 1992. 264 pp.
$5s.00. rsBN l-55859-280-6

I

.'',

r.

zur Kunstgeschichte; Bd. 76) ISBN
3-487-09631-5
Sola Morales Rubio, Ignasi de. Fin
de

Lavin, Sylvia. Quatremdre de Quincy
and the Invention of a Modern Language of Architecture. Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press,1992.334 pp.
$39.95. ISBN O-262-t2t 66-2
Lebbeus W oods : Anar c hite c tur e : Ar
chitecture Is a Political Act.New
York: St. Martin's Press,1992. 144
pp. (Architectural monographs; 22)
$30.00. rsBN 0-312-081 1 1-1

1-

Visser, Kristir. Frank Lloyd Wright
Rybczynski.Wi told. Loo ki n g
Around: A Journey Through Architecture.New York: Viking, 1992.
301 pp. ISBN 0-670-8442t-7

M€ad

1

Taylor, Brian Brace. Miguel Angel
Roca. London: Concept Media,
1992. 183 pp. (Architects ofthe de-

N ational Gal lery

Mimar Sinan: architettura

i,,'-'" ..i*q, ti--L

pol

Delegation )r I'action artistique de la
ville de Paris, 1992. 159 pp. Fl 80.
rsBN 2-9051-1845-5

-

Siicle Architecture in Barcelona.

Barcelona: Gustavo Glli, 1992.240
pp. Ptas6700. ISBN 84-252-15&-1
Pisani, Mario. Paolo Portoghesi.
Milan: Electa, 1992. 179 pp. (Documenti di architettura; 64) L,10000.
ISBN 88-435-9257-X
Prost, Robert. Conception architecturale : une investi gotion methodologique. Pais: Harmanan, 1992. 190 pp.
(Villes et entreprises) F200. ISBN 2-

St. John Wilson, Colin. Architectural
ReJlections: Studies in the Philosophy
and P ractic e of Architecture. Boston:
Butterworth-Heinemann, 1992. 240
pp. f,24.95. ISBN 0-7506-1283-5

7384-1240-8
75

Zabalbeascoa, Anatxu. The New
Spanish Architecrure. New York:
Rizzoli, 1992.224 pp. ISBN 0-8478-

1s32-3,0-8478-1533-1

Ihe Association of

AunRrcAN UruwERsrrY PnEssES
Direc{0ry 1992-1993
As an introduction and guide to the world of university presses, the directory
will be an essential reference and resource to anyone who is, or wants to be,
involved in scholarly publishing.
The Association of American University Presses has for over lifty years worked
to encourage the dissemination of scholarly research and ideas. Today the
109 members of the AAUP annually publish over 8,000 books and more than
500 periodicals. The directory offers a detailed introduction to the structure
and publishing programs of AAUP memher presses.

Among its useful features are:

. Information on 109 university presses in the U.S., Canada, and overseas
. Complete addresses, phone and fax numbers
. Names and responsibilities of key staff
. Subject area guide, with 136 categories, indicating which presses puhlish in a given area

. Advice for authors on the submission of manuscripts
Distributed for the Association of American University Presses

The University of Chicago Press
Please send

me_

ORDER FORM
1,992-1,993 AAUP Directory Paper at $14.95 each

Tuantll[

(rsBN 0-945103-06.9)
Total order $
Sales

tax(ll

addresses 8%) $

Shipping and Handling

tl

Check 0r money order

attached

Credit Card No.

_

Phone:
, Date

Signature
Name
Address
City/StateiZip

Mail your order to:
The University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis
Chicago,

IL

60637

Shipping and handling. Please add $2.00 for the
Iirst book and $.75 for each additional book.
Customers outside the USA should add $3.00 for
the lirst book and $.75 for each additional book.

Purchase orders and individual orders charged to Visa and MasterCard may be sent
by Fax to 312
SA 1010

660-2235
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FAAAOUS BUITDINGS

Ha;x60NlEs

4th sdition, rsvised and enlarged

Aug$to

Editcd by Franz Schulze
and Kwin Hanington

Trarebted by Nicob Bmno
Witb a Foreword b1 Radolf Anhcim

The new edition of "the one book
on Chicago architecnre that everyone

.ftT
ITAKING THE
MODERT.I
lndustry, Art, and Design in America

Teny Smith
"With great acum€n, far-ranging scholerpowerfrrl gnsp ofcritical dreory
Smiti worLs his way through an array of
visual and historical material thet would
daunt even the most intrepid scholar.

shovJd

b* e."

-C

'Pcpcr l?.95

bicago Tribunc

3OO

pagcr

(crf)

ARCHITECTURE
AryER RICHARDSON

{O

colq phtcr, lO halfton"s

'Clotb cditin aaaibbk

lYtargaret Henderson Floyd

Cloth 35O.OO 52t pegcs
166 h.lftonc3

Copublirbcd witb tbc Pittrburgb History
ard ltndmarhs Foandttin

Makingthe Moden will be vdued not
only for its breadth and scholarly aormen, but also for its sheer criticd brilliancc, for the insighs that crowd is
pages."-AIan Wallach, College of

-from
.Pep.r 3t5.95 ll2pagcr

Alden, and Harlow
-Longfrellow,
in Boston and PiGburgh

William and Mary

a

ttln an area of the psychology of art
where reliable guidanc,e is still so hard
to come by, [Garau's] well-supported
contributions to the rheory ofcolor
composition ought to be welcomed
by practitionen and scholars dike."
t-he Foreword by Rudolf Arnheim

Regiona I ism before Modemism

By placing these architects' regionalism
and classicism in a national mntext,
Floyd uncovers a strong orlnrral affinity
betrveen nrrn-of-the-century Boston
and Pittsburgh. She also reveals an
unsuspected link berween the path
of modernism and the evolution of
antimodern imagery.
Cloth t60.O0 l!! pagcr (cst.)
150 halftoncs, lOO lin. drings

ship and

Garau

THE UN]VERSITY OF
CHICAGO PRESS
5801 South Ellis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Art 8.

lrf,.rt irre

AMER,ICAN GROUND ZERO

The Secrel Nucleqr Wqr

Corole Gallaoher
foreword by 'Ir'lnh Schneider
"This is more than a cautionary tale, it is a
revelation of something apocalyptic. The
Soviet Union was condemned by the world for
keeping Chernobyl a3-day secret. Our
nucieaibomb tests in Nevada were kept a 30year secret. Our respected scientists, engih..rs, and administrations were the guilty
parties and we, the American people, were
kent whollv isnorant of peril without precedeht. It's a'taYapatoo ra 6f book."
^
Studs Terkel

-462 pp., 129 duorones $50.00
ATOIS RIEGL

THE OPTICAL UNCONSCIOUS

Art History ond Theory

Roso/ind E. Krouss

Margaret lversen
"Iversen masterfuily clarifies Riegi's astonishingly
contemporary arguments about power relations
within the p6rtralts and between viewer and
painter. . .. Here is a remarkable achievement,"
Diane Ghirardo, University o[ Southern

"ln this stunningly
original and far-ranging
book, Rosalind Krauss
persuasively argues for
an altemative history

G.

developed against the
grain of mainstream
modernism's construction of a field of rational

-California
240 pp.,

U

theoreticians who have
helped to shape modern culture, Krauss
challenges our notion of what constitutes
"seeins" bv relocatins vision itself within the
opacit! of'the body a"nd the invisibility of the
unconscious."- lss Bersani, University ol
Califomia, Berkeley

@

ll8 illus.

ROCK

$24.95

c
.c

{Moy)

RETIGION

Writings
'tAYond Proiects I965.I990
Don Grohom
edited by Brian Wollis
Dan Graham's artworks and critical writings
have had an enorrnous influence on the course
o[ contemporary art over the past quarter
century. rtckrty Religlon collicts eighteen of
Graham's essays from all periods of his work.
344 pp.,230

illus.

$34.95

(Junel

l9

illus.

$29.95

Uune)

8

visuality. Drawing
brilliantly from the
work of irtists and

376 pp.,

lApril)

:

R.USSIAN

AVANT.
GARDE

BOOKS

t9t7-34

e-{

Suson Compton

Illustrated
throughout with

B

examples from
the British
Library's extensive collections
Russian AvantGarde Boohs is an
important survey
of Russian design
and literature of
the I920s and
1930s.
192 pp., 106 illus.,

l6

color

$29.e5

rtecture Books
(,

STR.UCIUR.E IN SCUTPIUR.E
DonielL. Schodek
This book lays out the fundamental structural
issues of concem to creators and commissioners
of sculpture, from
balance and geometry to the structural

chiracteristics of
different materials.
Schodek elucidates

Now Available

\

r atr
lt c

illus.

$60.00

PAINTING AS MODET

tvb*Di swero,tsis 1978

Yve-Aloin Bois
(Aprill

IAN HA'IIIITON FINLAY
A Visuol Primer
Yves Abrioux
312 pp., I l04color lllus., 19 twocolor

AR.T AFIER.

illus.,

241

b&w

PHILOSOPHY

AND AFIER,
Collected Writings, t966-t990
Joseph Kosuth
312 pp., 58

illus.

in Paperbach

OCTOBER BOOKS

Calder, and Christo.
32O pp., 130

FRANCTSCO, I950-Ig8O
edited bv Dovid Horris. with essovs bv
Dovid Horris ond Eric Sondweiss' '
These photographs from the CCA collection and
other private and public collections documenr one
Centre Conodien d'Architecture/Conodion Cenke for Architecture
140 pp., 178 illus., 163 in fullcolor, ]2 holFtones, 3 mops, Iull
reproductions o[ 6 ponoromos $39.95 poper (Aprtll

such as Richard

Alexander

PHOIOGRAPHIC PANORAMA OF SAN

o[ the supreme technical and conceptuai achievements in'the history of architecturaf photography.

structural principles
through examinations of the work of
sculptors that
include historical
figures like Auguste
Rodin as well as
contemporary artists
Serra,

EADWEAR.D MUYBRIDGE AND THE

illus.

$50.00

"A remarkable book, an excellent and innovarive
example of how the major experiences of modem
painting, from Matisse and Picasso to Mondnan,
Newman, or Ryman require a specific use of
theory to be correctly interpreted. A genuinely
original contribution, in both style and approach,
to a 'new history' o[ art whrch reconciles cilrical
theory to histoncal research."
Louis Mann,

Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences
Sociales,
Paris

An OCTOBER Book 360 pp., 89

illus.

$ 17.95

poper (Moyl

TECHNIGIUES OF THE OBSERVER

$30.00

THE DEFINITIVELY UNFINISHED
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